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Abstract

been conducted all over the world for several years. One of major purposes of Smart Grid

is to realize optimal electric power system by the transition to the collaborative operation

between power supply and demand using information communication technology (ICT). In

order to enhance existing power system, which is already one of important social

infrastructure, into Smart Grid, enormous and long term investment would be required,

however, it looks the benefit of Smart Grid is unclear yet and related markets are not in

rapid expansion. Therefore, it is necessary to clarify profitable Smart Grid measures and to

promote investments and their recovery by many business enterprises for accelerating

Smart Grid realization.

Therefore, this dissertation concerns critical components of Smart Grid including

their implementation measures and technologies, provides various benefits and cost

quantification methods, and proposes expected business models with these critical

components and their evaluation methods. Thorough this study, the profitability of

installation measures and effective utilization of ICT were focused to realize, continue and

enlarge the critical components of Smart Grid.

As the result of the study, important challenges were clarified and their solutions

were discussed. The followings are major clarifications. Firstly, the holistic optimization of

power systems in demand-side was considered and proposed quantification methods for

holistic and periodical installation effects of Smart Grid components. In addition,

evaluation methods of Smart Grid components were proposed for the consideration of the

near future power market in Japan. Secondly, two types of evaluation methods for Smart

Grid components were proposed. The first one is the method which should prioritize

profitability for business sustainability and expansion, and another one is the methods

which should choose the best solution considering multi-objectives which have trade-off

relations each other such as installation effects versus costs etc. Lastly, a value circulation

model between power supply and demand sides was proposed and it was showed that

value exchanges between them were possible virtually by the utilization of ICT, and

environmental conditions which activated value creation were also provided.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

In this chapter, the background and the goal of this dissertation are described. In

the description, Smart Grid , which is the subject of this study, is defined because there is

no unique common definition and many definitions by various organizations exist. Then

the direction and the investigation flow of this dissertation are described by showing the

structure of this dissertation.

Background and Context to This Study1.1.

the world, and many pilot and/or demonstration Smart Grid projects have been conducted.

In addition, some incentive plans or subsidy systems have been implemented to promote

Smart Grid in many countries or regions.

However, it looks that only a few verified and commercially deployed Smart Grid

technologies with clear benefits exist. The reason might be Smart Grid benefit is still

unclear because Smart Grid realization requires restructurings of various existing power

supply systems and their components, and these should need a large scale expense, while

many expectations by Smart Grid realization exist, such as improvement of power supply

reliability, reduction of environmental burdens and expansion of the number of employees

working for new energy related businesses etc. One of the reasons might be major Smart

Grid expected achievements such as advanced demand control and a large scale

installation of small size renewable energy sources (RESs) are mainly on technology

improvements in demand-side. Because most current Smart Grid technologies are based

on the existing technologies for large size and small number of equipment, and these

would require high cost if such technologies would be deployed to small size and large

number of equipment in demand-side. In addition, many new technologies in demand-side

are proposed such as power selling using photovoltaic (PV) generation systems, power

saving by energy management systems (EMSs) and dynamic pricing and demand response

(DR) programs. However it is difficult for most of them to recover their installation and

operation costs at present. For example, electric power selling using RES generation is not

profitable without subsidies, and various support programs are required to recover their

service installation and operation cost only with their small cost reduction effect in most
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countries and regions.

In order to solve these challenges, high value production Smart Grid components

should be developed with their quantification method. Moreover, it is necessary to clarify

the profitability of Smart Grid measures as businesses, and many business organizations

should join to various Smart Grid projects and make investment continuously. Expansion

of information communication technology (ICT) utilization is one of expected areas for

these challenges and it should contribute not only to efficiency improvement of existing

power system technologies but also to value production using various and huge

information, which can be collected by the recent information technology evolution.

However the fact is that ICT applied areas to power systems are limited at present.

On the above mentioned background, it should be necessary to clarify critical

component technologies and measures to realize Smart Grid, to quantify their installation

effects and to propose evaluation methods of their optimal implementation into Japanese

market in the aspect of business profitability and effective utilization of ICT for these

technologies and measures.

Smart Grid and Advanced Power System1.2.

Firstly, Smart Grid definition in this dissertation is described because Smart Grid is

a wide-ranging concept and a unique definition does not exist.

Smart Grid concept is defined at various organizations all over the world and such

various definitions of Smart Grid reflect individual characteristics and constraints of

organizations, regions or countries these Smart Grid concepts defined. For example, the

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), which is United States (U.S.)

standard setting organization, defines Smart Grid as follows [1-1].

-way

communication and control capabilities that will lead to an array of new functionalities and

applications. Unlike today's grid, which primarily delivers electricity in a one-way flow from

generator to outlet, the smart grid will permit the two-way flow of both electricity and

As another example, European Technology Platform (ETP) defines Smart Grid as

follows. [1-2]
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connected to it - generators, consumers and those that do both - in order to efficiently deliver

sustainable, economic and secure electricity supplies. A smart grid employs innovative

products and services together with intelligent monitoring, control, communication, and

self-healing technologies in order to:

Better facilitate the connection and operation of generators of all sizes and

technologies

Allow consumers to play a part in optimising the operation of the system

Provide consumers with more information and better options choosing their

energy supplier

Significantly reduce the environmental impact of the whole electricity supply

system

Maintain and improve the existing high levels of system reliability, quality, and

security of supply

Maintain and improve the existing services efficiently

Foster the development of a

On the other hand, in Japan which is the targeted market of this study, the Ministry

of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) defines the Smart Grid as follows [1-3] and Figure

1-1 is the Smart Grid overview by METI [1-4].

Figure 1-1 Smart Grid Overview by METI [1-4]

Next generation energy system, as it is called Smart Grid is the concept of next
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generation power systems corresponding to challenges related to power supply and demand

using state-of-art information technologies (IT). Generally, for large scale installation of

dispersed generations such as renewable energy, it is aimed to realize high efficiency, high

quality and high reliability power systems by the integration and utilization of information

from dispersed generations, energy storages and demand side using high-speed

communication network technologies, as well as combined operation with existing large

scale power sources and transmission and distribution networks. 1

In addition, various standard setting organizations and industries define their own

Smart Grid and they are organized in [1-5]. Referring to these various Smart Grid

definitions, it is found that the following words are used commonly.

Intelligent Power Supply Network

ICT Utilization

Two-way (bidirectional)

These three features are outlined as follows.

Intelligent Power Supply Network(1)

Smart Grid is a power supply network and not existing power supply system but is

composed of new equipment which has advanced technologies from power generation

assets to power consumption appliances. In addition, this power supply network has

recovery in case of failure etc.

ICT Utilization(2)

1.2(1) by the utilization of

all information which are generated at all points from power generations to power

utilization points which compose Smart Grid. Therefore, information transferring,

processing and utilizing mechanisms which can treat huge amount of data from a large

number of equipment should be essential.

Two-way (Bidirectional)(3)

Smart Grid is two-way power supply network. Two-way has two means and the first

is power flow direction and the second is information utilization flow direction. As for the

1 Original definition is in Japanese and attached as Appendix B
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power flow aspect, power flow direction would be two-way from existing one-way power

flow from centralized large generators to consumers, because consumers would have their

own generators and excess generated power should be injected into power supply

network for selling. As for the information utilization flow aspect, the supply and demand

balancing method would be two-way. While power companies are adjusting their supply

electric power corresponding to electric power demand in the current power supply

system, in the Smart Grid, consumers would control their demand considering power

supply capacity, or power companies

using information of both supply and demand sides.

Because the targeted market of this study is the power market in Japan, this

dissertation adopts the METI s Smart Grid definition as the base definition and detailed

discussions will be conducted focusing on above mentioned three features of Smart Grid

definitions.

Aims of This Study1.3.

This study aims to contribute to the realization of Japanese Smart Grid which is an

improved power system in all aspects of security, safety, ecology and economy compared

with existing power systems. In order to realize Japanese Smart Grid, many Smart Grid

related projects have been conducted and various new technologies such as dispersed

generations (DG) including RES generations, electric storages, smart meters and so on also

have been installed. However, it is not Smart Grid yet but just a power systems limited

number of above mentioned new technologies connected. Because new technologies such

as PV and wind turbine are environment friendly but unstable in the aspect of generation

capacity, roughly speaking the same amount of reserved power such as power storages

would be required if there are no any control mechanisms. Therefore, the collection of

power systems state information and optimal controls of new technologies using such

information are essential in order to increase RES amount and reduce the number of

power storages. However ICT utilization in power systems is still very limited at present

and this might be one of the reasons why the amount of RES would not be expanded while

power quality is very high. Therefore, the expansion of ICT adapted areas in power

systems maintaining power quality is one of most important topics in the study, as well as

clarification of critical new Smart Grid technologies and measures. Although power
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storage and its effective management are also important topics to realize Smart Grid, these

topics are out of the scope because the consideration of effective ICT utilization is focused

in this study.

In addition, while installation effect of these Smart Grid technologies such as DG,

EMS etc., have been studied, most are stand-alone effects estimation and earning models

as business models have not been considered. As mentioned in 1.1, the realization of Smart

Grid requires installations of various technologies and measures, and these require a lot of

investment. That means it is necessary that many companies should enter the new

electricity market and provide many investments to the market continuously. In order to

realize such situations, clear benefit is essential and thus this dissertation focus on

profitability of Smart Grid business models and another important objective is to clarify

these effective business models for Smart Grid elemental technologies and measures.

The followings are major items what this study should clarify.

Critical component technologies and measures to realize Smart Grid

To clarify areas where especially ICT application increases production

values

Business profitability and sustainability by the quantification of installation

effect for critical technologies and measures for Smart Grid

To provide versatile evaluation methods and tools for the first stage of

Smart Grid activities in order to support potential entrants into this new

power market

Evaluation methods of technologies and measures installed into Japanese

power market in the aspect of business profitability.

To propose sustainable model without dependence on subsidies because

most of subsidy projects are evanescent and ended with demonstration

projects

Structure of This Paper1.4.

In order to achieve aims of this study, the dissertation is composed of seven

chapters as follows.

Here, the background and the goal of this study are defined and provides the

direction and the investigation flow of this study by showing the structure of this
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dissertation.

Chapter two explores critical components of Smart Grid by researches, analyses and

reorganization of activities in Smart Grid demonstration projects worldwide. In the

consideration, candidates of Smart Grid critical component technologies and measures are

extracted focusing on their benefit in order to consider profitability of these technologies

and measures. In addition, selected candidates are evaluated whether ICT utilization can

contribute effectively and then Smart Grid critical component technologies and measures

in this study are selected.

From chapter three to chapter five, reorganizations of component measures, effect

quantifications of countermeasures and proposals of effective business models are

conducted for Smart Grid critical components defined in chapter two.

Chapter three deals with optimal power generation technologies and measures in

demand-side and explores effect evaluation and quantification methods of DG installations.

In the chapter, optimal location and size of DGs for the power loss minimization are

considered and also an evaluation method of installation effect of PV generation systems

which are expected as future main RES generation system is considered and proposed.

Chapter four deals with optimal power consumption technologies and measures in

demand-side and explores EMS and DR which are receiving big attention in Japan recently.

In the chapter, implementation effect formulation and evaluation of these measures are

conducted and also effective business models are proposed.

Chapter five deals with optimal power supply and demand balancing in

demand-side, and effective information utilization models for power distribution area are

proposed. As the first model, a distribution network monitoring system considering a large

number of PV installed environment, which is one of important issues in the near future

power systems in Japan. As the second model, outage detection system using smart meter

data is proposed because data sensing devices in low voltage distribution systems are not

installed sufficiently at present. In the system, the fault information of smart meter data

transfer is used because data transfer would be faulted in case of outage.

Chapter six, evaluation methods for the installation effect of technologies and

measures which are considered from chapter three to chapter five are proposed. Firstly,

value converting methods for periodical amount and equivalent monetary value are

proposed because business profitability should be evaluated on periodical basis such as

month, quarter, half year and year with same comparable units. Then, two types of
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evaluation methods for the installation effect of Smart Grid critical technologies and

measures are proposed. The first one is a method of profitability priority approach and the

second one is a method of multi-objective optimization approach because most power

system optimization problems are constrained multi-objective optimization problems

which includes trade-off relation multiple objectives such as measure implementation

effects versus their cost etc.

Chapter seven describes overall conclusion of this study with regard to the

Sustainable Smart Grid Realization which means advanced power systems in aspects of

safety, economy, environment and security and has effective business models with

profitability. Firstly the coverage of research topics in this study for critical components of

Smart Grid selected in chapter two are reviewed and then the value circulation model is

provided because produced values of technologies and measures explored in this study are

related among each other and the relation should be considered when effects and

expenses of these technologies and measures would be evaluated.

Figure 1-2 shows the structure of this dissertation.

Figure 1-2 Structure of This Dissertation
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Chapter 2 Critical Components to Realize Smart Grid and

Contribution of Information Communication

Technology

In this chapter, critical components of Smart Grid are considered by surveys,

analyses and reorganizations of activities in Smart Grid demonstration projects mainly in

the United States (U.S.). In the consideration, candidates of Smart Grid critical component

technologies and measures are extracted focusing on their benefit to consider profitability

of these technologies and measures. The extracted technologies and measures are

considered and discussed in the aspect of information communication technology (ICT)

effectiveness, and then Smart Grid critical component technologies and measures in this

study are selected.

Smart Grid as Future Power Systems2.1.

Firstly, approaches for Smart Grid realization as future power systems are

researched and basic ICT roles are considered in this section.

2.1.1. Smart Grid Demonstration Projects

Many and various Smart Grid projects have been conducted all over the world

centering on the U.S. and European Union (EU) countries, and their plans, results and

effects have been reported in various publications. For major examples, the U.S.

department of Energy (DOE) awarded 9 Smart Grid demonstration projects to promote

Smart Grid in 2008 and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) conducted a

framework development project to estimate benefits and costs of Smart Grid projects and

introduced 10 steps which organized Smart Grid elements, functions, and benefits [2-1].

EPRI also has provided reports for these advan

[2-2][2-3][2-4][2-5]. In addition, [2-6] considers Smart Grid benefits and costs by utility

sectors such as transmission, distribution and customers, and Joint Research Centre (JRC)

in EU and DOE provided the joint report for assessment of Smart Grid benefits and costs

[2-7]. In many of these reports, criteria and metrics to assess Smart Grid benefits and costs

are provided. In this chapter, critical components and ICT contribution for accelerating
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Smart Grid realization are discussed and selected using these various projects information

and their evaluation reports.

2.1.2. Smart Grid and ICT Solutions

In order to realize Smart Grid, various approaches have been tried and verified in

many countries and regions for various purposes such as customer benefit improvement,

optimal installation of dispersed generation (DG) installation, power grid reliability

improvement, efficient power assets operation and new electric power market

establishment [2-8].

For the realization of most new services by Smart Grid, establishment of information

communication networks between service providers and their customers are essential at

first. However many challenges exist in implementation and operation of the access

network (as it is called last mile network) which connects power companies and their

customers and also power supply and consumption equipment. Therefore, a new network

solution for these challenges is required. Secondly, a new energy management functions

using ICT is necessary because Smart Grid requires power supply and demand balancing

utilizing both sides information at the same time as providing new value-added services

such as power demand reduction and leveling (peak cut or peak shift etc.) etc.

Figure 2-1 ICT Based Smart Grid Solution Concept

Therefore, in consideration of Smart Grid from the aspect of ICT, it can be

considered that various advanced services by Smart Grid realization are established on
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these two base concepts. The former is called advanced metering infrastructure (AMI),

composed of smart meters, access networks and data management systems, which is

implemented as the first step of typical Smart Grid Project. The latter is called Energy

Management Applications (EMA) in this paper, composed of various kinds of energy

management systems (EMSs) for the realization of power supply and demand

collaboration controls.

Figure 2-1 shows ICT based Smart Grid solutions concept from the viewpoint of

power companies referring to the concept in [2-9] to illustrate holistic Smart Grid

solutions and the relation between AMI and EMA. Business platform consists of

communication networks and their data management systems and the AMI solution is one

of platform solutions. Business applications such as energy operation and energy business

management are provided on the platform solutions. Energy operation area includes

applications for power system operation and control, and is traditionally the area for

machine control systems and little ICT contribution area at present. EMS is one of base

energy operation solutions for supporting new requirement in Smart Grid. On the EMS

solution, solutions for power system reliability such as renewable energy source (RES)

management and outage management are provided. Energy business management area

includes applications for power companies efficient business management, and service

provision business area is for additional diversified service business area for power

companies and other service business providers.

Clarification of Smart Grid Critical Components2.2.

In this section, effective procedures to decide critical components to promote Smart

Grid and their measures are proposed. As mention in the introduction, in this study it is

assumed that possible reasons which prevent Smart Grid realization might be its necessity

of enormous investment under the unclear benefit, and ICT utilization should create new

additional values and contribute to clarify these values. The followings are proposed

procedures to clarify critical components to promote Smart Grid.

2.2.1. Clarification Approach of Smart Grid Critical Components

Clarification approaches to clarify critical components to promote Smart Grid are

provided below.
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Analysis of Expected Benefits by the Realization of Smart Grid(1)

Firstly this study describes expected benefits by the realization of Smart Grid

through survey analysis of Smart Grid demonstration projects in the U.S. The analysis

focuses on benefit of Smart Grid, because it is necessary to generate profits or values for

both power companies and consumers to realize Smart Grid which requires enormous

investment and cost. Technological measures to realize the Smart Grid benefits are

extracted from the demonstration projects, and then extracted measures are grouped.

After that, actions in Smart Grid projects to provide benefits for these groups are

considered and created.

Consideration of ICT Contribution Areas for Smart Grid Benefits(2)

Secondly, ICT contribution areas to these Smart Grid benefits and some actual

realization measures are discussed. ICT contributions are evaluated by the difference

between benefits with and without ICT application. Then, effective actions to promote

Smart Grid realization significantly with the expansion of ICT applications are considered

and created.

Decision of Critical Components for Accelerating Smart Grid Realization(3)

From the results of above two discussions, critical components and required areas

for detailed research and development are discussed and concrete research topics

accelerating Smart Grid are provided.

Figure 2-2 Clarification Procedures of Critical Components to Promote Smart Grid
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Figure 2-2 shows clarification procedures of critical components to promote Smart

Grid which summarize above mentioned three steps. In accordance with the procedures,

critical components and their countermeasures are considered in this section.

2.2.2. Definition of Smart Grid Benefits and Beneficiaries

Firstly, benefits and their beneficiaries by the Smart Grid realization are defined.

Although various definitions exist regarding Smart Grid benefits, benefits and beneficiaries

defined in [2-1] are used in this study as the base definition because these benefits and

beneficiaries are based on actual Smart Grid projects and the definition should obtain the

consensus among many Smart Grid project concerned parties.

Table 2-1 Summary of Reorganized Smart Grid Benefits Defined in [2-1]

Benefit Category Benefits Typical Beneficiary
Economic Electricity cost savings Consumer

Reduced generation costs from improved asset
utilization

Utility(G)
Utility(G)

Deferred Generation
Capacity Investments

Utility(G)
Utility(G)

Reduced Ancillary Service Cost Utility(G)
Reduced transmission congestion costs Utility(T)
Deferred Transmission
Capacity Investments

Utility(T)
Utility(T)

Deferred Distribution
Capacity Investments

Utility(D)
Utility(D)

Reduced Transmission Equipment Failures Utility(T)
Reduced Distribution Equipment Failures Utility(D)
Reduced Transmission
Equipment Operation & Maintenance Cost

Utility(T)
Utility(T)

Reduced Distribution
Equipment Operation & Maintenance Cost

Utility(D)
Utility(D)

Reduced Transmission losses Utility(T)
Reduced Distribution losses Utility(D)
Theft reduction Utility(R)
Reduced Meter Reading Cost Utility(R)

Reliability and
Power Quality

Reduced cost of power interruptions Utility(D)
Reduced costs from better power quality Consumer
Reduced Sustained
Outages and Major Outages

Consumer

Environment Reduced damages as a result of lower greenhouse gas
/carbon emissions
Reduced damages as a result of lower SOx, NOx, and
Particulate Matter emissions

Society in general
Utility(C)

Energy Security Greater energy security from reduced oil consumption Society in general
Utility(C)

Reduced widespread damage from wide scale
blackouts

Society in general
Consumer

Note: Gray colored cells are outside scope of this study.
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used as beneficiaries. s G:

Generation, T: Transmission, D: Distribution, R: Retail and C: Common are used in order to

clarify targeted business organizations in this study.

Table 2-1 shows reorganized Smart Grid benefits and beneficiaries defined in [2-1]

by above mentioned four categories, and some benefits are divided to define beneficiaries

clearly. Although

Table 2-1 shows many benefits to various beneficiaries expected by the realization

of Smart Grid, this study focuses on some major areas as the viewpoint of Smart Grid rapid

promotion.

One of the big differences in Smart Grid compared with existing power supply

systems is small-medium size DGs exist in demand-side (distribution area) and in

economic, reliability and environmental aspects, optimal power delivery and consumption

would be achieved by collaborated control between supply and demand sides. In order to

realize these, various technology improvements are required in demand-side.

Figure 2-3 Total Smart Grid Cost [2-6]

Figure 2-3 shows total costs to enable a fully functioning Smart Gird showed in

[2-6], and the report estimates that 309-403 billion U.S. dollars (USD) investment to

distribution system area would have been provided for twenty years. This shows center
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area of Smart Grid investment is distribution system area (demand-side). Therefore,

benefits which beneficiaries are Utility (D) and Consumer and also benefits which

contribute to demand-side power source such as DG and batteries are focused on as major

objects in this study

philanthropy, business ethics and compliance for regulations etc., these are not adequate

benefits considered by their profitability. Therefore, these benefits are out of scope in this

study. However, it would be essential to consider environment, safety and security related

matters in the discussion of economic and reliability related benefits achievement.

2.2.3. Technological Measures to Realize Smart Grid Benefits

Next, related technologies, methods and approaches to realize Smart Grid are

considered for each selected Smart Grid benefits from major demonstration projects and

related research reports and papers.

Electricity Cost Savings(1)

This benefit is that electricity price down or rebate receipt in consumers by

behavior changes in themselves. It includes contract modification by load leveling,

incentives from power companies

operation by smart appliances and cost reduction by changing various electricity price

programs [2-7][2-10][2-11]. The followings are Smart Grid technological measures which

realize this kind of benefit.

Technologies for EMS in demand-side such as Factory (FEMS), Building (BEMS)

and Home (HEMS)

- Visualization of power consumption, appliance and equipment control, demand

forecast and simulation etc.

Various electricity price programs including demand response (DR)

- Time of Use (TOU), Real Time Pricing (RTP), Critical Peak Pricing (CPP), Peak time

Rebate (PTR) etc.

Smart Equipment, Smart Appliances

Deferred Generation Capacity Investments(2)

Although this benefit means deferred investment for large scale and centralized

generation plants generally, the benefit is considered in this study because it might be

considered that some demand-side control such as DR programs or DG installation etc.,
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can contribute to the deferment of the investment for large scale generation plants [2-10].

Therefore, only demand-side control methods by DG and DR etc., are focused as sources of

this benefit.

DG and RES installation

DR and demand-side management (DSM)

Peak reduction and energy saving by EMS

Reduced Ancillary Service Cost(3)

In this study, ancillary service cost is defined as the cost which is paid for the power

supply stability by power companies connecting their plants with power transmission or

distribution systems, to the organization such as independent system operator (ISO). In

order to reduce ancillary service cost under the near future environment where a large

number of RES generators are installed, highly accurate forecast of generation capacity

and power demand in a target area, and also real-time rapid control systems which use the

forecasted information might contribute to effective management of distribution systems.

Community EMS (CEMS), which provides power supply and demand balancing functions

for a certain area, has been studied and developed and it is expected that CEMS provides

advanced supply and demand control functions including efficient ancillary service

provision.

CEMS

- High accuracy forecast of generation capacity and power demand

- Real-time rapid control system

- Ancillary service provision

Deferred Distribution Capacity Investments(4)

Power demand peak reduction is necessary as a method for deferment of

distribution equipment investment. In order to achieve that, similar measurements in

2.2.3(1) and 2.2.3(2) are required. In other word, actions for load reduction in

demand-side lead to deferment of distribution asset investment, and demand-side DG

installations would make same effect. Therefore, these load reduction effects might lead to

price reduction or incentives provision by power companies.

Reduced Distribution Equipment Failures(5)

By the detailed status monitoring of distribution systems, power flow with

abnormal current and/or voltage injected into distribution equipment would be
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preventable. Also, by the collection of detailed status data from equipment in distribution

systems, signs of equipment failure can be detected. The followings are technological

measures to realize them.

CEMS

- High accuracy forecast of generation capacity and power demand

- Optimal system control algorithms and simulations using electricity generation

and load forecast.

Asset and equipment state monitoring

- For reliable operation and rapid failure detection

- For improved asset maintenance methods such as equipment condition based

maintenance.

Reduced Distribution Equipment Operation & Maintenance Cost(6)

The expansion of autonomous control areas contributes to operation and

maintenance cost reduction. Also, equipment status monitoring makes condition based

maintenance (CBM) possible from conventional time based maintenance (TBM), and CBM

can reduce some inspection works which are not necessary from the viewpoint of asset

health. This change is beneficial operation not only for the aspect of work volume

reduction but also of human error reduction. The followings should be technological

measures to realize above these functions.

Autonomous wide area asset monitoring

Autonomous asset control

Asset maintenance methodologies such as CBM, TBM etc.

Reduced Distribution Losses(7)

In the conventional power supply model that electric power generated by

large-scale centralized power plants is transmitted and distributed to demand areas, one

of significant problems is power loss which is caused by impedance of power transmission

and distribution lines. Because power loss depends on the distance from a power plant to

demand points, adequate DG and other equipment installation and system reconfiguration

in demand-side would be key points in order to reduce power loss

[2-12][2-13][2-14][2-15]. Therefore, the followings should be technological measures.

Installation and optimal allocation of DGs.

Distribution system reconfiguration
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Reactive power and voltage control (Static Var Compensator (SVC) or Step Voltage

Regulator (SVR) installation and optimal allocation)

Theft Reduction(8)

Power theft reduction would be achieved by detecting abnormal usage through

continuous power consumption monitoring. Generally, theft reduction is one of important

benefits of AMI.

AMI (Smart Meter, communication network (last miles network) and data

collection and management system (meter data management system (MDMS))

Reduced Meter Reading Cost(9)

As well as 2.2.3(8), this is one of important benefits of AMI installation. Historically

meter reading is operated by metering staffs every month or every year etc. By AMI,

efficient, frequent and accurate metering would be achieved.

AMI

Reduced Cost of Power Interruptions(10)

Cost of power interruptions is the expense for countermeasures of power

interruptions required in power companies. In order to reduce the cost, reduction of

outage, rapid detection and islanding of outage sections are required and also rapid

restoration from outage by using autonomous control, remote control and alternatives

should be necessary. The followings should be required technological measures.

Wide area distribution system and equipment monitoring

Detection of outage section

Autonomous control, remote control (Islanding and restoration)

Collaborative operation with alternatives such as DGs and power storages

including electric vehicles (EVs).

Reduced Costs from Better Power Quality(11)

This benefit means cost reduction for damages in demand-side from momentary

outage, voltage sag and swelling or harmonics. In order to reduce the cost, some hardware

devices such as stationary power battery for short term outages and adaptive protection

circuits are required.
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Reduced Sustained Outages and Major Outages(12)

Sustained outages and major outages make significant damages to actions in power

consumers and it is necessary to avoid. Basically, same actions in 2.2.3(10) are required

and also power consumers should corporate peak cuts and peak shifts to avoid wide-area

2.2.4. Creating Actions in Smart Grid Projects

Here, extracted technological measures are grouped by their similarity and actions

in actual Smart Grid projects are considered for each group.

a. Selection of Critical Benefits Which Need Further Discussion

Before the grouping, focusing technologies and measures are selected considering

the purpose of this study. Countermeasures for 2.2.3(8) 2.2.3(9)

autonomous and frequent power

consumption data collection using AMI. AMI is one of the base infrastructures for Smart

Grid and it also takes important roles from the viewpoint of ICT utilization. However AMI

for general purposes such as theft reduction and reduced meter reading cost would be out

of scope in this study because some countries and regions have already installed smart

meters for these purposes. (Utilization of data collected by AMI for other purposes is scope

of this study.) In addition, countermeasures for 2.2.3(11) Reduced Costs from Better

Power Quality should be achieved by mainly hardware and thus benefit it is also outside

the scope of this study.

b. Categorization of Critical Technologies, Methods and Approaches in Selected

Critical Benefits

Here, selected critical benefits are reorganized by the similarity in their

characteristics, objectives or required technologies. All countermeasures can be related to

improved power supply, power consumption or control between power supply and

consumption in a certain region or area. Therefore, extracted technological measures are

supply and demand balancing and these three major categories are defined as critical

areas to promote Smart Grid penetration in this study. Table 2-2 shows actions for critical

components in actual Smart Grid projects and their objectives which are needed to be

achieved. In other word, items in this table show critical elements for the realization of
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Smart Grid and it is necessary that this study need to provide effective measures for the

realization of these items.

Table 2-2 Actions for Critical Components in Smart Grid Projects and Their Objectives

Critical Components
Technological Countermeasures

Actions in Smart Grid Projects Objectives

(1)Optimal Power Supply
- DG

- Optimal volt- ampere reactive
(VAR) control

(SVR, SVC Installation)
- Network reconfiguration
- Autonomous control

- Optimal DG installation.
- Optimal SVR, SVC installation
- Optimal distribution network

reconfiguration
- Generator operation and

maintenance optimization
(Asset management Asset life
cycle cost management)

- Peak power cut/shift
- Power loss reduction
- Total generation cost reduction
- RES capacity expansion
- Stable voltage/current
- Ancillary service cost reduction
- Operation and maintenance Cost

reduction
- Life time cost reduction

(2)Optimal Power Utilization
- Demand-side efficient energy

management
(Visualization, device control,
demand forecast,)

- Various electricity price program
including DR

- Smart equipment and Smart
appliance (Autonomous control)

- EMS (BEMS, HEMS, Mansion
EMS (MEMS) and FEMS)

- Demand response (DR) and
Various electricity price system

- Smart equipment and
appliance Autonomous control

-

- Electricity saving
- Electricity peak cut
- Electricity cost saving
- CO2 emission amount reduction
- Optimal electricity price program
-

(3)Optimal power supply and
demand balancing

- Wide area energy management
- Wide area system, asset and

device status management
- Outage area specification
- Distribution automation

(Automatic and remote control)
- Supply and demand forecasting

and adjusting
(DG, Battery, Power storage
including electric vehicle (EV),
Stationary Power storages,
Uninterruptible Power Supply
(UPS), DR)

- EMS (CEMS, Wide Area EMS)
- Outage management
- Asset condition monitoring,
- Distribution automation
- EV integration
- System control
- Aggregator services (BEMS,

DR, MEMS etc.)

- Real-time supply and demand
balancing

- Outage indexes minimization
- Operation and maintenance cost

reduction
- Deferred asset investment
- Deferred inspection interval
- Efficient management for Small

and many loads and power supply
asset such as dispersed generators
and power storages.

ICT Contribution Areas for Smart Grid2.3.

In this section, ICT contribution for challenges in critical components and

technological measures selected and categorized in previous section is considered.

2.3.1. ICT Value Provision Model

Figure 2-4 shows the value provision model of ICT which illustrates relationship

between Smart Grid realization elements and Smart Grid benefit from the viewpoint of ICT.
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ICT should play several important roles in every element in order to provide Smart Grid

benefits from data generation to value proposition as follows.

Figure 2-4 Value Provision Model of ICT

From the diagram, the followings are technologies which especially require ICT

contribution.

Advanced network technology which communicates data between meters or

sensors in demand-side and data center systems in two ways

Advanced data collection technology for enormous and frequently generating

data from a large number of smart meters and sensors.

On-memory based rapid data processing technology for real-time data utilization.

Advanced data storage technology for rapid big data analyses for efficient data

processing.

Value transformation technology which creates new values and benefits for end

users or control devices.

Smart Grid realization should be promoted if above these ICT advantages could be

effectively applied to critical Smart Grid elements selected in the previous section.
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2.3.2. ICT Contribution Areas for Value Provision

As mentioned in above, ICT applications to power systems are limited and most are

utilization of communication network (Network function) or standalone data processing

(Processing function) for limited business objectives generally. Although all these ICT

related technologies are essential for the realization of Smart Grid, this study focuses on

electrical technologies and ICT while other four elemental technologies are achieved by

mainly information processing and network technologies.

By the engineering innovations related to sensor technology, many measuring

devices including smart meters should be installed in many and various areas, and various

enormous data could be collected through information networks. As new value added

areas utilizing various information, the following areas should be promising considering

ICT utilization advantages.

Specific and Total Optimization(1)

In most of utilizing measures and technologies for power supply, historical and

experimental knowledge has been utilized. These are small risk and safe but might not be

optimal. On the other hand, the application of optimization approaches has been still very

limited because of various constraints such as small number and inaccurate data, low

computer performance and intractability of problems needed to solve. However, recent ICT

innovation is removing some of such constraints and a current small PC has the same

performance as a mainframe computer in several years ago. Therefore, various

optimization techniques using ICT have possibilities for changing profitability of power

companies

Interoperability and Collaborative Operation(2)

While the conventional power supply model is a one way power flow model from

large-scale centralized power plants to demand areas, advanced power supply model in

Smart Grid should be a two-way power flow model which can execute more effective

collaborative operation between supply and demand sides. In order to realize the new

two-way model, detailed and frequent information utilization for both sides is necessary

and real-time processing should be required. By the improvement of this area,

optimizations of regional power utilization including local power production for local

consumption and power interchanges within the region could be realized.
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Integrated and Automatic Control(3)

ICT has contributed to the automation of human works recently and that lead to

better productivity. Next step should be ICT contribution to equipment automatic control

utilizing information and wide-area network. Generally, it has been difficult to use

wide-area networks for the automatic control of equipment because of their low response

time and lack of reliability so far. However recent ICT innovation is steadily realizing

automatic equipment control.

2.3.3. Relation between Smart Grid Critical Areas and ICT Contribution

In the consideration of Smart Grid critical components in 2.2, all countermeasures

to realize Smart Grid we

balancing and these three major

categories were defined as critical areas to promote Smart Grid penetration in this study.

Therefore, ICT should contribute to these three critical areas and provide values and

benefits utilizing technological advantages described in above.

One of the data collection mechanisms of Smart Grid is the AMI and thus the base

data for new added values and benefits should be the data collected by AMI. Therefore AMI

is one of key base components. In addition, the value and benefit transformation using

collected data should be realized by computer applications. Because all three critical areas

are related to the power optimization, computer applications for advanced power

management should be another key base component and these applications are EMAs.

Figure 2-5 Relation between Smart Grid Critical Areas and ICT Contribution
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Figure 2-5 shows the relation between Smart Grid critical areas and ICT

contributions. Data collected by smart meters are transferred to center system and stored

and processed by various information systems to generate new added values. It means

that the main objective of this study is to explore advanced and effective EMAs which

realize critical Smart Grid measures utilizing data collected by smart meters.

Base ICT Smart Grid Technologies2.4.

Before further consideration of EMAs, AMI and EMS which are key foundations of

EMAs are described as the base Smart Grid technologies. In the aspect of ICT applications,

most Smart Grid projects start with AMI implementation and new services are provided

based on the EMS. Because there are various kinds of EMSs such as BEMS, FEMS and FEMS

etc, this type of EMS is called CEMS collectively in this study.

2.4.1. AMI Solution as Smart Grid Infrastructure

In this study, AMI is a premised ICT infrastructure and not a target solution for

further considerations. However, it is very important to understand AMI s specific features

for effective EMAs considerations because most of data collected by AMI should be the

input data for EMAs. Therefore, this study provides basic features of AMI solution.

Table 2-3 Challenges for the Network Establishment in AMI

AMI Implementation Phase

Category Challenges, Expectations

System configuration
and registration of
meters and related
equipment.

Enormous management works are generated in addition to current
meter management items.

Related communication equipment (gateway, repeater etc.)
management, interfacing to backend systems such as billing system etc.

Network design. Long term (several years) network installation term.
It is almost impossible to design suitable network considering

several ~ over ten years later environment.

AMI Operation Phase

Category Challenges, Expectations

Environmental
change

Requirement of Network re-designing
Network redesign in later implementation stage

Trouble shooting
and maintenance

Requirement of rapid failure discovery

AMI has been installing for field trial, pilot and commercial deployment around the
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world as the first step of Smart Grid implementation. Typical differences of AMI network

compared with current network infrastructure are its vast amount of connected devices

and long implementation term, and both influences to the network establishment.

Table 2-3 shows challenges for the network establishment in AMI. In the AMI

implementation, it is difficult for current general network technologies to solve these

challenges with reasonable cost. Because it is not practical to install new wired network,

generally power line communication (PLC) and/or Radio frequency (RF) mesh network

are adopted as communication technologies for AMI [2-16].

PLC utilizes existing distribution networks and is cost effective measure because no

need to prepare specific communication line. Therefore PLC is one of effective technologies

for auto meter reading with low frequency data collection. However high speed PLC should

be necessary considering requirements of AMI or future Smart Grid infrastructure and the

high speed PLC utilization outside is unauthorized in Japan. Therefore, this paper

describes RF mesh s possibilities as an AMI establishment technology.

Figure 2-6 Ad-hoc Network Technology in AMI

RF mesh network consists of distributed autonomous nodes communicated each

other and each node passes their data through the network. ad-hoc

established only with installation of nodes and some wireless

communication equipment, illustrated in Figure 2-6. Both PLC and RF mesh do not need

communication line but require data concentration equipment such as concentrator,

gateway, evaluation points between them should be technological performance and total

cost.
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Challenges of RF Mesh Network for AMI(1)

There are two major types for communication routing in RF mesh network, which

are the reactive type (AODV: ad hoc on-demand distance vector) and the proactive type

(OLSR: optimized link state routing), illustrated in Table 2-4.

In the reactive type, control packets for route search are broadcasted at every

communication. Therefore, this type is suitable for frequent communication route change

network such as mobile communication. However, these control packets are increased and

communication performance is degraded in response to the number of communication

modules in the network. This is the one of major issues for difficulty of large scale wireless

network establishment.

In the proactive type, control packets are broadcasted periodically and a

communication route is decided. This connection routing information is shared among

communication modules. Although this method reduces communication packets, control

packets are broadcasted for whole network and still it is difficult to establish large scale

network. Also, the update frequency of communication quality information is low because

of periodical route establishment.

Table 2-4 Major RF Mesh Routing Methods

Routing Type Reactive type Proactive type

Description
Route setting at every

communication

Route setting prior to
communication by sending
periodical control packets

Advantage
Real time re-routing can be performed

upon environmental change

Equalizing traffic by sending control
packets periodically

Dis-advantage Causes heavy traffic (packet) Inability of real time re-routing

Small Size Network
Mobile Communication Network

Medium Size Network

Technology to Solve These Challenges(2)

In order to solve current challenges for AMI in RF mesh, it is necessary to reduce

control packets as much as possible and provide rapid recovery method from

communication failure. The following ad hoc network technology has succeeded to reduce

control packets dramatically by communicating connection and route information with
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only neighbor communication modules [2-16]. In addition, unnecessary packets are

(DFS) . Table 2-5 shows brief description of the ad

hoc technology. In the communication quality aspect, rapid route switch can be executed in

case of failure by the restoration of several alternative routes in each communication

module.

Table 2-5 Proposed Ad-hoc Technology

Routing Type Improved Proactive Type

Description
Searching based on leaned routing information without sending
unnecessary control packets

Advantage Control packets reduction and real-time re-routing capability

Suitable Network Large size fixed network

By the adoption of this method, only one gateway can collect data from 1,000

communication modules logically and the large scale RF mesh network with over 10

million communication modules can be established. Because this network can re-establish

its network route automatically based on the network quality, it is very flexible for

environmental changes over time and high reliability. Figure 2-7 shows major features of

the RF mesh technology.

Figure 2-7 Major Features of the RF Mesh Technology.

Automatic Connection in
Large Scale Network

Flexible and
High Reliability

No complicated Network setting
About 1,000 Smart Meters per
Gateway

Automatic re-routing in case of
failure/congestion occurred for stable
and secured data transmission.
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Collaboration between RF Mesh Network Technology and Center System(3)

Because sometime obstacles might enter into wireless communication route, it is

almost impossible for wireless network to use clear communication environment at any

time. Therefore, it should be considered recovery methods for the occurrence of data

collection failures over several million metering.

Although it is necessary to recollect metering data in case of data collection failures,

an execution of simple data collection retry might make data flood in case of power outage

because all meters in a certain outage area are retried metering data collection. Therefore,

a center server system has a measure for multiple metering data collection at one time, so

it is not necessary to retry data collection only with one data collection failure. If some

metering data recollection were required, a recovery specified data collection measure is

executed periodically for preventing concentration of data collection.

In addition to above methods, on-demand metering which collects metering data by

an individual request from the center server is also provided. Although general control

systems are center management type which the center server issues commands to control

devices, this AMI center system can solve data amount and traffic issues to distribute roles

with both center server and communication modules.

AMI Utilization as Smart Grid Infrastructure(4)

Although AMI is one of important elements of Smart Grid infrastructure, it is not

realistic at present that AMI would be the ultimate Smart Grid infrastructure because it is

difficult to use AMI as various data collection network for realizing power supply and

demand balancing considering its band width and security related issues. However, the

above mentioned ad-hoc network technology is expected as a future sensor network

technology and might be the best technology for Smart Grid because of the following

reasons.

Network is established only with communication module installation (No

communication cables)

No network design (Each sensor communicates each other and establish network

automatically.)

Large scale network establishment (1 gateway for 1,000 communication modules,

possible to establish large network with over 10 million communication modules.)

Actually, this network technology has been adopted various industries in addition
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to electric power industry. Table 2-6 shows some applicable areas of the ad-hoc technology.

In order to realize Smart Grid, it is essential to utilize various kinds of information in

addition to electric power related information. Network in various industries are

constructed and the interconnection of these networks realize various and enormous data

collection and these data should contribute to the realization of high accuracy EMAs and

EMSs.

Table 2-6 Ad-hoc Technology Applicable Areas

Industry Support Area Collection Data

Agriculture
Work Schedule,
Status Confirmation

Temperature, Moisture, Illuminance Soil
component etc.

Process Industry
Operation Management
Maintenance Support

Operation status, consumables, firmware
version etc.

Beverage
Sales Planning
Delivery Order

Merchandise Inventory, change, sales status
etc.

Logistics
Traffic Support
Delivery Status

Location information, Engine rotation etc.

Utility
Metering Support
Demand Control

Consumption, Supply and demand balancing.

2.4.2. CEMS as a Smart Grid Infrastructure

Although the main objective of this study is to explore advanced and effective EMAs,

all these applications are provided based on CEMS providing power flow balancing

mechanisms between supply and demand sides. Historically, electric power from large

concentrated generations is supplied corresponding to continuously varying demand. On

the other hand, energy management in the Smart Grid concept is characterized in that

demand-side concerns with efficient power utilization for providing benefit for both

supply and demand sides. In this study, CEMS is defined as the second base infrastructure

of Smart Grid for power supply and demand collaboration system in distribution area and

basic functions and enabling technologies are described.

Required Functions [2-18](1)

The main target of the CEMS is to provide optimized operation programs for power

supply and consumption equipment in order to provide benefits for both supply and

demand sides. In order to realize that, the following forecasting and planning features are

required.
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Forecast accurate amount of power supply and demand in each calculation time

frame

Develop optimized target power supply and demand plans

Shift power demand targeting for the developed demand plans

Supply power corresponding to the developed supply plans

Table 2-7 CEMS Required Functions

Also the following monitoring and control features are required once optimized

power supply and demand plan is determined.

Category Function
Group

Functions Function Outline

Forecasting
and

Planning

Supply and
Demand

Forecasting

Forecast
(Total generation, Total
demand, Response rate
(Recommendation)
Data Interface
(Control center, Power

exchange (PX),
Weather information,
Other EMSs etc.)

Frequent and Rapid Forecast
- Total power supply amount by

both utilities and dispersed
generation assets

- Total demand
- Branch level supply and demand

forecast considering photovoltaic
(PV), EV and battery installation.

Variation Forecast
Supply and

Demand
Balancing

DR and DSM Program
Development
Generation Dispatch
Notification
PV(Power Conditioning
System (PCS)) Battery,
EV charge, charging,
Data Interface
Power flow calculation

Power Demand Control by DR and
DSM
Renewable Energy Prioritization by
the Movement of Decarbonizing
Local Production for Local
Consumption in Electric Power
- For disaster resilient power

systems

Supply and
Demand

Scheduling

DR and DSM
Recommendation
provision
Generation Dispatch
Notification
PV(PCS), Battery, EV
Data Interface
Power Flow Calculation

Demand Shift for Achievement of
Target Demand plan
(e.g. Optimized operation program
provision for each device, PV
disconnect from the system for
stable power supply etc.)
Consumer Voluntary Demand
Reduction (e.g. TOU provision, etc.)

Monitoring
and Control

Equipment
Monitoring

Real-time System
Situation Monitoring
Real-time System Status
Monitoring
Backup Generation
Monitoring

Existing Supply Equipment
Monitoring
Power Supply Equipment
Monitoring in Demand-side
Data Storage for Future Advanced
Equipment Control

Equipment
Control

Control Message
Transformation
Interface
Existing Process
Computers

Developed Schedule Reflection to
Existing Power Supply Equipment.
Disconnection of Demand-side DG,
battery etc. from Power Systems
Operation Support for Reserve
Generations
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Monitor power supply and consumption equipment status

Control power supply and demand equipment for the achievement of optimized

targeted power supply and demand plan

Table 2-7 shows detailed description of above mentioned features in CEMS.

Technologies Required to Provide CEMS Functions(2)

In order to realize above mentioned CEMS functions, various advanced technologies

are required to execute enormous data high speed processing because of dealing with a

large amount of distribution assets and residential equipment data. Here, some applicable

technologies are introduced.

a. Advanced Technical Calculation

Power flow calculation and optimization are essential measures to estimate power

supply and demand amount and to create efficient power supply plans. Although various

power flow calculation methods has been studied, one of the main objectives of the CEMS

should be to provide rapid calculation algorithm for the environment that many DGs

(mainly PV generation) are installed and a lot of information can be collected and

processed, considering the power supply environment in the near future in Japan.

Therefore, it is expected that power flow calculation method can deal with a lot of DGs as

well as a large number of power consumers (load points) and can set various optional

attributes. This means the power flow calculation need to deal with enormous data

incomparably larger than ever before, so it is required to have a rapid processing

algorithm.

b. Enormous Information Collection and Delivery

Because many and high density PVs installation might influence power stability by

reverse power flows, voltage sags or voltage rises etc., some functions are required to

monitor power system situation and status information, and execute adequate actions to

avoid instability statuses. Therefore, it is assumed that the CEMS needs to collect (or

calculate) power status data such as voltage and current. Also, data from RES generation in

demand-side should be all collected, as well as data from reserved generations for back-up

and other related equipment. These data would be integrated and processed to create

optimized operation programs in CEMS and these programs reflect to the targeted

equipment.
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Furthermore, metering data from AMI, process data from supervisory control and

data acquisition (SCADA), distribution management system (DMS) and other related data

such as weather and PX data etc., are assumed to be integrated in CEMS, and these data

and calculation results should be utilized for the improvement of optimized programs

calculated by EMAs.

c. High Speed Data Processing

The CEMS is required to process huge power supply and demand related data and

provide optimized operation plans rapidly. Therefore, high speed mechanisms from the

viewpoint of information processing should be adopted, as well as consideration of high

speed algorithm or processing logics. In the baseline of the CEMS concept, the application

of the complex event processing (CEP), in-memory database and the key value store (KVS)

has been studied to meet data process requirements as Smart Grid information

infrastructure. Table 2-8 shows outline of these technologies and examples of their

adopted area in CEMS.

Table 2-8 Rapid Data Processing Methods in CEMS

Adopted Technology Description Adopted Area

CEP
(Complex Event
Processing)

Rule based data processing by
judgment of monitoring event
context

Real-time system
information visualization

In Memory Database Database management system of
on-memory data storage

Power Flow calculation

KVS
(Key Value Store)

Simple and rapid data storage
method by Key and Value

System asset
management

Figure 2-8 shows the holistic overview diagram of CEMS concept. Various

information from supply and demand sides, other organizations such as service provides,

PX etc., are gathered using various networks. Data collection/delivery interfaces interpret

data property and transfer the data to CEP. In the CEP, the data are distributed to adequate

processing units or data storages using scenarios stored in the CEP. Processed data by the

above mentioned rapid data processing method are returned to supply and demand

equipment for optimal control and/or returned to operators and consumers for the

optimal energy management.
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Figure 2-8 Supply-side EMS Concept Overview

Key Technical Research Topics for Realizing Smart Grid2.5.

At the end of this chapter, key technical research topics are described and research

directions and expectations are defined. Here, it is necessary to clarify for whom these

research topics would be conducted because benefit or profit, focused in this study,

depend on the position of entrants in power markets. Therefore, the position of

beneficiaries in this study is also clarified.

2.5.1. Key Research Topics

Key technical research topics including concrete challenges for selected ICT

contribution topics are described for the critical areas of Smart Grid realization selected in

2.2.

Optimal Power Supply(1)

In this category, main research topic is optimal installation of distributed

equipment such as DG for efficient and reliable power supply. The major purposes of this

topic are cost and power loss reduction by locating generators near demand, RES increase

for the reduction of CO2 emission and quick power supply recovery from a disaster.
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Optimal Power Utilization(2)

In this category, major research topics should be to provide effective demand-side

EMSs for optimal energy utilization and to develop effective price programs including DR

for optimal power companies operation. In order to provide both effective EMS and price

programs provision including DR, control methods of or appliances

should be considered and clarified.

Optimal Power Supply and Demand Control(3)

In this category, the most critical challenge is to maintain reliability of the future

advanced power systems considering a large number of RES generation connected

environments, including power supply and demand balancing, voltage and current

management, and outage management in a target system using both supply and demand

sides information.

From above considerations, Table 2-9 describes ICT contribution topics for critical

technological measures to realize Smart Grid. Therefore this study defines that Smart Grid

the

expansion of ICT application to these technologies should accelerate the realization.

Table 2-9 ICT Contribution Topics for Critical Technological Measures for Smart Grid

Category ICT Contribution Topics

Optimal Power
Supply

Optimal asset installation for efficient power supply, such as DG etc.
- Optimal allocation of DG, SVR and SVC
- Benefit and cost evaluation of RES

Optimal Power
Utilization

Benefit realization of demand control measures such as efficiency
energy consumption (Consumer EMS) and various price program

- Benefit and cost evaluation by demand-side EMSs
- Benefit and cost evaluation by power companies price programs

including DR

Optimal Power
Supply and Demand
Control

Effective methods to maintain power supply reliability in a targeted
area

- State monitoring for distribution system with a large number of PVs
- Outage management for smart meter installed environment

2.5.2. The Stance of This Study for Business Profitability

This study explores critical Smart Grid measures from the viewpoint of business

profitability and thus the stance for the business profitability of this study should be
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clarified because the business profitability varies depending on market participants

business. For example, PV system installation is beneficial for PV system vendors and

system installed customers can get benefit from PV generations (by power selling or

consumption). On the other hand, PV systems might cause reverse power flow and reduce

power supply reliability in distribution systems from the viewpoint of distribution system

operator (DSO).

The reason why this study focuses on business profitability is that it promotes

market expansion and generates additional investment continuously by the market

entrants, and it is assumed that this movement should realize Smart Grid. Therefore, the

stance of this study for business profitability is the standpoint of competitive service

providers such as power generation companies, power retail companies and electricity

related service companies.

Summary2.6.

In this chapter, Smart Grid benefits and their related technologies which can

accelerate Smart Grid realization by the effective utilization of ICT was discussed assuming

that possible reasons which prevent Smart Grid realization might be its necessity of

enormous investment under its unclear benefit, and ICT utilization should create new

additional values and contribute to clarify these values. In the discussion, several areas and

component actions which had high possibility to accelerate Smart Grid realization by the

effective utilization of ICT were selected as future expected business areas, and some

effective development topics were provided.

As the result, most of critical components of Smart Grid are installations of new

technologies and measures in power demand-side, and these were able to be categorized

by optimal power supply , optimal power utilization and optimal power supply and

demand . In the consideration of the achievement of these Smart Grid critical components

from the aspect of ICT, information collection by the establishment of AMI is the premise

and effective business models based on EMAs running on the AMI and CEMS would be

essential. Also the value of ICT utilization is to convert collected data (information) into

values and thus it is necessary to consider solving challenges for the realization of

measures in Smart Grid critical areas by the data utilization. In other words, the most

important objective in this study should be to clarify concrete and effective EMAs running

on AMI and CEMS, and their business models with well-documented figures.
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Also, the business profitability discussing in this study is the one from the

viewpoint of competitive power service providers, because it is assumed that such

business profitability for these players should promote market expansion and investment

increase for Smart Grid realization.
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Chapter 3 Demand-side Optimal Power Supply

In this chapter, technologies and measures for demand-side optimal power supply

which were discussed in chapter two as one of critical components of Smart Grid are

considered with profitable business models. In the aspects of general versatility, optimal

dispersed generation (DG) allocation and renewable energy sources (RES) expansion are

selected as major topics in this category.

Expectations for Demand-side Optimal Power Supply3.1.

Technologies

In chapter two, O was selected as one of critical areas for

Smart Grid realization and some key technical research topics were also decided. Here,

expectations of these topics are confirmed and detailed research topics considered in this

chapter are decided. The followings are selected two topics to be considered in this

chapter.

Optimal Allocation of Power Asset(1)

With respect to the installation of distribution assets for stable power supply such

as DG, step voltage regulator (SVR) and static var compensator (SVC) etc., poor selections

of location and size of these asset installations lead to unstable or inefficient power supply

compared with no these asset installations. Therefore, challenges and their

countermeasures to identify the optimal location and size of distribution asset are selected

as the first research topic for the demand-side optimal power supply.

Benefit Evaluation of Renewable Energy Source(2)

Recently, a large scale expansion of RES DG installation is expected especially all

over the world. However, it is difficult to recover their installation and operation cost with

the cost reduction from effective power utilization and surplus power sales, and this

tendency would be more likely to be in small size consumers such as small companies and

households. Therefore, apparent benefits or incentives for power consumers should be

necessary in order to promote RES penetration, and RES installation benefits for power

companies such as peak cut and shift, CO2 reduction and power loss reduction, should be

passed on DG owners and consumers to expand power Therefore,
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benefit evaluation of RES is selected as the second research topic for demand-side optimal

power supply.

Optimal Power Asset Allocation in Demand-side for3.2.

Advanced Power Supply

An optimal allocation of DG is one of the most promising approaches for

engineering innovation in the near future to realize low-carbonate power system because

DG is one of important methods to install renewable energy generation and also

installation of DG with optimal location and size can reduce power loss in power systems

dramatically.

Against this background, various studies for optimal allocation of DG in distribution

systems have been implemented recently and these are the study of the problem solution

to decide the optimal location and size of single or multiple DGs for minimizing power loss

in the targeted distribution systems. In this study, DG is used as an asset for reducing active

power loss in a targeted distribution system and this means DG is a device which can

provide active and reactive power. Therefore, the proposed solution method can be applied

to various power system control assets such as SVR and SVC etc.

In the problem to minimize power loss, it is required to solve non-linear discrete

optimal power flow (OPF

constraints such as power flow laws, voltage upper and lower limits, and apparent current

upper limit etc. However, Discrete OPF has individual intractability for the solution and

thus approximate solutions such as analytical and metaheuristic methods have been

adopted to decide optimal location and size of DG. On the other hand, it is difficult to

ensure that the solution by such approximate methods is optimal and also such

approximate methods are difficult to understand overall characteristics for active power

loss minimization by various installation conditions of DG. In addition, these methods are

difficult to apply to the multiple DGs installation problems.

approach using an exact solution from above mentioned methodological aspects, and

proposed new approaches for optimal allocation of DG in simple pilot system model using

an enumerative method in [3-1][3-2][3-2]. While the enumerative method has many

advantages such as consideration of complex constraints, applicability for multi-objective

problems and qualitative analysis capability for whole solutions, it has the critical
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challenge which combinatorial explosion tends to occur. In order to solve this challenge,

this study proposes a new approach which reduces the number of combination by the

adoption of some practical constraints, and the proposed method is evaluated by the

simulations with multiple DGs installations using both a simple pilot model and a real size

distribution system model.

3.2.1. Studies and Approaches for Power Loss Reduction

Many studies for power loss reduction of distribution networks have been reported

and various network reconfiguration approaches by switching and capacitor placement

have been proposed. In [3-4], power loss reduction and load balancing technology was

developed by network reconfigurations. Various metaheuristics approaches such as

genetic algorithm (GA), simulated annealing and improved Tab Search had been applied to

network reconfiguration for power loss reduction [3-5][3-6][3-7]. With respect to

capacitors installation for power loss reduction, [3-8] provides the well-

that optimal capacitor size to minimize power loss into a feeder with uniform load is 2/3

of the total load, and optimal location is 2/3 of the total distance. Also, [3-9][3-10]

described that the impact on feeder losses of DG can be analyzed with something similar

with the 2/3 rule, and [3-10] proposed an analytical method for the optimal DG location

and size to minimize power loss for four DG types Injecting P (active power) only,

Injecting Q (reactive power) only, Injecting P & Q and Injecting P and consuming Q. The

proposed approach in [3-10] and [3-11] used the real power loss expression popularly

[3-12] as follows.

1 1

N N

L ij i j i j ij i j i j
i j

P PP Q Q Q P PQ (3-1)

where

cos , sin
ij ij

ij i j ij i j

i j i j

r r

VV VV
(3-2)

ij ij ijr jx Z are (i,j)th entry of [Z bus] matrix.

Also, Pi, Pj are the active power injections at the i th and j th buses, Qi, Qj are the

reactive power injection at the i th and j th buses and N is the numbers of buses.

3.2.2. Approach to Recognize Optimal Location and Sizing of DG Installation

In this subsection, a new approach using an exact solution method for obtaining an

optimal location and size of DG in a simple distribution system model is provided.
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Utilization of the Enumeration Method as an Exact Solution Method(1)

calculation, the enumeration method which enumerates solutions for every possible

combinations is used in this study. If all possible combinations of the problem would be

enumerated, the optimized solution was able to be selected from them. This is a very

simple and reliable approach and versatile. However possible combinations of location

and size for DG should be enormous in the problem (called Optimal DG installation

) generally and the number of calculations would increase dramatically if

additional variables such as attributes of DG would be added. Therefore, it is generally

Optimal DG installation

possible if the numbers of possible combinations for calculation would be reduced by

using a simple power system model and adding constraints for the DG location bus and the

injecting power type.

Therefore, this research Optimal DG

installation distribution system

model with some constraints so that possible combination numbers of DG installation are

limited to around several dozes.

Definition of the Simple Distribution System Model(2)

In this research, 6-buses and no branched simple system is used as the simple

distribution system model illustrated in Figure 3-1. In this figure, Bus1 is the slack bus and

resistance ri and reactance xi (i=1, 2, 5) are considered in each branch.

Figure 3-1 Simple Distribution System Model

Formulation of Optimal DG Allocation Problem(3)

In this research, minimization of active power loss in whole targeted distribution

networks is defined as an objective function, and firstly the formulation of optimal DG

allocation problem is implemented. In the formulation, allowable DG locations are buses in

r1, x1

1
2 3 4 65r2, x2 r3, x3 r4, x4 r5, x5
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the targeted system model and 0-1 variable y is utilized for showing whether DG is

installed or not at the targeted bus. As constraints, power flow law and cardinalities which

reduce the number of combinations for DG location candidates are considered but voltage

and apparent current constraints are not considered. If simulation results would excess

these unconsidered limits, new constraints would be considered. Based on these

conditions, the problem for optimal allocation of DGs is formulated as follows.

Mi iPlossmin (3-3)

Subject to

)(* NjIVGS jjjj (3-4)

)(1,0 Kkyk
(3-5)

)(,...,1,0 Kknx kk (3-6)

maxSxsize
Kk k

(3-7)

maxmin KyK
Kk k

(3-8)

where

K : Set of candidate DG locations

kn : Number of allowable DG sizes at candidate DG location k (k K)

[]size :
Allowable DG sizes for each candidate DG location (P- or
Q-values)

ky : 1 if candidate DG location k is selected, 0 otherwise (k K)

kx :
Decision variable for DG size at candidate DG location k (k K), 0
if yk=0

maxS : Total allowable capacity of installed DG's (P- or Q-value)

minK : Minimum cardinality for the number of installed DG's

maxK : Maximum cardinality for the number of installed DG's

M :

N : Set of grid buses : { 1,2, , n }

jS : Complex power load at grid bus- j (nonpositive value)

jG :

Complex power generation at grid bus- j (nonnegative value)
See Table.1 how to specify Gj at the bus corr. to the candidate DG
location k.
Assume that Gj = 0 at all load buses before placing the DGs.

jV : complex voltage obtained by power flow at grid bus- j

jI :
Complex injected current obtained by power flow at grid bus- j
[ ]][[=][ jj VYI ( ][Y : Admittance matrix)

Plossi : Active power loss obtained by power flow at grid branch-i

(3-3) is the objective function which represents overall active power loss

minimization in the targeted system. (3-4)-(3-8) are constraints. (3-4) is the power flow

constraint. (3-5) is 0-1 variable which represents status whether DG is installed or not at
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the targeted bus. (3-6) is the integer constraint for discrete variable x which decides

discrete capacity in DG in each location. As input data for DG location candidates, bus

number, group number, DG type and the number of considered capacity and its discrete

values are defined. (3-7) is the capacity constraint for total DGs so as not to exceed the

value of Smax. (3-8) is the constraints for total number of DGs.

The DG type considered at each candidate location bus is PQ type injecting both

active and reactive power, and capacity of each installed DG is defined. Table 3-1 shows DG

type and defined discrete capacity values for the DG.

Table 3-1 Types and Capacity of DGs

DG type Bus Specification Input Values Used in Power flow
PQ Type:

Both active and reactive
power injecting DG

PQ Bus
P1~Pnk, P/Q ratio or
Power Factor

Re( ), Im( )

Solution Procedure Optimal DG Installation P(4)

In this research, an optimal DG installation is defined as the DG installation which

minimizes the power loss of a targeted distribution system and its decision procedure is

provided. In the procedure, one DG installation into any one bus from Bus2 to Bus5 in the

simple distribution system model is considered (Bus1 is the slack bus). In order to find the

DG location and its size to minimize power loss in the simple system model, the amount of

power loss in case of DG installation into every one bus is calculated by a power flow

calculation method. As the method of power flow calculation, the backward and forward

(B/F) method is used in the research. The reason is that the B/F method is considered as a

suitable power calculation method for a radial distribution system which is the Japanese

typical distribution system style and its computational speed is fast compared with the

Newton-Raphson method which is used for power flow calculation commonly [3-13].

The procedure of the B/F method is provided as follows. A dot on the top of the

character denotes complex numbers and an asterisk on the right hand side denotes

complex conjugate.

1) Predefine the voltage )model)systemin the6(,...,2,1( niVi
for each bus.

2) Calculate the injecting current ),...,2,1( niIi for each bus using the following

formula.

iSVSI iiii busofLoad:*/ (3-9)

G G
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3) Sum up injecting currents for each bus and set the each branch current by the

following manner. (Backward sweep)

4) Calculate the sum of currents for each bus

(KCL) starting from every end bus (Bus6 in the pilot system) to the slack bus (Bus1

in the simple distribution system) sequentially (Bus6 Bus5 Bus1 in the

pilot system).

rsr II (s: sending end bus, r: receiving end bus) (3-10)

rss III (3-11)

5) Calculate the voltage drop for each bus by the following manner. (Forward sweep)

6)

using the calculated current
iI by the Backward Sweep, starting from the Slack bus

(Bus1) to the every end bus (Bus6) sequentially (Bus1 Bus6).

srsrsr IZVV ( Z : Impedance, s: sending end bus, r: receiving end bus)

(3-12)

7) Calculate the voltage difference between the calculated voltage
iV and the

previous voltage
ioldV for each bus and execute the following convergence test.

criterioneConvergenc:voltagePrevious:ioldioldi VVV (3-13)

8) Repeat 2) to 5) using the voltage ),...,2,1( niVi
obtained by the Forward Sweep

until meeting the condition (6).

9) Calculate the power loss of the targeted system in comparison of the total injected

power with the total load. (The difference is the power loss.)

Preparation Works(5)

Here, preparation works for optimal allocation of DG are described such as definition of

assumption, initial settings and base calculation.

a. Assumptions and Initial Settings

Assumptions in the calculation are as follows.

Only one DG is installed into any one bus of the simple distribution system model

except for the slack bus.

Three types of DGs capable of injecting active power (P) only, reactive power (Q)

only and both active and reactive power (P & Q

power is set from 0 to 1 with 0.05 increments. In case of injecting both active and
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reactive power, the size of reactive power is set at 1/2 of active power considering a

general power factor (0.89).

Load of each bus is uniform (except for the slack bus)

No susceptance is considered.

Initial values of voltage V0, active power P0, reactive power Q0 for each bus are

showed in Table 3-2, and resistance R and reactance x values of each branch are

showed in Table 3-3. The data of amplitude are all per unit (p.u.)

Table 3-2 Bus Data

Bus P0 Q0 V0 Remarks
1 - - 1.0 Slack bus
2 -0.1 -0.05 1.0
3 -0.1 -0.05 1.0
4 -0.1 -0.05 1.0
5 -0.1 -0.05 1.0
6 -0.1 -0.05 1.0

The data of amplitude are all p.u.

Table 3-3 Branch Data

Branch R x Remarks
Bus 1-2 0.02 0.01 r1, x1

Bus 2-3 0.02 0.01 r2, x2

Bus 3-4 0.02 0.01 r3, x3

Bus 4-5 0.02 0.01 r4, x4

Bus 5-6 0.02 0.01 r5, x5

The data of amplitude are all p.u.

b. Base Calculation

Table 3-4 shows the power flow calculation results for the simple distribution system

model without DG to obtain the power loss without DG placement.

Table 3-4 Power Flow Calculation Result without DG

Bus P (Load) Q (Load) Re V Im V Re I Im I P Q
1 1.0000 +0.0000 0.5147 -0.2573 0.5147 0.2573
2 -0.1000 -0.0500 0.9871 +0.0000 -0.1013 0.0507 -0.1000 -0.0500
3 -0.1000 -0.0500 0.9768 +0.0000 -0.1024 0.0512 -0.1000 -0.0500
4 -0.1000 -0.0500 0.9690 +0.0000 -0.1032 0.0516 -0.1000 -0.0500
5 -0.1000 -0.0500 0.9638 +0.0000 -0.1038 0.0519 -0.1000 -0.0500
6 -0.1000 -0.0500 0.9612 +0.0000 -0.1040 0.0520 -0.1000 -0.0500

Power Loss 0.0147 0.0073

The data of amplitude are all p.u.

The result shows the active power loss of the system model without DG is 0.0147. The

accuracy of this calculation result is confirmed by the power mismatch between the
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defined and the calculated active and reactive power of each bus is sufficiently small. (The

max mismatch is 4.637e-009 in this calculation).

3.2.3. Simulations and Consideration of the Simulation Results

Power loss calculation results for three types of DG (P only, Q only both P & Q)

installation are provided in this subsection. Power loss calculation results by DG

installation into any one bus of the system model are enumerated using the B/F method,

and then the optimal solution is selected from them.

Consideration 1: Installation of DG Capable of Injecting Active Power Only(1)

Firstly, installation of the DG capable of injecting active power (P) only is

considered. Table 3-5 shows the power loss calculation result with the installation of the

DG injecting active power only and Figure 3-2 shows the loss reduction effect by the size of

the DG for each installation bus.

Table 3-5 Power Loss Calculation Result with DG Capable of Injecting Active Power

DG Size (P) Bus2 Bus3 Bus4 Bus5 Bus6
0.0500 0.0136 0.0128 0.0122 0.0118 0.0116
0.1000 0.0127 0.0112 0.0101 0.0094 0.0092
0.1500 0.0119 0.0098 0.0083 0.0075 0.0073
0.2000 0.0112 0.0086 0.0068 0.0060 0.0060
0.2500 0.0106 0.0076 0.0057 0.0049 0.0052
0.3000 0.0101 0.0069 0.0049 0.0043 0.0049
0.3500 0.0097 0.0063 0.0044 0.0040 0.0051
0.4000 0.0094 0.0060 0.0042 0.0042 0.0058
0.4500 0.0093 0.0058 0.0044 0.0048 0.0070
0.5000 0.0092 0.0059 0.0048 0.0058 0.0087
0.5500 0.0092 0.0062 0.0055 0.0071 0.0107
0.6000 0.0093 0.0066 0.0065 0.0088 0.0133
0.6500 0.0095 0.0073 0.0078 0.0108 0.0162
0.7000 0.0098 0.0081 0.0093 0.0133 0.0196
0.7500 0.0102 0.0092 0.0112 0.0160 0.0234
0.8000 0.0107 0.0104 0.0133 0.0191 0.0275
0.8500 0.0114 0.0118 0.0157 0.0225 0.0321
0.9000 0.0121 0.0134 0.0183 0.0263 0.0370
0.9500 0.0129 0.0152 0.0212 0.0303 0.0423
1.0000 0.0138 0.0171 0.0243 0.0347 0.0480

The data of amplitude are all p.u.

The calculation result shows a certain size of injected active power to minimize the

power loss exists in each bus and the power loss for each bus shows a convex downward

quadratic curve. The result also shows that suitable location of the DG is Bus5 and

adequate size of injecting active power (P) is 0.3500. In this case, the power loss is

dramatically reduced to 0.0040 (from 0.0147) and its improvement rate is about 72.8%
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compared with the no DG case.

model, the approximate best answer is

that the location would be 0.3333 from Bus4 toward Bus5, and the injecting active power

would be 0.3333. Considering possible DG installation locations are buses of the simple

system model

Figure 3-2 Loss Reduction Effect by the Size of DG for Each Installation Bus (Injecting Active
Power Only)

Consideration 2: Installation of DG capable of Injecting Reactive Power Only(2)

Secondly, installation of the DG capable of injecting reactive power (Q) only is

considered. Table 3-6 shows the power loss calculation result with the installation of the

DG injecting reactive power only and Figure 3-3 shows the loss reduction effect by the size

of the DG for each installation bus. The calculation result shows a certain size of injecting

reactive power to minimize the power loss exists in each bus and the power loss for each

bus shows a convex downward quadratic curve as well as the consideration 1. The result

shows that suitable location of the DG is Bus5 also, and adequate size of injecting reactive

power (Q) is 0.2000. In this case, the loss reduction effect is small compared with the

consideration 1, the power loss reduced to 0.0120 (from 0.0147) and its improvement rate

is about 18.4% compared with the no DG case. (Although Table 3-6 shows there are three

cells which have the minimal power loss value of 0.0120 (i.e., injecting 0.1500 and 0.2000

reactive power at Bus5, and injecting 0.2000 reactive power at Bus4), the value of them
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with six decimal are 0.011992 (0.1500, bus5) , 0.011971 (0.2000, Bus5) and 0.011978

(0.2000, Bus

Table 3-6 Power Loss Calculation Result with DG Capable of Injecting Reactive Power

DG size(Q) Bus2 Bus3 Bus4 Bus5 Bus6

0.0500 0.0142 0.0138 0.0135 0.0133 0.0133
0.1000 0.0138 0.0131 0.0127 0.0124 0.0124
0.1500 0.0135 0.0127 0.0122 0.0120 0.0122
0.2000 0.0133 0.0124 0.0120 0.0120 0.0124
0.2500 0.0133 0.0124 0.0121 0.0124 0.0132
0.3000 0.0133 0.0126 0.0126 0.0132 0.0145
0.3500 0.0134 0.0130 0.0133 0.0144 0.0163
0.4000 0.0137 0.0136 0.0144 0.0161 0.0187
0.4500 0.0140 0.0144 0.0157 0.0181 0.0215
0.5000 0.0144 0.0153 0.0174 0.0206 0.0249
0.5500 0.0150 0.0165 0.0194 0.0235 0.0287
0.6000 0.0156 0.0179 0.0217 0.0267 0.0330
0.6500 0.0163 0.0195 0.0242 0.0303 0.0378
0.7000 0.0172 0.0213 0.0271 0.0344 0.0430
0.7500 0.0181 0.0233 0.0302 0.0388 0.0487
0.8000 0.0191 0.0255 0.0337 0.0435 0.0549
0.8500 0.0203 0.0279 0.0374 0.0487 0.0616
0.9000 0.0215 0.0305 0.0414 0.0542 0.0687
0.9500 0.0228 0.0332 0.0457 0.0601 0.0762
1.0000 0.0243 0.0362 0.0503 0.0663 0.0842

The data of amplitude are all p.u.

Figure 3-3 Loss Reduction Effect by the Size of DG for Each Installation Bus (Injecting
Reactive Power (Q) only)
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Consideration 3: Installation of DG Capable of Injecting Both Active and(3)

Reactive Power

As the last consideration, installation of the DG capable of injecting both active and

reactive power (P & Q) is considered. Table 3-7 shows the power loss calculation result

with the installation of the DG injecting both active and reactive power and Figure 3-4

shows the loss reduction effect by the size of the DG for each installation bus.

Table 3-7 Power Loss Calculation Result with DG Capable of Injecting Both Active Power and
Reactive Power (P & Q)

DG size(P) Bus2 Bus3 Bus4 Bus5 Bus6
0.0500 0.0134 0.0124 0.0116 0.0111 0.0109
0.1000 0.0122 0.0103 0.0089 0.0081 0.0078
0.1500 0.0112 0.0086 0.0067 0.0057 0.0055
0.2000 0.0104 0.0071 0.0049 0.0039 0.0039
0.2500 0.0096 0.0059 0.0036 0.0026 0.0029
0.3000 0.0090 0.0050 0.0026 0.0018 0.0025
0.3500 0.0085 0.0043 0.0020 0.0015 0.0028
0.4000 0.0082 0.0039 0.0018 0.0017 0.0037
0.4500 0.0079 0.0037 0.0019 0.0024 0.0051
0.5000 0.0078 0.0038 0.0025 0.0036 0.0071
0.5500 0.0079 0.0041 0.0033 0.0052 0.0096
0.6000 0.0080 0.0047 0.0046 0.0073 0.0127
0.6500 0.0083 0.0055 0.0062 0.0098 0.0162
0.7000 0.0087 0.0066 0.0081 0.0127 0.0202
0.7500 0.0092 0.0079 0.0103 0.0161 0.0247
0.8000 0.0098 0.0094 0.0129 0.0198 0.0297
0.8500 0.0106 0.0111 0.0157 0.0239 0.0350
0.9000 0.0114 0.0131 0.0189 0.0284 0.0409
0.9500 0.0124 0.0153 0.0224 0.0332 0.0471
1.0000 0.0135 0.0177 0.0262 0.0384 0.0537

The data of amplitude are all p.u.

The calculation result shows the loss reduction effect for each bus shows similar

characteristics of the consideration 1 and the optimal location of the DG is Bus5 also, and

adequate size of injecting active power (P) is 0.3500 (reactive power (Q) is 0.1750). In this

case, the power loss is dramatically reduced to 0.0015 (from 0.0147) and its improvement

rate is about 89.8% compared with the no DG case. In the effectiveness of the power loss

reduction, this case is the best among these three cases. In addition, the result nearly

eration 1 and 2.
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Figure 3-4 Loss Reduction Effect by the Size of DG for Each Installation Bus (Injecting Both
Active and Reactive Power (P & Q))

3.2.4. Simulation of Power Loss Reduction Effects by Multiple DGs Allocation

In this subsection, effects of power loss reduction by the installation of multiple

DGs are evaluated using the simple distribution system model as same as the last

subsection. In the evaluation, simulations using exact solution method based on the

enumerative method described in the last subsection are also implemented. As the

procedure of the simulation, firstly combinations of optimal location candidates of DGs are

enumerated, and then active power loss for each combination is calculated by power flow

calculation. Finally, the combination which minimizes active power loss for the targeted

simple distribution system model is selected as the optimal solution.

Simulation Procedure(1)

In the simulation, optimal allocation of DGs is considered for the simple

distribution system model used in the last section. Load value of each bus is predefined

and DGs are installed at two of five buses in the system model except for Bus1 (Slack bus).

For each combination of DG installation buses, active power loss is calculated by changing

injecting power of two DGs in incremental steps. The number of combinations for two DGs

location is 5C2=10. Table 3-8 shows these combinations.
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Table 3-8 Combinations of Two DGs location in the Simple Distribution System Model

Case DG1
(Bus)

DG2
(Bus)

Case DG1
(Bus)

DG2
(Bus)

Case1 2 3 Case6 3 5
Case2 2 4 Case7 3 6
Case3 2 5 Case8 4 5
Case4 2 6 Case9 4 6
Case5 3 4 Case10 5 6

In this study B/F method is also used as power flow calculation. With regard to DG

type and capacity, PQ type DGs are used and active power P is set from 0.05 to 0.5 in 0.05

steps. Reactive power is set at 0.5P as same as the definition in the last subsection.

Simulation Results and Evaluation(2)

As the result of power flow calculations for all possible combinations of location

and sizing of two DGs, the power loss was minimized when DGs were located Bus3 and

Bus5 mostly. Figure 3-5 shows the profile of power loss value (z axis) by active power

capacity of installed two DGs at Bus3 and Bus5. Table 3-9 represents power flow

calculation results in case that DGs were installed Bus3 and Bus5. In Figure 3-5, the

distribution of power loss values shows convex downward shape, and in all possible

combinations of two DGs, distributions of power loss values also show convex downward

shape.

Figure 3-5 Profile of Active Power Loss for Simple Distribution System Model with Two DGs
Installation at Bus3 and Bus5
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Table 3-9 Power Loss Calculation Result with Two DGs Installation at Bus3 and Bus5
(p.u.×10-2)

DG Size DG Size at Bus3 (p.u.)

0.0500 0.1000 0.1500 0.2000 0.2500 0.3000 0.3500 0.4000 0.4500 0.5000

DG
Size
at

Bus5
(p.u.)

0.05 0.9072 0.7340 0.5881 0.4692 0.3768 0.3107 0.2702 0.2552 0.2651 0.2996

0.10 0.6381 0.4933 0.3753 0.2840 0.2188 0.1793 0.1651 0.1759 0.2114 0.2710

0.15 0.4260 0.3088 0.2181 0.1535 0.1147 0.1012 0.1127 0.1487 0.2090 0.2932

0.20 0.2690 0.1787 0.1146 0.0761 0.0630 0.0749 0.1113 0.1720 0.2565 0.3645

0.25 0.1655 0.1015 0.0632 0.0502 0.0622 0.0987 0.1595 0.2441 0.3523 0.4836

0.30 0.1138 0.0754 0.0623 0.0741 0.1106 0.1712 0.2558 0.3638 0.4950 0.6492

0.35 0.1124 0.0990 0.1105 0.1465 0.2069 0.2910 0.3988 0.5297 0.6835 0.8598

0.40 0.1599 0.1708 0.2063 0.2660 0.3496 0.4568 0.5872 0.7404 0.9162 1.1143

0.45 0.2548 0.2894 0.3484 0.4312 0.5376 0.6672 0.8197 0.9948 1.1922 1.4115

0.50 0.3957 0.4536 0.5355 0.6409 0.7696 0.9211 1.0953 1.2917 1.5101 1.7502

This means that once combinations of two DG locations are fixed, a combination of

optimal capacities for two DGs exist. In case that two DGs are installed at Bus3 and Bus5,

active power loss would be minimized when the capacity of active power for Bus3 is 0.2

and Bus5 is 0.25, and the value of active power loss would be 0.000502. Because active

power loss for the system without DG is 0.0147, active power loss reduction rate would be

dramatically improved to the value of 96.6%. The result shows that active power loss can

be reduced dramatically by the optimal location and sizing of DGs and the proposed

approach using an exact solution method based on the enumerative method can be utilized

for the optimal DGs allocation problem for simple distribution system models.

3.2.5. Solution Method of Optimal Allocation of DG Problem for a Real-size

Distribution System

Next, the proposed approach using exact solution based on the enumerative method will

be applied to real-size radial distribution system in this subsection. Basically the

implementation method is the same as in the previous description, firstly combination of

optimal location candidates for DGs is enumerated, and then power flow calculation would

be implemented to calculate active power loss. Finally the best solution which minimizes

active power loss is selected. However, the distribution system using in this subsection is

real-size and it should makes combinatorial explosion easily in power flow calculations.

Therefore, some practical measures should be considered to reduce the number of

candidate combinations for the optimal allocation of DGs.
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Definition of the Real-size Distribution System(1)

As a real-size distribution system model, the 126 bus radial system model in [3-14] was

used and Figure 3-6 shows the wiring diagram of the distribution system. Bus126 is the

slack bus in this distribution system and other all parameters which used for power flow

calculations are also same values provided in [3-14]2.

Figure 3-6 Wiring Diagram of Grid. [3-14]

Total load of the system is P=4.2300 Q=2.8870 respectively and from the power

flow calculation result, the slack bus provides P =4.4239 and Q =3.1053. Therefore, total

active and reactive power loss of the system would be 0.1939, 0.2183 respectively and

power loss rate in the system would be 4.383% and 7.030% respectively. The data of

amplitude are all per unit (p.u.)

Combinatorial Enumeration for Calculation of Optimal DGs Allocation(2)

Firstly, optimal location candidates for DGs are enumerated. As enumerative method,

study. The backtracking method

is a typical method for enumeration of all solutions and it has the search policy if current

step in a search process had no branch or no feasible solution on the enumeration tree, the

search process would be back to the previous step and continue the search process. The

2 Branch and bus parameters provided in [3-14] are attached as Appendix C
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depth first search (DFS) for such enumeration tree is the algorithm which realizes this

backtracking method. In the proposed method, combinatorial enumeration by the

backtracking method is applied to two separated stages; location and capacity of DG,

which are two major characteristics for optimal allocation of DG problem. In this research,

the -Stage Backtracking Method

for DGs are enumerated, and as the second stage, combinations of DG capacity are

enumerated for each combination of location candidate. In this 2-Stage Backtracking

Method, the characteristic which was clarified in the last simulation is utilized. That is, the

optimal capacity of DG can be decided when optimal location of DG is decided. Let the

number of location candidates be K, average number of DG capacity be s, the combination

number of the 2-Stage Backtracking Method would be as follows.

)~|( maxmin KKkCs kKk

k
(3-14)

Although this enumerated combination number does not depend on system size, it

shows large values of K, Kmin, Kmax or s might bring combinatorial explosion. (For example,

combination number for 10 different capacity values, 20 location candidates and 3 DGs

installation would be 10320C3=1,140,000.) Therefore, in the proposed 2-Stage Backtracking

Method, location candidates for DGs are grouped and the number of installation DGs is

limited to reduce the number of combinations. This constraint is based on the practical

condition such that only one DG would be installed for a certain load estimating area.

Therefore, the followings parameters are added to shows such constraint for the objective

function (3-3).

GK : Set of groups classifying the candidate DG locations

gK : Maximum cardinality for the number of installed DGs in group g (g KG)

groupkN : Group number to which candidate DG location k belongs (k K)

Although capacity values in a certain range are enumerated with a constant

increment value, the number of combinations is reduced by focusing targeted scope

considering the result of 3.2.3 and the well-

Constraints of DG Allocation(3)

In the application of the proposed method to the real-size distribution system, DG

location candidates were decided based on the following policies considering practical

installation constraints.
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Less than one DG is installed in one of some areas which have a certain amount of

power demand

Considering the simulation result in section 3.2.3

installation locations of DGs should be on major routes and not be at end buses or

branch lines in order to inject power by DG efficiently.

Based on the above policies, Bus126 - 1 - 2 -,,,-20 is defined as the main route and

active power loss would be evaluated installing some DGs into the main route. Also, the

main route is divided by the major branch points (Bus7, Bus14), and DG would be installed

each divided group.

Table 3-10 DG Location Candidates Group

Group Candidate Bus Number
G1 7, 9, 11, 13
G2 14,16, 18, 20
G3 1, 3, 5
G4 55, 72
G5 84, 89
G6 101, 114

Table 3-10 shows group data which are utilized in the simulation, and G1, G2 and G3

are bus groups belonging to main route. G4, G5 and G6 are groups created for

complementary considerations. These group categories are used as constraints that DG

can be located only at one bus in categorized group. The reason why all buses are not

location candidates for DG is to prevent combinatorial explosion.

Consideration cases and input data for simulation(4)

Based on the basic policy that DGs are located at buses in groups on the main route

such as G1, G2 and G3, the following three cases are simulated for the evaluation of optimal

DG allocation.

Case1: One DG is located in group G1 and G2 respectively.

Case2: One DG is located in group G1, G2 and G3 respectively.

Case3: One DG is located in 4 of these 6 groups (G1, G2, G3, G4, G5 and G6).

In all cases, the type of DG is PQ type which is suitable for reducing power loss, and

capacity of active and reactive power data are showed in Table 3-11, Table 3-12 and Table

3-13.
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Table 3-11 DG Location Candidates and PQ Capacity Values for Case 1

Bus Group P Values* (p.u.) Q Values (p.u.) nk

7 G1 0.6~2.2 @0.1 0.5P 17
9 G1 0.6~2.2 @0.1 0.5P 17

11 G1 0.6~2.2 @0.1 0.5P 17
13 G1 0.6~2.2 @0.1 0.5P 17
14 G2 0.4~1.4 @0.1 0.5P 11
16 G2 0.4~1.4 @0.1 0.5P 11
18 G2 0.4~1.4 @0.1 0.5P 11
20 G2 0.4~1.4 @0.1 0.5P 11

Table 3-12 DG Location Candidates and PQ Capacity Values for Case 2

Bus Group P Values (p.u.) Q Values (p.u.) nk

7 G1 0.6~1.8 @0.1 0.5P 13
9 G1 0.6~1.8 @0.1 0.5P 13

11 G1 0.6~1.8 @0.1 0.5P 13
13 G1 0.6~1.8 @0.1 0.5P 13
14 G2 0.5~1.0 @0.1 0.5P 6
16 G2 0.5~1.0 @0.1 0.5P 6
18 G2 0.5~1.0 @0.1 0.5P 6
20 G2 0.5~1.0 @0.1 0.5P 6
1 G3 0.6~2.0 @0.1 0.5P 15
3 G3 0.6~2.0 @0.1 0.5P 15
5 G3 0.6~2.0 @0.1 0.5P 15

Table 3-13 DG Location Candidates and PQ Capacity Values for Case 3

Bus Group P Values (p.u.) Q Values (p.u.) nk

7 G1 0.6~1.6 @0.1 0.5P 11
9 G1 0.6~1.6 @0.1 0.5P 11

11 G1 0.6~1.6 @0.1 0.5P 11
13 G1 0.6~1.6 @0.1 0.5P 11
14 G2 0.5~1.0 @0.1 0.5P 6
16 G2 0.5~1.0 @0.1 0.5P 6
18 G2 0.5~1.0 @0.1 0.5P 6
20 G2 0.5~1.0 @0.1 0.5P 6
1 G3 0.8~2.0 @0.1 0.5P 13
3 G3 0.8~2.0 @0.1 0.5P 13
5 G3 0.8~2.0 @0.1 0.5P 13

55 G4 0.1~0.4 @0.1 0.5P 4
72 G4 0.1~0.4 @0.1 0.5P 4
84 G5 0.1~0.4 @0.1 0.5P 4
89 G6 0.1~0.4 @0.1 0.5P 4

101 G6 0.1~0.4 @0.1 0.5P 4
114 G6 0.1~0.4 @0.1 0.5P 4

Reactive power data are set as 0.5P considering general power factor values. Also,
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maximum total capacity of DGs is set as 4.0 from the consideration of total load P=4.23,

Simulation Result and Evaluation of Solution(5)

Once DGs location candidates and capacity values are enumerated and selected by

the proposed 2-Stage Backtracking Method, power flow calculation for every selected

combination is implemented and power loss is decided. In the power flow calculation, the

customized program based on the B/F method is utilized and the program adopts various

high speed techniques considering actual use with a large number of combinations.

Using branch and bus parameters in [3-14], enumeration of all combinations of DGs

locations and capacity values and selection of optimal solutions are implemented for the

126 buses distribution system. The summary of the simulation result is showed in the

Table 3-14. PC specification used for the simulation was Intel Core i7 CPU (Central

Processing Unit ) 2.80GHz with 16GB memory and 64-bit OS is used on the PC.

Table 3-14 Summary of the Simulation Result

Case
Enumeration

Number

Power
Flow

Iteration
Number

Optimal
Active Power

Loss Value

Active Power
Loss

Reduction
Rate r (%)

r: 100(b-a)/b

Slack Bus Power
Computation

Time
(sec.)P (p.u.) Q (p.u.)

Base (5) (0.1939)(=b) 4.4239 3.1053 0.016

1 2,992 3.036 0.0186(=a) 91.6 0.6462 1.1061 0.065

2 50,592 2.655 0.0097(=a) 95.0 0.3397 0.9483 0.889

3 1,590,544 3.004 0.0084(=a) 95.7 0.3384 0.9467 30.935

In every case, optimal solution was obtained in short time. However the number of

enumerations for Case3 increased to about 1.6 million while the number of enumerations

for Case1 and Case2 are several dozen thousands and computation times were less than 1

second. This means the number might be reaching the limit for using the enumerative

method.

Case1, Case2 and Case3 were configured so that their optimal solutions would be

better in that order, and active power loss values represented in Table 3-14 shows that.

The best value of active power loss is 0.0084 in Case3, and the loss reduction rate

compared with the base case (No DG) showed extremely high improvement of 95.7%. The

result shows almost zero or very low active power loss distribution systems can be

established by adequate allocation of DGs or equivalent voltage compensators, and it
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shows that an efficient power supply and demand in local communities can be realized

utilizing regional DGs and other related devices.

Although the simulation result shows possibilities for nearly zero loss distribution

systems with detailed installation of DGs, it is enough results of more than 90% of active

power loss reduction. Therefore, even Case1 and Case2 can be very good design for

optimal DGs allocation. The simulation result shows the number of candidate combination

for optimal allocation of DGs can be reduced drastically by adding practical constraints to

location candidates and by narrowing down the scope of capacity values of DGs. In

addition, the result that more than 90% active power loss reduction was attained shows

the proposed approach can obtain a good enough optimal solution even compared with

the optimal solution selected from all enumeration solutions without any constraints.

Table 3-15 DG Locations and Capacity Values in the Optimal Solution in Each Case

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
Location 1 Bus 9 13 13

P(p.u.) 1.90 1.50 1.40
Q(p.u) 0.95 0.75 0.7

Location 2 Bus 16 18 18
P(p.u.) 1.10 0.70 0.70
Q(p.u) 0.55 0.35 0.35

Location 3 Bus - 5 5
P(p.u.) - 1.70 1.40
Q(p.u) - 0.85 0.70

Location 4 Bus - - 55
P(p.u.) - - 0.40
Q(p.u) - - 0.20

Total Capacity P(p.u.) 3.00 3.90 3.90
Q(p.u) 1.50 1.95 1.95

Table 3-15 shows locations and capacity values of optimal solutions which were

obtained in Case1, Case2 and Case3. Total capacity of every optimal solution is lower than

the defined maximum value 4.0 and that means the value is appropriate.

Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8 represent profile of voltage and voltages phase angle for

Case2 with the optimal DG allocation respectively, and both figures also show those of the

base case for comparison. In Figure 3-7, the voltage profile shows a trend of flattening

holistically and it means that constraints such as voltage upper and lower limit and

apparent current upper limit, which are generally defined in the optimal reactive power

distribution problem, would be redundant constraints. In other words, feasible solutions

do not exist if solutions would show a trend of flattening and also would not meet these
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voltage and current constraints. In Figure 3-8, some values of voltage angle show reversed

sign. This means that reverse power flow would be occurred in some parts of the system

due to voltage rise by DGs installation.

Figure 3-7 Voltage Magnitude Improvement by DG Placements in 126 Bus Distribution
System

Figure 3-8 Voltage Angle Changes by DG Placements in 126 Bus Distribution System
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Impact Quantification of Renewable Energy Sources Using3.3.

Stochastic Approach

As the second topics for the optimal power supply in demand-side, this study deals

with the expansion of RES. RES expansion is a common challenge in the world to reduce

greenhouse gases emissions, and Japan also has a plan to install a large amount of RES for

the realization of low carbonate and high efficiency society. The plan says 20% of total

electric power would be generated from RES and most of RES expansion would be from

photovoltaic (PV) generation systems in low voltage consumers such as residential

customers [3-15].

A large number of PV system installations realize low-carbonate power supply and

provide some contributions for efficient power supply, such as peak load reduction and

power loss reduction etc. On the other hand, various potential challenges have been

pointed out. Generally PV systems are installed on customer side and sometime electric

power would be injected into distribution systems from the PV systems in the state of

excess-power-supply. In such cases, reverse power flow in distribution systems might

occur although existing distribution systems assume one way power flow from the

upper-side (substation) to the lower-side (consumers). In such reverse power flow

occurrences, voltage violations and malfunctions of various distribution devices are

concerned. Because the numbers of installed PV systems in Japan is still small at present, it

is not clear yet how much impact would actually occur by a large amount of PV

installations in the near future.

Therefore, this study proposes a simulation approach to evaluate the status of a

distribution system with escalatory installed PV systems, calculating voltage at each bus,

injected power at the slack bus, and electric power loss of the system etc. In the simulation

approach, PV capacity and power load are treated as stochastic variables because PV

capacity is fluctuated corresponding to weather conditions, and power load is also

fluctuated by other various reasons such as day of the week, events, area properties such

as industrial area or residential area etc. Using these simulation results, impacts by the

number of installed PV systems and PV penetration level to the distribution system are

evaluated, and also possible maximum and minimum values of total PV capacity, injected

power at the slack bus and total power loss are discussed in this section.
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3.3.1. Studies and Approaches for Quantifying the Impact of RES

As mentioned in 3.2, various studies have been executed for the benefit evaluation

of DG and its impacts on distribution systems [3-9][3-10]. With respect to the application

of stochastic approach, a novel algorithm in which the number of on-state DGs, DG location

and magnitude of generator power were used as stochastic variables was proposed to

evaluate the performance of distribution systems including DG [3-16]. Recently many

efforts have been addressed for RES as DG type, because the capacity of major RES

generations such as PV and wind power is fluctuated compared with legacy generation

systems such as thermal generation. In order to solve RES related challenges, a stochastic

analysis approach for power flow simulation in distribution systems with PV systems is

proposed [3-17]. In the study, power flow simulation using stochastic variables of power

loads and PV generation capacities was executed to evaluate impacts of PV installation,

and power loss reduction as the result of the PV installation was calculated using historical

distribution status data and weather condition data in a target region. In addition, power

loss reduction effect by demand reduction by DG etc., was estimated and a formulation

method for the effect of such demand reduction in day-month-year basis was provided in

[3-18].

3.3.2. Impact Quantification Using Stochastic Approach

The purpose of this research is to propose a reliable evaluation approach for

quantifying the impact of a large number of PV installations into distribution systems. In

this subsection, the approach of this research is described.

Definition of Stochastic Variables(1)

Because PV generation capacity depends on weather conditions, generation

capacity at each PV installed bus is defined as a stochastic variable. Also, power load at

each bus is defined as stochastic variable because it is impossible for power companies to

power consumption behavior. Using these variables and other

parameters, stochastic power flow calculations based on Monte Carlo method are

conducted for multiple time-series scenarios, and then PV installation impacts on

distribution systems are discussed. The Monte Carlo method is the generic term for

numeric calculation methods using random values and it finds solutions approximately

from sufficient numbers of simulations. In the stochastic variable for PV capacity, random
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numbers conforming to a uniform distribution are generated, assuming that high, middle

and small solar irradiation amount days such as sunny, cloudy and rainy days would occur

uniformly in a target area. On the other hand, random numbers conforming to normal

distribution are also generated to the stochastic variable for power load considering

general power consumption behaviors in the targeted area.

Distribution System Model(2)

In this study, the 126-buses distribution model in [3-14] was also used. (See Figure

3-6). Same as the last research, the bus126 represents the slack bus, and some other buses

have electric load (called Load-Defined-Bus in this research) and others have no load

(called Zero-Bus in this research). Branch and bus data defined in this study are based on

original values in [3-14]. It is assumed that one PV can be located only at one of these

buses except for the slack bus.

Test Data Creation(3)

For simulations, test data were created by reference to various related data.

a. Load Data in Each Bus

Hourly data were needed to be prepared as the minimum data unit for one year. In

area in the fiscal year (FY) 2012 [3-19] was used as the reference of power demand

fluctuation. For the application of these demand properties to load data, all records were

converted into per unit (p.u.) quantities and made scale adjustments based on the original

load data in [3-14].

Hourly data set for one day was created for each month considering seasonal data

variation. Therefore, 24 (hours) × 12 (months) = 288 sets of power load data created by

the above mentioned procedure would be the base data of stochastic variables for power

flow calculation.

b. PV Generation Capacity in Each PV Installation Bus

Estimation Method of PV Generation Capacity

Various methods have been proposed with regard to PV generation capacity

estimation. Equation (1) defined by Japanese Industrial Standard (JIS) Committees [3-20]

was referred in this study.
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Dec.-Jan. SAmASPy / GHPKE
(3-14)

where,

EPy: Annual PV energy generation (kWh/year)
K: Monthly total design coefficient (performance ratio)
PAS: rating capacity of PV array at standard test condition (kW)
HAm: monthly total solar irradiation on the PV (kWh/m2 month)
GS: Solar irradiance at standard test conditions (kW/m2)

Although K is a variable depending on temperature, it is assumed that K is a

constant throughout year in this study. Then, estimated PV generation capacity would be

proportional to the irradiation value. As the irradiation data in Tokyo, one of measured

Technology Development Organization (NEDO)[3-21] were used.

PV Installation Location

According to PV allocation assumptions, PV installation bus numbers were defined.

Table 3-16 shows PV installation bus numbers of 5 different patterns which were used in

simulations in this research.

Table 3-16 PV Installation Bus Number

Pattern Number of PVs Installation Buses

P1 10 14,30,65,76,97,107,113,122,124,125

P2 20 4,7,10,14,30,42,44,61,65,76,79,86,97,105,107,113,118,122,124,125

P3 30
1,4,7,10,14,20,30,33,42,44,55,61,65,67,69,76,79,81,86,93,97,98,105,
107,112,113,118,122,124,125

P4 40
1,4,7,10,12,14,20,25,30,33,39,42,44,52,55,61,65,67,69,74,76,79,81,
83,86,88,93,97,98,100,105,107,108,112,113,118,122,123,124,125

P5 50
1,4,7,10,12,14,20,22,24,25,28,30,33,39,41,42,44,46,48,52,55,61,65,
67,69,71,74,76,79,81,83,86,88,93,95,97,98,100,105,107,108,110,112,
113,118, 120,122,123,124,125

Power Flow Calculation Method(4)

The Backward and Forward method (B/F method) was used for power flow

calculation same as the power flow calculation in 3.2.2.

Simulation Method and Procedure(5)

The conditions of these simulations which were mentioned in above were

formulated as follows. For bus i in a target system which L is the set of candidate DG
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locations, let iS be load, iGPV be PV generation capacity, iV be voltage and iI be

injected current, then,

*iiPVii IVGS (i L { L (3-15)

A dot on the top of the character denotes complex numbers and an asterisk denotes

complex conjugate. Current and voltage at each PV installed bus are calculated based on

the (3-15) in the B/F method based power flow calculation. Let yk (k L) be 0-1 variable

which represents status whether PV is installed or not at the targeted bus (1 if candidate

PV location k is selected, 0 otherwise), then the number of PV systems NPV would be the

following equation and 5 simulation models were prepared in this study.

NPV =
125

1k
ky = {10, 20, 30, 40, 50} (3-16)

In addition, the penetration level was defined as the ratio of annual accumulated PV

generation capacity to total demand in a target area, and 5 PV generation capacity

penetration levels were prepared in this study. Let PV generation capacity at bus i in a date

be dateiG ,PV (date targeted one year) and total load in the target system be
totalS , then, PV

penetration level LPV would be as follows.

LPV =
totalPV SG

date i i
= {0, 5, 10, 15, 20%} (3-17)

Therefore, 5 (DG number models) × 5 (DG penetration levels) = 25 patterns of base

datasets were prepared for simulations. The number of random value generation for

stochastic variable of both PV generation capacity and electric load was 10,000

respectively. In this study, power flow calculation using one hourly data set (24 records) in

each month is executed for 12 months (one year) with average power load and PV

generation pattern. Therefore, 24×12×10,000 = 2,880,000 calculations were executed for

one model pattern, and 72 million calculations for 25 patterns of model data. In each

calculation, voltage, current and electric power at each bus, and injected electric power at

the slack bus and electric power loss were calculated.

3.3.3. Simulation Results and Discussion

In this subsection, results of the simulation approach and their discussions are

described.

Execution of Power Flow Calculation(1)

Table 3-17 and Table 3-18 show the summary of simulation results.
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Table 3-17 Summary of Simulation Result (1)

No.
of

PVs

Penet. Rate
Compu.

Time

Area Load
(P) (p.u).

Slack bus
inj. Power
(P) (p.u.)

Rev. P.
Flow at

Slack

DG
Capacity
(P) (p.u.)

Power
Loss

(P) (p.u.)

Voltage
Range
(p.u.)

10

0
(83.083sec)

Min. 954.59 983.51
0

0.00 28.66 0.96
Max. 1,088.65 1,126.56 0.00 38.22 1.05
Ave. 1,021.64 1,054.92 0.00 33.27 -

5
(83.198sec)

Min. 954.67 928.49
0

44.34 25.65 0.96
Max. 1,088.22 1,072.61 57.73 34.76 1.05
Ave. 1,021.67 1,000.64 51.08 30.05 0.00

10
(83.093sec)

Min. 954.53 872.54
0

88.78 23.25 0.96
Max. 1,089.44 1,022.43 115.47 32.06 1.05
Ave. 1,021.66 946.92 102.17 27.43 -

15
(82.972sec)

Min. 954.68 816.14
0

133.27 21.45 0.96
Max. 1,088.87 972.11 173.38 29.81 1.05
Ave. 1,021.63 893.79 153.24 25.41 -

20
(83.553sec)

Min. 954.42 759.23
11

(May)

177.55 20.19 0.96
Max 1,089.13 923.53 230.99 28.09 1.05
Ave. 1,021.64 841.25 204.33 23.94 -

20

0
(83.979sec)

Min. 954.38 983.35
0

0.00 28.68 0.96
Max. 1,088.89 1,126.79 0.00 38.23 1.05
Ave. 1,021.66 1,054.93 0.00 33.27 -

5
(83.093sec)

Min. 954.98 929.47
0

46.13 25.83 0.96
Max. 1,088.58 1,072.49 55.99 34.92 1.05
Ave. 1,021.64 1,000.75 51.08 30.19 -

10
(84.450sec)

Min. 954.24 873.90
0

92.40 23.45 0.96
Max. 1,088.89 1,020.24 112.06 32.16 1.05
Ave. 1,021.64 947.11 102.16 27.64 -

15
(84.515sec)

Min. 954.53 819.46
0

138.52 21.64 0.96
Max. 1,089.03 969.22 168.01 29.93 1.05
Ave. 1,021.66 894.00 153.25 25.59 -

20
(84.423sec)

Min. 954.43 764.06
1

(May)

184.65 20.33 0.96
Max. 1,089.37 919.63 223.85 28.18 1.05
Ave. 1,021.65 841.36 204.33 24.04 -

30

0
(85.838sec)

Min. 954.29 983.23
0

0.00 28.64 0.96
Max. 1,089.52 1,127.53 0.00 38.30 1.05
Ave. 1,021.64 1,054.91 0.00 33.27 -

5
(85.238sec)

Min. 954.17 928.74
0

47.03 25.85 0.96
Max. 1,088.72 1,072.40 55.14 34.94 1.05
Ave. 1,021.65 1,000.80 51.08 30.23 -

10
(85.128sec)

Min. 954.78 875.28
0

93.97 23.58 0.96
Max. 1,089.32 1,020.25 110.27 32.22 1.05
Ave. 1,021.64 947.18 102.16 27.71 -

15
(85.079sec)

Min. 954.48 820.81
0

141.06 21.79 0.96
Max. 1,088.66 967.65 165.40 29.98 1.05
Ave. 1,021.65 894.09 153.24 25.67 -

20
(85.170sec)

Min. 954.97 766.91
0

188.06 20.44 0.96
Max. 1,088.49 916.89 220.44 28.21 1.05
Ave. 1,021.65 841.44 204.33 24.12 -
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Table 3-18 Summary of Simulation Result (2)

No.
of

PVs

Penet. Rate
Compu.

Time

Area Load
(P) (p.u).

Slack bus
inj. Power
(P) (p.u.)

Rev. P.
Flow at

Slack

DG
Capacity
(P) (p.u.)

Power
Loss

(P) (p.u.)

Voltage
Range
(p.u.)

40

0
(85.838sec)

Min. 954.29 983.23
0

0.00 28.64 0.96
Max. 1,089.52 1,127.53 0.00 38.30 1.05
Ave. 1,021.64 1,054.91 0.00 33.27 -

5
(85.238sec)

Min. 954.17 928.74
0

47.03 25.85 0.96
Max. 1,088.72 1,072.40 55.14 34.94 1.05
Ave. 1,021.65 1,000.80 51.08 30.23 -

10
(85.128sec)

Min. 954.78 875.28
0

93.97 23.58 0.96
Max. 1,089.32 1,020.25 110.27 32.22 1.05
Ave. 1,021.64 947.18 102.16 27.71 -

15
(85.079sec)

Min. 954.48 820.81
0

141.06 21.79 0.96
Max. 1,088.66 967.65 165.40 29.98 1.05
Ave. 1,021.65 894.09 153.24 25.67 -

20
(85.170sec)

Min. 954.97 766.91
0

188.06 20.38 0.96
Max. 1,088.49 916.89 220.44 28.13 1.05
Ave. 1,021.65 841.44 204.33 24.10 -

50

0
(87.290sec)

Min. 953.40 982.31
0

0.00 28.64 0.96
Max. 1,088.98 1,126.91 0.00 38.27 1.05
Ave. 1,021.63 1,054.90 0.00 33.27 -

5
(87.151sec)

Min. 955.02 929.96
0

47.86 26.02 0.96
Max. 1,088.79 1,072.72 54.24 35.06 1.05
Ave. 1,021.66 1,000.93 51.08 30.36 -

10
(87.037sec)

Min. 953.74 874.76
0

95.86 23.72 0.96
Max. 1,088.92 1,019.54 108.56 32.43 1.05
Ave. 1,021.65 947.39 102.17 27.91 -

15
(86.906sec)

Min. 954.40 821.77
0

143.71 21.99 0.96
Max. 1,089.14 967.44 162.75 30.20 1.05
Ave. 1,021.64 894.29 153.25 25.90 -

20
(86.842sec)

Min. 954.57 768.01
0

191.74 20.62 0.96
Max. 1,088.31 915.04 216.97 28.41 1.05
Ave. 1,021.65 841.66 204.33 24.34 -

bus injected power

bus

some items, minimum, maximum and average data are provided.

In order to conduct such a large number of power flow calculations, an original

simulation program was developed and utilized for all simulations in this research. PC

specification used for these simulations was Intel Core i7 Processor 3.20GHz with 8GB

memory and 64-bit OS and computation time for all model patterns were about 85

seconds (83 ~ 88 seconds).

In this simulation, average one-day power load data set and average one-day PV
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generation capacity record set for each month were used to reduce computation time.

However, the result shows that it should take under 1 hour even if power flow calculation

would use daily electric load data.

85 (sec.) × 30 (days) = 2,250 (sec.) = 42 min. 30 sec. (3-18)

Values for bus bus for the

distribution system. The amount of injected power would be changed depending on PV

penetration level and be maximum value at 0% of PV penetration level. When injected

power from PV systems would be very large, reverse power flow at the slack bus might

occur. In this simulation, 11 times of reverse power flow occurred at the slack bus with 10

PV systems and 20% of PV penetration level and 1 time with 20 PV systems and 20% PV

penetration level in May. Although the voltage constraint 1.0 ± 0.05 (p.u.) were defined,

voltage violation did not occur in the simulations.

Discussion for the Results of Simulations(2)

As mentioned in above, reverse power flow at the slack bus occurred with 10 or 20

PV systems and 20% of PV penetration level. All 12 reverse power flow at the slack bus

occurred from 0 pm to 2 pm in May, and the result reflects that May is the month with

highest solar irradiation in Tokyo. The reason why reverse power flow occurred only with

the small number of PV systems such as 10 or 20 installed environments should be due to

concentrated power injection because the smaller the number of PV systems, the larger

injected power amount per one PV in the same penetration level. If such situation would

occur near the slack bus, reverse power flow might occur easily. In this time of the

simulation, maximum penetration level was 20%, so reverse power flow at the slack bus

would occur easily if penetration level would be larger.

Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10 show injected active power at the slack bus with 20% of

PV penetration level, and the number of installed PV systems is 10 and 50 respectively.

There are no big difference between these two charts and also no big difference among

other charts with same PV penetration level and different number of installed PV systems.

These shows that there should be no big difference in slack bus injected power even if the

number of PV systems installation would increase in the same penetration level. Figure

3-11 and Figure 3-12 show active power at the slack bus with 50 PV systems installed

environment and PV penetration level is 0% and 10% respectively. Figure 3-12

(penetration level 10%) shows the load in daytime is offset by PV generation and injected
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power at the slack bus is reduced. Figure 3-10 (penetration level 20%) also shows the load

in daytime is offset by PV generation, but injected power at the slack bus decreases too

much and this is not effective as the aspect of load levelling.

Figure 3-9 Slack Bus Power Injection, 10 PVs and 20% Penetration Level

Figure 3-10 Slack Bus Power Injection, 50 PVs and 20% Penetration Level
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Figure 3-11 Slack Bus Power Injection, 50 PVs and 0% Penetration Level

Figure 3-12 Slack Bus Power Injection, 50 PVs and 10% Penetration Level

Large scale electric power injection from PV systems is not always good and thus it

is necessary to consider adequate power injection amount and PV penetration level.

In addition, Figure 3-10 and Figure 3-12 show that PV generation does not
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contribute to the reduction of power load peak in the evening. This shows that PV

generation cannot be used for evening and night time load directly and the larger the PV

penetration level increases, the more prominent evening and night time peak load amount

would be appeared. Considering the penetration of electric vehicles (EVs) in the near

future, it is expected that electric load for battery charge would increase from evening to

midnight and the tendency should be growing. However, the result shows PV generation

cannot be used for the growing demand directly.

Also, it is found that there is one load peak around noon in summer season and

other season has two load peaks in morning and evening from Figure 3-11 which shows

demand curve without PV systems. Therefore, PV generation property would be effective

for load reduction in summer season because daytime load would be canceled by the PV

generation properly. However, daytime load in other seasons, especially in winter, would

be canceled mostly (too much) and PV generation cannot use for evening and night power

load directly. Therefore, collaborative operation between PV systems and power storages

such as batteries should be necessary considering effective and efficient power systems in

the near future.

Figure 3-13 represents power loss by PV penetration level and this chart shows

power loss decreases corresponding to the increase of PV penetration level. Therefore, the

increase of PV generation amount reduces power injection at slack bus and thus it

contributes to power loss reduction.

Figure 3-13 Power Loss Reduction by PV Penetration Level
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Figure 3-14 shows power loss reduction at PV penetration level 20% by the

number of PV systems. Although there is little difference among the calculation results of

power loss due to the number of installed PV systems, in the same penetration level, the

chart shows power loss was larger corresponding to the number of PV systems. Therefore,

in case that total PV generation amount in a distribution system would be constant, small

number of large capacity generators would be effective compared with a large number of

small capacity generators in the aspect of power loss reduction.

Figure 3-14 Power Loss Reduction at PV Penetration Level 20% by the Number of PVs

Summary3.4.

In this chapter, researches for effective installation of DGs were described as

optimal power supply in demand-side.

Firstly, optimal installation of DG was considered. The application of the proposed

enumeration method to the simple distribution system model showed that single DG

installation can dramatically contribute to the reduction of power loss. Qualitatively, the

amount of loss reduction is influenced by DG location and size and is maximal in case of

both active and reactive power injection compared with either only active or reactive

power injection. Then, this approach was applied to optimal installation of multi DG

installation problem. After the consideration of 2 DG installation problem, the proposed

approach was applied to the 126 bus distribution system model and the reduction of active
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power loss was evaluated. The simulation result shows optimal location and size of DGs

which reduced active power loss more than 90% could be found in a short time. From

these results, we think the effectiveness of the approach as a practical active power loss

reduction method could be verified for the migration to future low carbonate power

system from the existing systems. The proposed approach using exact solution based on

the enumerate method is a different approach from approximate methods such as

metaheuristic or analytical methods which are generally used for this kind of problems.

While the enumerative method is simple and versatile and has many advantages in its

application, it has a critical challenge which combinatorial explosion tends to occur. In

order to solve the challenge, new approach which reduce the number of enumerated

combinations drastically was considered.

Secondly, impact of PV systems on distribution systems considering variable load

and PV generation amount was considered and various simulations based on stochastic

approach were conducted. Because the amount of PV generation depends on season, time,

and weather conditions, it is very difficult to estimate expected power generation in the

future and thus it is also difficult to estimate impact of PV installation to power loss

reduction. Therefore, the Monte Carlo method was used to power flow calculation for

distribution system with a large number of PVs. The result showed the increase of PV

installation would contribute to daytime load reduction and this would lead to power loss

reduction. However, some capacity control methods should be necessary in the aspect of

load leveling and peak cut for evening and night time power demand. Also the simulation

result showed that the number of PV systems provided little impact if PV penetration level

would be the same. This might be that PV allocations were uniformly over the distribution

system model in all scenarios at this time. The impact of the number of PV systems with

non-uniform PV allocation scenarios should be considered because power companies

cannot decide the installation location of PV systems.

Using the Monte Carlo method, effects or impacts estimation using unknown

variables can be simulated and that could be useful tools which calculate profit or benefit

in the future with unknown variables.
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Chapter 4 Demand-side Optimal Power Utilization

In this chapter, technologies and measures for demand-side optimal power

utilization selected as one of critical components of Smart Grid in chapter two are

considered with profitable business models.

Expectations for Demand-side Optimal Power Utilization4.1.

Technologies

In chapter two Optimal Power Utilization was selected as one of critical

categories to realize Smart Grid and some key technical research topics were also defined.

Here, expectations of these topics are confirmed and detailed research subjects to be

considered in this chapter are decided.

According to the result of the consideration in chapter two,

consists of the following components.

Demand-side efficient energy management (visualization, device control,

demand forecast by energy management systems (EMS) such as building, home

and Factory EMS (called BEMS, HEMS and FEMS respectively)

Various electricity price programs including demand response (DR)

Smart equipment and Smart appliance (autonomous control)

In this study, demand-side efficient energy management and various electricity

programs including DR are focused because both components require effective

information utilization to provide new values.

Although c demand-side EMSs and price

programs implemented for the purpose of optimal power consumption should be mostly

electricity cost reduction, there is the major difference between the purpose of EMS and

price program. EMS is provided for energy utilization efficiency in demand-side and thus it

is used to optimize consumers power consumption and their total electricity costs are

reduced as the result of the optimization. On the other hand, price programs by power

companies power consumption behaviors for the

operation optimization in power companies, and a certain part of the benefit from the

optimization is passed on their customers.
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Therefore, the following discussions should be necessary in order to find effective

methods for the demand-side optimal power utilization.

Benefit and Cost Evaluation of Demand-side EMS(1)

Because power consumers the possibility of

electricity cost reduction, expansion of demand-side EMS would be promoted if consumers

benefit would be apparent by the combination of high accuracy benefit simulations and

autonomous consumers or this benefit should

be the efficiency improvement in consumers power usage, it is necessary to understand

that waste reduction has limitation. In the first year, a consumer might reduce their energy

consumption cost dramatically by the installation of EMS. However, additional cost

reduction in following years should be difficult because apparent wastes should have been

removed by the last year. In power

consumption size generally, so it is difficult for small and medium enterprise (SME) and

residential consumers to cover their EMS installation and operation cost by only energy

cost reduction. Therefore, actual benefit for energy consumers to install EMS should be

clarified firstly and effective functions of EMS utilizing information communication

technology (ICT) should be proposed. ICT contribution in EMS should be to provide

various cost simulation and optimization, and autonomous control methods based on the

consumers Therefore, optimization should be the key factor

in this area and it should be effective for decision makers if the relation between power

consumption and business profitability would be clarified because optimal power

consumption to maximize its profitability could be calculated.

Benefit and Cost Evaluation of Power Company s Price Programs Including DR(2)

Various electricity price programs are provided for the purpose of efficient power

supply by peak cut and shift using electricity price elasticity. However careful discussion

should be required whether benefit from these price programs is reasonable for their

used by power consumption behavior

changes. Especially in SME and residential consumers, the price elasticity should be

relatively small because of their small total power consumption and thus more incentives

or additional benefit might be necessary. Although DR is one of expected methods to

provide additional benefit for power consumers, it is necessary to understand that

business models in DR programs require power companies to generate revenue from the
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reduction of electricity sales amount, while they generally make revenue from power sales.

Therefore, a special power market environment and management rules are required in

order to generate benefit for both DR program providers and consumers. In addition,

service infrastructure preparation cost should be taken into account because the

electricity price change considering actual supply and demand would require real-time

data collection and these data processing systems, and two way communication systems

between power companies and their customers. Because these price programs should be

provided as one of power company the cost for advance metering infrastructure

(AMI) components (smart meters, communication networks, data collection systems and

customer-side devices such as in-home display (IHD)) need to be prepared by power

companies generally.

Therefore, ICT contribution for the price program area should include clarification

of electricity elasticity, cost simulation for various electricity price programs and

autonomous control methods based on both power company

customers from power companies should be increased, as well as demand-side EMSs.

Based on above discussions, detailed discussions about demand-side EMS and DR

are conducted in this chapter to clarify effectiveness of these measures and conditions to

expand considering Japanese near future environment.

Demand-side Energy Management Systems4.2.

In order to realize effective energy consumption, various kinds of EMSs have been

proposed. In this section, demand-side EMS, which is focused in this research, is defined

and effectiveness of this kind of EMS is considered. In addition, studies for providing

effective energy management are discussed.

4.2.1. Overview of Energy Management Systems and Studies for Energy Saving

The term EMS is used for a wide range of meanings and major purposes and

functions are sometimes different. Therefore, EMS categorization and major functions for

each EMS in this study are defined firstly.

EMS Categorization(1)

In general, EMS is defined as the information system which supports optimization
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of energy consumption in buildings, factories and households etc., utilizing ICT. On the

other hand, regional and wide-area power supply and demand balancing system for stable

power supply is also called EMS and it is described as Community EMS (CEMS) in chapter

two and some are called wide area EMS or supply-side EMS.

These EMSs have been considered to be applied for various purposes such as

energy saving, CO2 emission reduction and disaster resilient energy infrastructure.

Because there are various types of EMS, this research defines major EMS types for the

purpose of clarifying the characteristics of them.

Firstly, EMSs can be categorized by supply-side EMS and demand-side EMS.

Supply-side EMS is for the stable power supply and managed by power companies and

regional system operators. Demand- h

as electricity cost reduction etc., and BEMS, FEMS and HEMS are categorized in this type.

Referring to the energy consumption status data in Japan [4-1], 2009 energy consumption

in the consumer category, which is composed of commercial and household use, increased

1.38 and 1.23 times respectively compared with 1990, while energy consumptions in

transportation and industry categories were 1.06 and 0.88 times respectively. Therefore,

energy reduction in consumer area is one of big challenges in Japanese energy policy and

effective EMS application is one of expected measures.

Figure 4-1 Categorization of Energy Management Systems
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Figure 4-1 shows EMS categorization defined in this study, and this paper focuses

on the consumer-side EMS and especially focused on the EMS for commercial sector,

because clarification of EMS installation benefit in the area should be the most effective to

promote EMS and to optimize energy consumption.

Functions and System Structure of Consumer-side EMS(2)

In general, EMS collects energy-related data and makes visualization using these

data firstly, then energy consumption status is analyzed and optimization would be

conducted. In addition, sometimes demand monitoring and controls of energy

consumption devices are also conducted as necessary.

Figure 4-2 Overview of Consumer-side EMS Structure

In order to realize these functions, EMS requires many components such as energy

data measurement devices, data transfer network and information systems which totalize

and analyse collected data. Also, optimized operation schedules and their transfer to

control devices should be required to realize optimal operation using analyses data. Figure

4-2 shows an overview of general required system structure in Consumer-side EMS.

4.2.2. Studies of Energy Saving Using EMS

EMS related studies have been executed and building energy management is one of

especially active research areas recently. A building energy management solution using

ZigBee3 and power line communication (PLC) was proposed in [4-2] and it describes that

3
ZigBee is a trademark of the ZigBee Alliance.
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the proposed solution was able to save 34% of total energy consumption for the building.

In [4-3], multiple gateway system for wireless sensor network was proposed focusing on

huge data transfer and processing, and an efficient data transmission method decreasing

power consumption and data delay for sensor data collection was provided. In [4-4], an

energy management methodology using multi-agent systems for BEMS with combined

heat and power system optimization was described and a case study was presented for a

typical food center to demonstrate the proposed method. As an actual demonstration

project case study, [4-5] describes a BEMS solution including energy usage, cost and

carbon emissions reduction, and the solution was installed on smart grid test bed in Jeju

Island, South Korea. Although many researches related to advanced technologies such as

RES and energy saving measures have been conducted like these, studies for the impact of

energy reduction for business profitability by EMS have not been discussed sufficiently.

4.2.3. Current Status of Consumer-side EMS

Here, in order to understand the current status of BEMS, both BEMS installation

status in the world and Japan were confirmed and their characteristics and challenges are

described.

Global BEMS Market(1)

In many researches and studies, BEMS is regarded as the one of Smart Grid

elemental technologies expected to expand.

Figure 4-3 Revenue of BEMS in the world [4-6]

According to Advanced Energy Now 2014 Market Report [4-6] which is the
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research report of the recent BEMS installation status, the world BEMS market was

expanded to 2.4 billion United States dollars (USD) in 2013 from 1.9 billion USD in 2011

and the United States (U.S.) market which is the largest BEMS market in the world, was

expanded to 940 million USD in 2014 from 740 million USD in 2011 (Figure 4-3). This

report pointed out the largest change in recent years is the installation of the cloud

technology and this enables building energy managers to compare energy consumption

data among buildings easily. Also BEMS would be the capability of real-time optimal

energy operation through the collaborative operation with building automation systems

for energy management. On the other hand, this report pointed out it took pretty long time

to realize effective operation in customer-side and thus most BEMS vendors focus on

marketing and sales promotion compared with new functional developments.

Japan Market(2)

The Great East Japan Earthquake on the 11th, March 2011 made the reliability for

the stability and safety of power systems in Japan collapsed completely, which was highly

trusted by most of Japanese people before the disaster. It became impossible to use nuclear

power generation which was occupied more than 30% of total power generation in Japan

before the disaster, and thus energy saving in commercial and industrial (C&I) area

became imperative. In the situation, electric power companies in Japan had been able to

keep a sort of generation reserve margin by the interruptible power service contracts with

large C&I enterprises and then one of next challenges would be the power saving in SMEs

because energy saving measures have not been promoted in them. Therefore the Ministry

of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) had conducted a support measure which

subsidized a part of the EMS installation expense for SMEs with 50kW 500kW electricity

contract since April 2011 [4-7] and from the viewpoint of the world-wide BEMS expansion

as mentioned in above, this BEMS support measure was expected to prime EMSs

installation. In order to use the measure, business power consumers needed to use

specified BEMSs provided by previously certificated 22 BEMS aggregators and a subsidy

application was needed to be conducted by these BEMS aggregators. In addition, BEMS

aggregators were needed to show the estimation for the number of BEMS installations

previously and the total number of estimated BEMS installation before the business

commencement was more than 40,000. Roughly speaking, about 2,000 new BEMS

contracts would be estimated every month and most of BEMS aggregators expected more

than 1,000 BEMS contract for two years although the number of target BEMS contracts
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was different by each BEMS aggregator. It means that BEMS aggregators assumed that

BEMS installation would spread rapidly.

Figure 4-4 shows the BEMS installation target and the result in the subsidy measure

based on [4-8]. As the result, the number of actual BEMS installations was 6,268 although

total target BEMS installation was 63,684 and it was only 9.8% toward the target. Although

it is necessary to analyse why the result was completely different with the target, it is true

that the most of SMEs in Japan have not installed BEMS and do not conduct detailed

energy management based on the energy consumption data.

Figure 4-4 BEMS Installation Target and Result

As mentioned in the chapter two, it is essential to recognize energy data in detail

for the realization of advanced energy management applications in Smart Grid, and

measures such as BEMS would be necessary for advanced energy management. Based

on the aspect, the promotion of BEMS, consumer-side EMS, installation will be discussed

in the following subsections.

4.2.4. Approach for Benefit Quantification of Consumer-side EMS Installation

In this subsection, purposes and challenges of consumer-side EMS are discussed

and procedures for the establishment for quantification of the EMS installation benefit are

considered.
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Benefit Realization Concept of Consumer-side EMS(1)

Major objectives for consumer-side EMS should be optimization of both power

consumption and cost reduction. Electricity cost reduction by EMS should be realized by

the following three elements mainly.

a. Basic Charge Reduction by Peak Cut

Generally, electricity price consists of basic charge and metered charge. By the

reduction of the peak time power usage by EMS, basic charge, which is decided by the peak

time power usage, can be reduced and then total electricity price should be reduced. Let

current basic charge be CF current unit price of electricity be pU, and amount of power

consumption in the target month be Vm, then monthly electricity price Pm would be as

follows.

mUFm VpCP += (4-1)

If basic charge would be reduced to C by the peak reduction, benefit for basic

charge reduction BF would be as follows.

= 'FFF C-CB (4-2)

b. Total Power Consumption Reduction by the Elimination of Wasted Energy

Consumption

There must be wasteful power usage which is not necessary to consume such as

standby electricity, and it would be clarified by power consumption visualization. By the

reduction of such wasteful power consumption, total power consumption should be

reduced. In the equation (4-1), Vm would be reduced to Vm . Then benefit BV would be as

follows.

)(= 'mmUV V-VpB (4-3)

c. Energy Cost Optimization by Peak Shift

This type of cost reduction is achieved by electricity price programs such as Time

of Use (TOU) etc., in which electricity unit price in each time slot is different. By the

control of power consumption behavior corresponding to the electricity price for each

time slot, optimal power consumption would be addressed. In the equation (4-1), PU

should be changed to PAVE, which is the average electricity unit price. Then the benefit BP

would be as follows.
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mAVEUP VppB )(= (4-4)

where,
n

i
UiAVE p

n
p

1

1
,

n

i
im VV

1

, n: the number of time slots for the target

month, pUi: unit price for time slot i, Vi: power consumption for the time slot i.

DR in which incentives from power companies and system operators, getting

benefits from the demand reduction by consumers, should be provided to the consumers

and it is included in this category.

Figure 4-5 Benefit Realization Concept of Consumer-side EMS

Figure 4-5 shows an overview of benefit realization concept of consumer-side EMS.

Total benefit of the installation of the EMS BTotal would be as follows.

PVFTotal BBBB = (4-5)

)(2= '' mAVEmUFFTotal Vp-VpC-CB (4-6)

Establishment of a Benefit Quantification Method by EMS Focusing on(2)

Profitability

Next, the profitability of consumer-side EMS is formulated considering the EMS

concept described in above.
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a. General EMS Installation Benefit Calculation

Installation effect (benefit) of the EMS can be calculated as energy cost reduction

provided by the EMS minus initial and accumulated operation cost of the EMS . Let initial

cost be CI, monthly operation cost be Cm,O average monthly electricity reduction cost be

Pm,AVE, and payout period be T (month), then the following equation should be satisfied.

TTCC AVEmOmI ,, (4-7)

where, Pm,AVE = BTotal in (4-6).

Figure 4-6 represents the cost function of the EMS installation and operation. If the

break-even point would exist and sales revenue would not decrease, business

administrators should make the decision to install the EMS. Therefore, if consumer-side

EMS would not be used widely, it means that business administrators would not convince

the break-even point existence in the near future and feel high risk for the initial

investment recovery.

Figure 4-6 Cost Function of Consumer-side EMS Installation and Operation

b. Guarantee of Energy Cost Reduction and Maintaining Profitability

In the installation of EMS, both the break-even point existence and the business

profitability maintaining or improvement should be crucial. Therefore, the aspect of

business profitability is considered in addition to the simple cost function showed in (4-7)

in this research.

Let the average difference of monthly sales revenue except for the energy cost

difference be Rm,AVE, then the (4-7) would be changed as follows.
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TTCC AVEmAVEmOmI )( ,,, (4-8)

Because it is necessary to achieve both electricity cost reduction and business

profitability maintaining, the fluctuation of business profitability would be considered by

changing settings of power consumption equipment in this research. For example, when

total profitability in case that temperature setting would be turn up 1 in summer season

would be discussed, it is necessary to consider performance or productivity changes while

electricity cost would be down.

4.2.5. Challenges for the Expansion of Consumer-side EMS

If consumer-side EMS installation benefit would be clarified in commercial sector,

this should be important for business administrators of enterprises and many of them

should be proactive for the installation of EMS. However, the number of EMS installation in

consumer sector has not become large as most EMS providers expected in spite of power

shortage due to the Great East Japan disaster. Here, challenges for the expansion of

consumer-side EMS are discussed.

Consideration of Reasons for Slow Penetration of Consumer-side EMS(1)

[4-9],

energy efficiency actions in SMEs have not been improved compared with major

enterprises.

Figure 4-7 State of Action on Energy Conservation by Size of Workforce [4-10]
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-efficiency

equipment and control devices has not been

switch On/Off have already been executed in many enterprises. Figure 4-7 shows state of

action on energy conservation by size of workforce researched in [4-10].

Figure 4-8 Reason for not Engaging in Energy Conservation Through Investment [4-10]

n

these non-investment activities are limited and most of SMEs in Japan should be skeptical

for the return on investment (ROI) of the energy saving activities. Or as 7.2% of the

population said Doesn t know what to do , the existence of learning curve for

customer-side EMS might be a reason as mentioned in 4.2.3(1). In addition, electricity

related cost is not large especially in small enterprises and thus cost reduction benefit

would be small and the benefit might not cover the installation and operation cost. Even if

the benefit would cover the installation and operation cost, the investment recovery

period would be long due to its large scale investment and small cost reduction. From

these reasons, it is difficult for household customers to get enough benefit by electricity

saving by EMS, thus home energy management system (HEMS) should be used not only for

energy cost reduction method but also for various service base infrastructure.

Moreover, the investment in the research is mainly for energy saving equipment

such as LED (light emitting diode) lightings, air-conditioners and other efficient electric
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appliances. Because the installation of consumer-side EMS does not reduce electricity cost

itself but just supports to find rooms for optimal electricity utilization, it should be more

difficult for SME administrators to decide such EMS installation without clarified benefit or

guarantee of investment recovery such as subsidies.

Approach toward Existing Challenges(2)

While there are many challenges to install consumer-side EMS, detailed energy

metering and information exchange mechanisms are essential for optimal energy

utilization. Therefore, it is necessary that consumer-side EMS installed enterprises should

be able to get additional and clarified benefit by the installation of the EMS, and as an

important purpose, this research should provide beneficial tools to evaluate EMS

installation benefit, especially for business power consumers who manage offices, shops

and buildings etc., by the clarification of EMS installation cost, and cost reduction effects

and impact for business profitability for some characteristic business types. The followings

are basic concepts and their approaches.

Optimized Power Consumption

Optimized power consumption should be defined as the power consumption which

maximizes the power consumer s profitability and the amount of saving energy. This

means that enterprises should be achieved saving energy without decreased productivity.

Profitability Change by Temperature

Evaluation of the relation between energy saving and work performance should be

one of good models to understand profitability change by temperature. For example, an

enterprise whose main business depends on the work performance of employees is

necessary to consider different property of each employee if profitability of the enterprise

would be estimated. For retail businesses such as restaurant, supermarket etc., indoor

temperatures might impact to their sales and retailors should evaluate the relation of

energy saving and customers behavior.

Utilization of Stochastic Variables for Unknown Values

Unknown values such as work performance for work room temperature or sales

amount for shop temperature can be defined as stochastic variables. By the execution of

the Monte Carlo method using these stochastic variables, the relation between energy

management and enterprise profitability should be calculated, and such EMS installation

benefit should be more accurate using statistical data for the definition of stochastic
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variables generation rules.

Optimal Setting

Optimal settings for parameters such as temperature and distribution models used

for the Monte Carlo method are also needed to be considered through this approach.

Utilization of historical data should be useful for accurate results.

4.2.6. Consideration of Evaluation Method for Effective Consumer-side EMS

Installation

In this subsection, an evaluation method for effective consumer-side EMS

installation is considered using some assumed business models.

Formulation of Earning Structure(1)

The profit of a month can be calculated as the accumulated profit in business days

in the month. Here, profitability change would be considered with 1 unit reduction of

power consumption. It means measures such as 1 air-conditioner temperature turn up

or 10% light turn off etc. As the first example, let the change of work performance be L,

which is defined as the rate of variability for the average production amount PAVE, then

total production amount PALL would be as follows.

)1( LPP AVEALL (4-9)

Let work performance variability of employee i in temperature t environment be

Li(t), then total production amount PALL in temperature t environment would be as

follows.

n

i
iAVEALL tLPP

1

))(1( (4-10)

where n is the number of employees in the enterprise.

Here, three aspects of power saving by consumer-side EMS are considered. The first

is the basic charge reduction by peak cut or shift. In this case, power demand for peak time

(e.g. from 11 am to 2 pm) need to be reduced. Therefore, (4-10) would be modified into the

following equation using one day production loss Pd,LOSS, and average production from 11

am to 2 pm, P11am-2pm,AVE.

n

i
iAVEpmamLOSSd tLPP

1
,211, )( (4-11)

For example, annual productivity reduction Py,LOSS is calculated by the
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accumulation of the volume of peak cut electricity and showed as follows.

n

i
iAVEpmamLOSSy tLPpcdateP

1
,211, )( (4-12)

where pcdate is the number of peak cut dates for a target year.

Here, work room temperature should be controlled so that Py,LOSS should be smaller

than basic charge reduction benefit BF in (4-2).

Secondly, in retail and catering businesses which customers come into their

business facilities such as shopping stores, restaurants etc., their indoor temperature

might influence customers purchase behaviors. Then the rate of variability for purchased

amount of customer j in indoor temperature t environment be Bj(t), the average sales

revenue be RAVE, then total sales revenue RALL in the shop temperature t environment

would be as follows.

m

j
jAVEALL tBRR

1

))(1( (4-13)

where m is the number of customers in the facility.

In above these two examples, optimal temperature for employee i or customer j can

be defined as random variable. Therefore, these kinds of variables can be treated as

stochastic variables and profitability by consumer-side EMS installation would be analyzed

by the Monte Carlo method.

Formulation for Productivity Change Simulation(2)

The formulation of benefit quantification of EMS for the simulation model case is

considered. Let average monthly revenue be RAVE, month, work performance change rate for

employee i in temperature t be Li(t), then revenue from June to September R6-9 would be as

follows.

month

n

i
imonthAVE tLRR

1
,96 ))(1( (4-14)

where n is the number of employees, month: June, July, August, September.

Same as the revenue from June to September, revenue from December to March

R12-3 would be as follows.

month

n

i
imonthAVE tLRR

1
,312 ))(1( (4-15)
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where month: December, January, February, March.

For April, May, October and November, it is assumed that fluctuation of electricity

cost would be small and energy cost in each month would be the same as average monthly

electricity price. As the result, the annual revenue Ryear would be as follows.

month monthAVEyear RRRR ,3-129-6
(4-16)

where month: April, May, October and November.

On the other hand, let average monthly electricity cost be CAVE,month, power

consumption reduction rate for each month be emonth, then annual electricity cost reduction

Creduction,year would be as follows.

12

1
,

month
monthmonthAVEyearreduction, eCC (4-17)

Therefore, annual revenue RALL in this case would be as follows.

yearreduction,yearALL CRR (4-18)

In order to clarify EMS installation effect, it is necessary to consider EMS

installation and operation cost and payout period in (4-7), where Rma in (4-7) is the

difference between RALL and the revenue in the previous year.

4.2.7. Information Communication to Promote Consumer-side EMS

It should be necessary to focus on the EMS installation impact to profitability in

addition to electricity cost reduction and thus the evaluation approach was proposed to

promote consumer-side EMS. In order to use this evaluation approach, non-energy related

additional data and their collection measures would be required. For example, detailed

weather and temperature data, performance data of facilities and statistic data related to

human behaviors are typical. In addition, more detailed status data should be need to

collected in order to recognize accurate conditions for human activities or facilities

performance. Although these data and their collection infrastructure should contribute to

consumer-side EMS promotion, statistic and detailed data collection requires a lot of data

collection infrastructures including sensors, communication network and data processing

information systems, and it lead to high installation cost of EMS. Therefore, the important

challenge of consumer-side EMS installation is to achieve detailed and various status data

collection and low cost at the same time. Because low cost infrastructure requires
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implementation cost reduction in addition to equipment cost reduction, wireless and auto

configuration technologies which can reduce implementation cost should be expand. Table

4-2 shows information and its infrastructure to promote consumer-side EMS.

Table 4-1 Information and its Infrastructure to Promote Consumer-side EMS

Required infrastructure
Energy data
collection
infrastructure

Sensor (Current transformer (CT), Voltage transformer (VT), Digital,
Analog), Smart Meter, Cubicle type high voltage receiving
equipment,
Communication network in the facility and between service
provider and consumer
Data collection systems and interfaces to other back office systems

Additional
data collection
infrastructure

Sensor (CT, Digital, Analog),
Communication network in the facility
Data collection system and interfaces to other back office systems
and external systems such as weather information system, market
information system.

Required Information
Electricity
related
information

Power consumption amount (Total, Equipment, Area etc.)
Electricity quality (Voltage, Current, Power factor etc.)

Profitability
related
information

Revenue related information (Revenue, Sales amount, Cost etc.)
External information (Weather, temperature, irradiation)
Environmental information (Indoor temperature, CO2,
illuminance etc.
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Demand Response (DR)4.3.

power

mechanism which promotes power demand reduction in case of power supply shortages

by paying considerations from power companies to their customers on a contract basis.

Unlike the existing one-way power supply from power companies to their customers,

collaboration control between power supply and demand sides is a major characteristic

point of Smart Grid and DR is one of demand adjustment functions in demand-side. In

some power markets, DR programs have been already provided and contributed to

demand adjustments (e.g. peak cut, peak shift) and electricity reserve. Therefore, in this

section, DR programs applied to some power markets are systematically organized firstly,

and then effectiveness of these DR programs is considered. In addition, the applicability of

DR programs for Japanese power market is discussed and effective DR penetration models

in Japan are considered.

4.3.1. Previous Studies and Systematical Reorganization of DR Programs

In this subsection, current major DR programs are listed up and reorganized by

their characteristics.

Previous Studies of DR(1)

In various studies, the definition of DR and provided programs in some power

markets were introduced. In [4-11], various DR programs were categorized as incentive

based program (IBP) or price based program (PBP), and IBP were divided into Classic

Program and Market Based Program . PBP is based on a dynamic pricing which reflects

wholesale electricity price and thus it is not a flat rate. The final target of these programs is

to level power demand curve providing high-price in peak time slots and low-price in

non-peak time slots. In [4-12], DR programs in major U.S. markets, such as NYISO (the New

York Independent system operator (ISO)), PJM (Pennsylvania, New Jergey and Maryland)

interconnection and ISONE (ISO New England), were classified into two big program types;

Emergency Program and Economic Program , and execution results of these programs

such as demand reduction results and registered capacities were introduced. Also the

research explained power were equivalent to PBP in [4-11] as

a method to shift price volatility risks to their customers or to take the risks themselves.

Reference [4-13] and [4-14] studied DR programs for business and residential customers
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respectively and pay back programs which customers got rebate corresponding to their

demand reduction were introduced in addition to price reduction based DR programs.

Classification of DR Programs(2)

In order to consider effective DR programs which promote demand reduction in

peak time slots, this research reorganizes existing DR programs by the viewpoints of

benefit for service providers such as power companies and consumers. To generate the

benefit, it is important to understand who provides incentives of DR programs, that is who

will get benefits by the demand reduction in consumer-side.

DR programs can be classified

into either market participation style or price menu style (which is provided by power

companies including DR aggregators). That means incentive providers of DR programs can

be markets and/or power companies. Therefore, various DR programs are categorized

into market base and price menu base firstly and then detailed consideration to promote

DR programs are discussed.

a. Market Based DR program

In this program type, the incentive providers are markets (i.e. power exchange (PX),

ISO, regional transmission organization (RTO) or network operator etc.) and the benefits

include power supply reliability improvement, market stability and operation efficiency

etc. Although autonomy initiative models providing subsidies for regional environmental

issues might be considerable, this is out of scope in this research.

Next, incentive amount in the market base DR programs is considered. The U.S.

market based DR programs are categorized into Emergency Program and Economic

Program in [4-12]. These program types in the market based programs are important to

consider incentive estimation. Emergency Program is for the purpose of power supply

reliability, therefore the urgencies of this type of DR programs are very high and some

programs require penalties such as charges or suspension of trading in case that

contracted demand reduction would not be achieved. Economic Program is for the

purpose of market price reduction, price stabilization, power procurement from various

generation sources, sufficient reserved capacity and load leveling etc. Basically, possible

demand reduction amounts in these programs are registered before trading, and rebates

would be paid from the market corresponding to demand reductions, or penalties would

be paid by consumers for the non-attainment demand reduction time slots.
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As same as normal power exchange, bulk trading is efficient in DR programs and

thus DR aggregators who aggregate

appeared in the U.S. and other markets. In addition, some U.S. markets provide DR

programs for ancillary service [4-15]. In this kind of programs, DR is used for a power

supply reserve method for voltage and frequency management in power systems.

Therefore, it is classified as Emergency Program in this research.

b. Price Menu Based DR Program

Incentive providers in price menu based program are power companies and/or

demand reduction. Here some price menus which promote demand cut and shift are

introduced.

Time Of Use (TOU)

One day is divided into some time slots and set a different electricity unit price for

each time slot. By setting higher electricity unit prices on peak time slots and lower

electricity prices on non-peak time slots, demand shifts are promoted.

Critical Peak Pricing (CPP)

For specific dates or time slots in which power supply would not meet demand,

additional cost for power use to TOU price would be required to consumers targeting for

larger amount of demand shifts.

Real Time Pricing (RTP)

Electricity price for each time slot fluctuates reflecting wholesale electricity price. It

is sometime called dynamic pricing.

Peak Time Rebate (PTR)

In this program, consumers would be paid rebates corresponding to their demand

reduction amount, while incentives of TOU, CPP and RTP for consumers are possible

cheaper electricity price.

Reorganization of Major DR Programs(3)

Figure 4-9 represents major DR program types which are reorganized based on the

incentive provision viewpoint.
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Figure 4-9 DR Program Types Based on the Viewpoints of Incentive Provision

4.3.2. Current Status of DR Penetration

Here, current status of DR programs in the U.S. and Japan is described respectively.

The United States(1)

In the U.S., various DR programs have been provided commercially and related

rules are also defined. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) publishes the

status of the U.S. DR programs regularly.

Figure 4-10 Reported Potential Peak Load Reduction by Customer Class in 2006, 2008, 2010
and 2012 FERC Surveys [4-17]
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2010 FERC surveys [4-16] shows that 53,063 MW in peak load was reduced by DR

programs in 2010 and it was increased about 42% compared with the 2008 survey.

Moreover, 2012 FERC surveys [4-17] shows potential peak load reduction by C&I

customers increase by 31% and wholesale entities increase by 26% respectively. Also, as

showed in Figure 4-10, 80% of potential peak load reduction was achieved by wholesale

electricity companies and C&I customers. However, potential peak power reduction

capacity of residential sector is still small and low increase rate. Therefore, major target of

DR market should be wholesale electricity companies and C&I customers. Figure 4-11

shows the reported potential peak load reduction by program type and by customer class.

In the chart, Incentive Based Programs is the same meaning of Market Based Program

in this research and Time-Based Programs is the same meaning of Price menu Based

Program in this research. From the chart, most of effective DR programs are Market

Based Program and DR programs in Price Menu Based Program have not got good result

except for TOU.

Figure 4-11 Reported Potential Peak Load Reduction by Program Type and by Customer
Class FERC surveys [4-17]

Japan(2)

In Japan, field trial DR programs have been provided in some traditional electric

power companies, and some new entrants called power producer and suppliers (PPSs)
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provide commercial DR programs. Because DR service in Japan is on the initiation stage, it

takes a good amount of time to evaluate the effectiveness of DR service in Japan. The

following three points should be major features of Japanese DR programs.

a. Contract for Control of Demand and Supply in Large C&I Customers

From electric power shortage due to the Great East Japan Disaster, power

companies promoted the electric power contract for control of demand and supply with

large electric power consumers. Consumers who have the contract with power companies,

have to reduce their demand in power shortage situation. These consumers can get

incentives for such inconvenient power usages and this can be a kind of DR program.

b. DR Targeted Segment; SME and Residential

Because most of large power consumers have contracts for control of demand and

supply, major target segments of DR in Japan are SMEs and residential consumers. Roughly

speaking, total amount of used power of SME and residential is as large as the large power

consumer segment respectively.

c. Price Menu Based DR Programs

Because wholesale power exchange in Japan have not been activated so far, there

are not market based DR programs and current trial and commercial DR programs in

Japan are price menu based.

4.3.3. Effects of DR Programs

In this subsection, benefits and their generating mechanisms for each DR program

are considered. Also, some conditions of success for expansion of these DR programs are

considered.

Reliability Benefit(1)

Emergency Program is provided as a prevention method for serious damages of

power systems such as power outage in case that power supply amount would not meet

the demand in a certain time slot. Therefore, markets (or system operators) can pay

equivalent to the expected loss in serious power system damage as the incentive, if such

serious damage would be avoided. To estimate the expected loss, risk values might be

used. Generally risk value is calculated by the following formula.

Risk = Probability Consequence (4-19)
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To calculate an outage risk, Outage Probability and Outage Consequence are

necessary. With respect to the Outage Probability , statistical data can be used and the

accuracy of the probability should be improved if outage related data such as power

reserved capacity, weather information in a targeted area etc., could be used. With respect

to Outage Consequence , estimated financial damage of the outage in the targeted area

such as opportunity loss and penalties to be paid can be used.

Using these estimation methods, reasonable incentive should be able to be decided.

Generally incentives for DR programs in Emergency Program type are large amount

compared with Economic Program because generally outage damage would be large

amount, therefore Emergency Program is very important not only for the market

reliability improvement but also for the expansion of DR effectiveness.

Economic Benefit(2)

In this study, economic benefits from a long-term perspective such as reduction of

capital investment for new additional power plants construction by DR programs are out

of scope, because this study consider if the optimal power system would be achieved with

DR programs, new additional power plants were not necessary originally.

The purpose of both Economic Program and Price Menu Based Program is to

obtain economic benefit. Although incentive providers for consumers are different in these

two types of programs, it is necessary to provide benefits to both power companies and

consumers to expand effectiveness of DR programs. Therefore, effective

models of both programs are considered here by formulation of them.

In DR programs, consumers

power companies. Therefore it is necessary for them to obtain benefits more than the sales

revenue reduction by the programs.

Here, let benefit of a power company be B(V), power sales amount be V and

maximum value of V be vmax, then the following conditions should be satisfied if economic

related DR programs would be provided.

{V : 0 < V < vmax } (4-20)

B(V) B(m) {V : 0 < V m } (4-21)

max B(V) = B(m) (4-22)

B(m) < B(V) {V : m < V } (4-23)
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Figure 4-12 Benefit Curve for DR Programs Categorized in Economic Program and Price
Menu Based Program.

As showed in Figure 4-12, this model would be achieved under the environment

that benefits would be decreased if electricity sales amount would be more than m. In case

that the power company would need to supply d amount of power (d > m, {d, m V}), if

consumers would reduce their demand from d to ( > m, { V}), benefits of the power

company would increase b.

b = B( ) - B(d) (4-24)

From the viewpoints of the power company, the benefit could be larger with sales

amount reduction until m even if some cost would be paid, and the cost would be the

source for incentive. Therefore, maximum incentive Imax would be as follows.

Imax = B(m) - B(d) (4-25)

In order to satisfy above these conditions, multiple different price electricity

commodities exist in the participated market and it is necessary for the power company to

procure high price electricity commodities more than its profitable price. For example, in

case that a power retail company which has procured m electricity from a generation

company needs to buy additional high price power from markets if the company need to

provide electricity more than m to their customers, required conditions are satisfied. Only

in such case, benefits for both power companies and consumers can be provided.

From the consideration of benefit models of economic related DR programs, major

market conditions to generate benefits for both power companies and consumers by these
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programs are possibilities of power companies ( ) power supply capacity

shortages for the consumers , and availability for such shortened capacity from

power companies cannot procure additional

power from markets. On the other hand, this model would be practical in case that a small

new entrant aggregates more customers than their power supply capability and can

procure power from other power companies or markets. However, it looks very difficult for

these power companies to obtain large benefit by only price menu based program.

Conditions Required for DR Penetration(3)

Assuming that the origination of DR program would be the incentive provided by

the entities which obtain benefit, conditions of DR program success would be clarified by

above various considerations of DR programs and their mechanisms.

a. Emergency Program Provision by System Operators

Because a power outage makes great damage, reasonable cost for preventing

outages should be used. This program should be necessary to maintain power system

reliability and to provide incentives both DR program providers and consumers for the

expansion of DR market.

b. Various Trading Commodities in a Power Exchange

From the viewpoint of DR program providers, it is necessary to prepare

countermeasures in case customers would not reduce their demand as required.

Considering the necessity of multiple power commodities with different price and the

efficiency of power trading, the revitalization of PX is the critical factor for the success of

DR programs.

c. Adequate Power Supply and Demand Size

DR programs can provide benefits only in the market which power supply capacity

is not enough for the peak demand and electric power can be procured in the market with

higher price if necessary. The U.S. DR markets which have gotten successful results meet

these conditions. In addition, it is necessary to consider the regulation design and

subsidies for the market efficiency, price stability and environmentally enhancing because

regulations and subsidies influence the result of DR programs, although it is not discussed

in this study.
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4.3.4. Approach for Effective DR Programs in Japan

In this subsection, challenges of DR programs for small size consumers such as

SMEs and residential customers, which are main targeted segments in Japan, are clarified

and countermeasures to solve them are considered. It is assumed that these consumers

can join only to Price Menu Based Program .

Reasons of Limited Penetration of DR programs for Small Size Consumers(1)

While DR programs in the U.S. for wholesale market and industry and commercial

customers have been progressed, DR programs for residential customers are still small

scale as mentioned in 4.3.2(1). As the one of the reasons, it is pointed that access methods

for DR programs has not been implemented widely, thus it is difficult for consumers to join

these programs even if they want to join [4-14]. These access methods include various

price menus, and smart meter and related devices installation for realizing these menus.

Recently deployments of smart meters have increased and field trials and commercial DR

programs have been conducted all over the world. On the other hand, DR programs for

small size consumers such as SMEs and residential customers have some difficulties to

power consumption are

ide enough

incentives to customers from such small benefits. In addition, it is possible for large size

business power consumers to manage their electric power by dedicated group if benefits

would be larger than the cost and lost by inconvenience of demand cut or shift, but it

would be almost impossible for small size consumers to manage their electric power all

day.

Conditions for Penetration Increase of DR programs for Small Size Consumers(2)

In this research, an approach for the expansion of DR programs for small size

consumers is proposed by considering an enlargement method of incentives of those

programs. In the consideration, the following assumptions are defined.

Electricity meters which can measure consumption data by defined time slots have

been installed.

Measures for joining the program (such as Consumer-side EMS or In-Home Display)

which provides information of electricity price and incentive of DR programs have

been installed in each customer.
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Methods have been prepared in

each customer.

Considering DR expansion preventive matters showed in 4.3.4(1), the followings

can be set as the conditions for the expansion of DR programs for small size consumers.

Existence of an

negotiate with market and/or power companies. (DR aggregator)

Customer configurable automatic control of electric appliances in building or home, or

remote control of these appliances in emergency based on a contract. (for efficient

building and home appliance management)

In addition to them, the adoption of conditions described in 4.3.3(3) should be

necessary for the success of DR programs for small consumers by power companies.

Approach for DR program Effectiveness Improvement(3)

Finally, a new approach is considered for the enlargement of benefit for both

consumers and program providers.

In 4.3.3(3), it is described that DR programs can provide benefits in the market

which supply capacity is not too much for the required demand, and electric power can be

procured from the market with higher price if necessary. Although it depends on markets

whether such conditions would be satisfied, it is true that supply capacity of renewable

energy is shortened compared with demand in most countries, regions or markets. It

means the condition would be satisfied for surplus demand for renewable energy. In this

case, someone who wants to use renewable energy for a certain time slot might buy the

renewable energy even if the price of that was expensive compared with lower price

electric power commodities. Therefore, the following conditions should be satisfied for

electric power commodities E0, E1 n if the DR program would be provided.

PE0 < PE1, PE2 n ( ) (4-26)

C0 < D<C0 + ( ) (4-27)

where,

PE0 : Retail price for the lowest renewable energy E0

PEn : Retail Price for renewable energy En

1)(nNn

n

i
iC

1

1)(nNn
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P0E0 : Procurement Price for the lowest renewable energy E0

P0En : Procurement Price for renewable energy En

C0 : Amount of E0

Cn : Amount of En ( )

D: Customer demand for renewable energy

Therefore, maximum incentive Imax would be,

Imax = B(C0) B( ) (4-28)

where, B(C): Benefit of program provider

B(C0) = C0(PE0- P0E0) (4-29)

B( )= ) (4-30)

By the recent raising of environmental awareness, residential power consumers

might select power commodities by not only financial benefit aspect but also their

preferences such as environment-friendliness etc. In addition, environmental regulations

and taxes might make business power consumers use higher price renewable energy for

their business profitability. Therefore, they might select not lower priced oil or carbon

originated power but higher price renewable energy and DR would be applied to

renewable energy demand reduction.

Also, this kind of DR profitable case might be applicable for PPSs which are new

entrants of new electric power market in Japan. Currently, total power generation capacity

of PPSs compared with that of historical electric power companies is very small and thus

sometimes they cannot sell their electric power even if their potential customers want to

contract with them. In this case, required conditions of profitable DR programs can be

satisfied. Combination of RES and DR might be one of effective electricity service menus to

realize both customers and service provider s benefits.

4.3.5. Information Communication to Promote DR Programs for Small Size

Consumers

Generally Emergency Program would be provided with a high necessity for

demand reduction in case of power supply shortage, and incentives of these programs

would tend to be large. Therefore, this kind of programs should be also provided for small

1)(nNn
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size consumers for incentive enlargement. In order to provide these programs to small

size consumers, it is necessary to exchange data between customers and the market, and

thus data exchange infrastructure would be necessary. In addition, because market

emergency programs require quick response for demand reduction requirement by the

market compared with Economic Program , data exchange frequency would be high such

as every 15 minutes etc., considering the U.S. market cases.

Considering exchanging data through the infrastructure, major incentives which

promote DR for small size consumers should include price reduction and

environment-friendliness. Therefore, it is necessary to provide related information of

these two major aspects. Generally the diversification of electricity price menus would be

complex and it would be difficult for customers to evaluate the optimal price menu.

essential to provide obtained value information.

Table 4-2 shows information and its infrastructure which promote DR programs for

small size consumers.

Table 4-2 Information and its Infrastructure Promoting DR Programs for Small Size
Consumers

Required infrastructure
AMI:
Advanced
Metering
Infrastructure

Smart Meter, Communication network between service provider
and consumer.
For participating to Emergency Program, frequent information
exchange such as every 15 minutes is required.

Display
Terminal

PC, Smart Phone, In-Home Display etc., for information provision

Required Information
Price Related
Information

Accumulated incentive amount
Forecast information of future obtaining incentive amount etc.

Environment
related
information

Accumulated contribution amount by CO2 emission reduction
Accumulated contribution to forestation
Forecast information of future contribution amount etc.
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Summary4.4.

In this chapter, EMS and DR which are two typical measures for optimal power

consumption were considered to explore future effective power utilization in consumers.

With respect to EMS, this study proposed an approach to evaluate the impact of

energy reduction on the enterprise productivity, which has not been considered enough, in

order to clarify the real effect of consumer-side EMS, whereas many researches for energy

reduction effect by EMS have been studied. As the result, it was clarified that EMS should

be used for waste energy reduction mainly and energy management activities should not

impact on enterprise productivity and profitability. In addition it is important for electric

power consumers to understand that excess energy saving results in revenue or

productivity reduction. Generally the impact on energy cost by energy reduction is much

smaller than that of profit of the enterprise, so balanced energy utilization considering

both environmental and business sustainability issues is essential. Also, this research

showed that it was important to find optimal environment, and consumer-side EMS and

the proposed method can be contribute to decide optimal settings for electricity utilizing

equipment. As the future work, RES should be added to this evaluation approach. Although

optimal power

larger electric power compared with optimal energy amount from the aspect of CO2

emission, RES, which is environmental friendly but expensive, can be a solution for such

the trade-off problem.

Also, DR was considered as a solution for the optimal power utilization method in

this study. DR is also one of expected technologies for the future efficient energy

utilization and the effectiveness expansion of DR programs is one of the big challenges in

the world. In order to expand DR implementation effects, it is necessary to obtain benefits

continuously for program participants. Therefore, this research focused on the benefit of

DR programs. Through the reorganization of DR programs and clarification of incentive

generating mechanisms, this paper described that it was difficult to obtain enough effects

in Japan only applying existing DR programs in the world and various arrangements for

the targeted market and combination of adequate DR programs were required. In the

consideration, some DR promotion points, especially for small size consumers were

considered showing incentive provision models and it showed that renewable energy had

possibilities to promote DR programs for these consumers. Moreover, because most of
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renewable energy generations such as PV and wind power have problem of fluctuating

output, new DR programs might be required for power supply reliability and stability.

Although this paper focuses on benefits for suppliers in major DR program types

and does not prescribe influences of regulation, subsidies and customer behavior related

information, regulation and subsidies affect incentive definition mechanisms and

consideration of customer behaviors for DR programs should help program providers to

ensure their profitability. Through these researches, we would like to contribute to realize

future advanced EMS f

renewable energy generations.
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Chapter 5 Optimal Supply and Demand Collaboration for

Power Service Provision

In this chapter, technologies and measures for optimal power supply and demand

which were discussed in chapter two are considered as one of critical components of

Smart Grid with profitable business models. Although it might look that technologies and

measures discussed in this chapter are benefits for network operators, power system

networks in Smart Grid are common infrastructure and benefits in the infrastructure

should be pay-back to network user, such as competitive power companies (Generation

and Retail), electricity service providers including power producer and supplier (PPS), and

power consumers.

Expectations for Collaborative Operation between Supply and5.1.

Demand sides

In chapter two al power supply and demand

which realize Smart Grid and some key technical research topics were also defined. As

mentioned in chapter three and chapter four, it is expected that various demand-side new

technologies should be implemented for the realization of future effective power systems.

In Smart Grid realization, solutions by collaborative operation between supply and

demand sides would be expected in addition to solutions by individual technologies

improvement.

Information Fully Utilized Distribution Systems Stabilization Support(1)

It is expected that large number of renewable energy source (RES) generations

such as photovoltaic (PV) systems would be connected into distribution systems and this

might cause some problems such as voltage sag and rise, which influence distribution

system stability. Although existing distribution automation systems and bulk installation of

batteries are discussed for these problems generally, such measures require large scale

investment. Therefore the utilization of Information communication technology (ICT)

should increase for distribution system stabilization and reduce the investment for

expensive hardware installation. Assuming advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) would

be completely installed in the near future, it should be possible to recognize real-time
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distribution system status such as voltage and current etc. These distribution system

status data can be used for the detection of asset failure symptoms and real-time fault

detection etc. In addition, it would be possible to forecast power supply amount including

dispersed generation (DG) capacity and demand in the target area accurately, and optimal

schedule for distribution assets based on the forecast can be developed.

Development of Optimal Operation Schedule and Autonomous Update Utilizing(2)

Real-time Measured Data

Optimal operation would be possible if real-time collection data from AMI etc., can

be utilized for real-time schedule updating for each asset. Although it is necessary to

develop more advanced technologies in various ICT areas such as sensors, networks, data

collection and storage systems, and data processing systems, ultimate goal of Smart Grid

should realize such optimal and autonomous power systems.

Collaborative Operation for Low Carbon Society in Japan5.2.

As mentioned in chapter three, the installation of a large number of RES is a big

challenge in Japan and recent Smart Grid and Smart City demonstration projects promote

such RES expansion activities. The core effort of RES expansion in Japan is mainly

residential PV system installation and total expected amount of PV capacity would be

28MW in 2020 which is 20 times of the capacity in 2005 [5-1]. Therefore, many PV

systems would be installed into low-voltage distribution systems and it is concerned that

such many PV systems installed environment causes unreliability of power supply

systems.

While such PV system installation has been promoted, Japanese power companies

have facilitated the installation of AMI for remote metering penetration and some leading

power companies have plans that all their smart meters installation will have been

completed around 10 years [5-2].

From these two movements in Japan, this research proposes a new distribution

system stabilization measure by utilization of smart meter information considering many

PV systems installed environment. The measure consists of two major functions. The first

is voltage monitoring function for distribution systems which would become more difficult

to manage, and the second is a simulation function for confirming the status change of

distribution systems by different values of substation bus voltage and disconnection of
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some PV systems when it is expected that voltages of some demand points would be

deviate from appropriate value scope.

5.2.1. Characteristics of Japanese Distribution Systems and Their Challenges

Firstly, characteristics of distribution systems in Japan and its expected challenges

in the near future are described.

a. Outline of Distribution Systems in Japan

Typical Japanese distribution systems operate with radial topological structure, and

are composed of 6.6(kV) high-voltage (HV) line and 200/100(V) low-voltage (LV) line.

Figure 5-1 shows outline of a typical distribution system in Japan.

Figure 5-1 Typical Distribution System in Japan

b. Challenges in Japanese Distribution Systems

The electric voltage used in Japanese distribution system is defined as 101 ± 6(V)

for the standard voltage 100(V) and as 202 ± 20(V) for the standard voltage 200(V) in the

Electricity Business Act in Japan. Power companies control the voltage of their supplying

power within the defined scope by considering voltage drop width from the power supply

start point. At present, the voltage drop width calculation assumes one way power flow

from a distribution substation to supply areas and is executed for high and low voltage

distribution systems respectively.

However, more than a certain amounts of power injection into a distribution system

from PVs cause reverse power flow and voltage rise, and sometime these lead to voltage

violations in some parts of the system. Although some voltage regulators have been

implemented in distribution systems, it is raised that the possibility of their malfunction in
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many PV systems installed areas because they assume one-way power flow. Therefore it is

necessary to manage and control this voltage change problem in the near future

distribution systems, however it looks there is no effective support tools at present.

5.2.2. Voltage Issues in Distribution Systems and Their Previous Studies

A great deal of effort has been made on the study for PV system installations and

their impact on distribution systems. Reference [5-3] used a large PV to evaluate some

impact issues of distribution systems, focus on loading scenarios and voltages with a PV

plant model. Reference [5-4] studied a method that determines the maximum amount of

PV generation capacity that could be connected in a distribution feeder. For the optimal

allocation problem, a loss sensitivity factor method was used for DG and PV systems in

[5-5]. Since the dynamic phenomenon is becoming an important issue in distribution

systems, dynamic impacts of plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) and PV systems with energy

storage device was studied in [5-6]. In addition, various voltage issues in distribution

systems by the installation of distribution resources were introduced in [5-7]. Distribution

assets which mitigate the voltage issues were described in [5-8], and [5-9] utilized demand

response (DR) as the measure which mitigated such voltage issues.

While many studies related to technologies solving individual issues of PV systems

installed environment have been reported, it is necessary to study holistic voltage status

recognition measures and support tools to find optimal setting for the target distribution

system under the many PV systems installed environment and it should come to the front

as for the future considering actual distribution systems operation. Therefore, real-time

monitoring and simulation for voltage and current status in distribution systems should be

essential in order to realize future optimal distribution system operation. In addition, a

new user interface which supports rapid understanding of complex and large information

in one view should be necessary.

5.2.3. Approach to Solve the Challenges in Future Distribution Systems

In this subsection, requirements to solve voltage issues mentioned in above are

described and a new distribution system management method which realizes these

requirements is considered.
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Consideration of New Management Method for the Stability of Distribution(1)

Systems

In order to control the voltage distribution of an area within a defined scope,

reinforcement of distribution system assets and the sending end voltage control in

substations (substation bus voltage control) have been implemented. However, voltage

fluctuation due to many PV installations should be large in short term compared with

general voltage rise or sag issues, and thus some different regulating measures should be

required. Therefore this study considers a new voltage management method for future

distribution systems to solve such issues, and three major characteristic functions of the

method are described below.

a. Data Collection by Smart Meters

As mentioned in above, many electrical meters are expected to replace with smart

meters in Japan. Therefore, this study considers utilization of smart meter data. By the

collections (and calculations) of smart meter data in a target area, all voltage values for

power demand points in the area can be recognized. It means that operators can find

voltage issues occurrence by checking collected data in the target area.

b. Execution of Power Flow Calculation

By the power flow calculation using power voltage and current data collected by

smart meters and other attribute data, it is possible to calculate power voltage and current

for upper nodes of smart meters in distribution systems. In addition, reverse power flow

occurrence status becomes apparent because power flow direction can be recognized by

the power flow calculation.

c. Execution of Voltage Distribution Simulation

The purpose of this study is to provide a support tool for stable and sustainable

power supply in many PV systems installed areas. Therefore if some issues were caused or

expected to occur in such areas, countermeasures should be provided. The first possible

measure for regulating voltage should be a substation bus voltage control. This should be

effective if the impact of substation bus voltage change on a distribution line voltage status

could be understood preliminary. Another possible measure might be disconnection of PV

systems which are operated in the voltage issues occurrence part to prevent a large scale

outage occurrence. These two simulation functions should be effective support tools which
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mitigate voltage issues in many PV systems installed areas.

Major Required Support Functions for the Stability of Distribution Systems(2)

From detailed considerations, three major functions are described below as

essential functions to support distribution system stability in the near future many PV

installed environment.

a. Base Function

By the utilization of the latest status data in a target distribution system which are

collected by smart meters frequently, power voltage and current status in the area can be

managed, and also power voltage and current status data for any nodes in the distribution

system can be calculated using power flow calculation. Therefore, data collection and

power flow calculation functions should be the base functions.

b. Voltage Status Visualization Function

By plotting voltage status data from power flow calculation on the map, it is

possible to understand the voltage distribution in the distribution system rapidly. Also, by

the evaluation of power flow direction, it is easy to recognize the occurrence of reverse

power flow. Therefore, power status visualization function, which is collected and

calculated data integration with geographic information system (GIS) should be provided.

c. Voltage Status Simulation Function

In order to forecast the status of a distribution system in the near future, the impact

need to be simulated. For example, power

supply amount and substation bus voltage control simulations should be executed

considering the near future generation amount by many PV systems in a target area.

Distribution System Management Method to Realize Required Functions(3)

As for the future, dynamic power flow calculation for distribution systems should

be becoming increasingly important as an effective measure for real-time distribution

system voltage management. However, it was found that there are various challenges in

order to realize the real-time voltage management due to huge and frequent measured

data generation, and changed distribution assets settings. Therefore, the necessity of

power supply route management and the proposed countermeasure are described below.
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a. Necessity of Power Supply Route Management for Distribution Systems

Generally distribution systems in Japan adopt multiple lines and connections

structure. Therefore, there might be multiple routes from substation to a certain demand

point, but actually power supply route would be unique by switch on/off settings in a

system. So, electrical structure of the distribution system in Japan would be radial

structure. Because these power supply routes are changed as needed by some switch

settings, an actual power supply route recognition mechanism is necessary to conduct

power flow calculation. However it is difficult to recognize real-time electrical connections

among these assets generally. Therefore this study proposes a new distribution system

management approach which manages both asset connections as material objects and

their electrical connections in an integrated fashion.

b. Basic Concept of the New Distribution Systems Management Approach

As the new approach of the distribution systems management, three management

and features of these

concepts are described below.

Equipment management: manages individual asset as material objects. In the

concept, distribution assets asset

asset cable etc., and they are managed with

attribute data.

Location Management: manages location of each asset in rectangular coordinates

without consideration of physical and electrical connections.

Power System Management: manages electrical connection of managed assets using

connection point (Node) and branched asset (Branch). In the concept, power line

management systems already have been introduced into many power companies,

generally each management system is used for its specified purpose and not related

each other efficiently. In the proposed approach, these three concepts have relations

each other by linkage data showed in Table 5-1.
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Table 5-1 Linkage Data between Three Concepts in the Proposed Approach

Equipment Management Location Management
Power System
Management

Equipment
Management - Asset Location Electrified Asset

Location
Management Asset Location -

Location of Electrical
Connection

Power System
Management Electrified Asset

Location of Electrical
Connection

-

By the integration of data for these three concepts, actual power supply routes can

be calculated considering both distribution systems topology and each distribution asset

settings. Figure 5-2 illustrates the creation method of actual distribution system model

using the proposed approach.

Figure 5-2 Distribution System Model Using the Proposed Approach

c. Active System Structure Creation Procedure

It should be necessary to create real-time power supply route for advanced

distribution system management. Figure 5-3 shows the procedure to decide real-time

power supply route, and the route will be called as active route and the distributions

system composed with active routes is active system in this study.
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Figure 5-3 Active Route Structure Search Procedure

5.2.4. Consideration of Implementing Functions for Distribution Systems Voltage

Management through Prototype System Development

For the evaluation of the proposed voltage management and distribution systems

management approach, a prototype system has been developed considering actual

implementation for power companies or system operators. Figure 5-4 shows the

functional structure of the prototype system and details of each function is described

below.
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Figure 5-4 Functional Structure of the Prototype System

Base Function(1)

In order to make operators recognize voltage status of the target distribution area

using smart meter data, meter data management and power flow calculation are two core

key elements of this function. The followings are major requirements and their

countermeasures as the base function considering actual implementation.

a. Dynamic Changing Power Supply Route

By the adoption of the new distribution systems management approach described

in 5.2.3(3) has active power supply routes,

and thus almost real-time distribution system status can be recognized by power flow

calculation using the latest data from smart meters with active system .

b. Three-Phase Unbalance

In actual high voltage distribution systems, three-phase distribution systems are

adopted. In case that many PV systems are installed into a low voltage distribution system,

it is pointed that many installations of single phase devices such as PV into low-voltage

distribution line increase three-phase unbalance in high voltage distribution line and that

makes the distribution voltage management difficult [5-10]. Therefore, the prototype

system needs to be able to analyze three-phase unbalanced distribution systems.

c. Various Voltage Regulation Devices

Real-time voltage controls for distribution systems should be collaborative

operation of information utilized control mechanisms and voltage support devices.

Therefore, the power flow calculation in the prototype can be used for the distribution
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system model with major voltage regulation hardware devices such as various types of

transformers, step voltage regulators (SVRs) and DGs.

d. Straight through Power Flow Calculation from High Voltage Distribution system

to Low Voltage Distribution System

In order to regulate voltages in complex future low voltage distribution systems, a

straight through power flow calculation from a substation to demand points should be

required. Using the new distribution system management approach and support of many

distribution assets and devices in the active routes and system calculation, power supply

routes from substation to power supply points can be created, and then the straight

through power flow calculation should be possible by the consideration of transformers

connecting high voltage line and low voltage line.

e. High Speed Power Flow Calculation

In addition to above mentioned requirements, high speed data processing is

required for the dynamic power flow calculation to manage huge and frequent data from a

large number of smart meters.

Table 5-2 Summary of Power Flow Calculation Speed Test

Node
Number

File Load
Time (msec)

Initial
Parameter

Setting(msec)

Power Flow
Calculation
Time(msec)

Data
Output

Time(msec)

Total
Processing

Time(msec)
669 16 0 15 16 47

6,532 203 15 16 31 265

In the prototype, the backward and forward (B/F) method was adopted for the

power flow calculation as same as chapter three and data are efficiently stored using the

proposed distribution system management method. The summary of the power flow

calculation speed test results are showed in the Table 5-2. Computer specifications used

for the simulation were (Central Processing Unit) E7400 2.80(GHz)

with 2.96(GB) memory and 32-bit operating system. Although computation time for the

power flow calculation was focused in the test and the results are reasonable for actual

distribution systems, the result shows sum of file load and data output (I/O) time is larger

than the power flow calculation time. Therefore, it was found that parameter setting and

I/O time reduction were also necessary considering actual implementation. Also, the

active system calculation time should be considered although the calculation might

execute in parallel with power flow calculation.
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Voltage Monitoring Function(2)

In order to solve various issues due to many PV system installations, a method to

recognize voltage status in distribution systems rapidly would be essential. However

voltage distribution in future distribution systems should be complex and it is not enough

for the rapid voltage status recognition to provide only voltage and current information.

In the prototype system, voltage and current value at each node was calculated by

the power flow calculation using the latest data from smart meters, and the result would

be plotted on distribution assets in the map. With respect to data display, not only

displaying calculated values on the map but also using various indication methods such as

color variations and visual icons etc., were implemented to realize rapid recognition of

complex voltage distribution and power flow direction. For example, voltage values

calculated by the power flow calculation were plotted with icons representing poles and

customers on the map, and colors of these icons would be different based on voltage levels.

Figure 5-5 Visualized Comprehension Method of Voltages in Distribution Systems.

Figure 5-5 shows an example of voltage deviation status in a distribution system

and it is easy to find that supplied power voltage in right hand side customers in the figure

approaches to limit value.

Figure 5-6 shows a sample voltage distribution in a distribution line which is

another visualization method of the function. With this visualization method, operators

can recognize real-time voltage distribution status in a certain distribution line rapidly and

status transition over time.
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Figure 5-6 Voltage Distribution in a Distribution Line

Voltage Status Simulation Function(3)

In the future complex voltage management in distribution systems, adjustment

works would be necessary if voltage values in some areas would approach to the limit of

the defined scope in order to prevent voltage violations. However it is very difficult to

decide voltage adjusting level because amount of electricity generation and demand in

areas vary from second to second.

In the prototype system, some simulation functions were implemented to support

above mentioned voltage issues. Total demand and generation amounts for each time slot

in a distribution area can be calculated using demand and generation forecast functions,

which are provided by other systems, and then voltage scope of substation bus for the area

substation

would be satisfied with the regulated voltage scope for each time slot. In addition, the

simulation function for PV disconnection was implemented in order to prevent a large area

outage due to voltage violations as the ultimate measure in the prototype system.

Figure 5-7 shows an image of substation bus voltage transition in the prototype

system. Red colored time band shows voltage violation occurrence in the simulation, and

operator can simulate substation bus voltage so as not to occur any voltage violation.

Figure 5-7 Comprehension of the Voltages Violation Time Slots and Substation Bus
Voltage Control Simulation
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5.2.5. Assumed Business Cases Using the Proposed Distribution Systems Voltage

Management

At the end of this section, assumed business cases using the prototype system are

described. Figure 5-8 shows simulation execution images of the prototype system and

includes 3 stages of simulation for voltage management in a distribution system.

Figure 5-8 Simulation Images of the Prototype System

Forecasting Expected Voltage Violation Area(1)

The left hand side diagrams of Figure 5-8 show a screenshot for expected voltage

distribution in a high density PV installed area one day and the bus voltage transition of

the substation which supply power for the area. Larger amount of PV generations

compared with PV owner s power demand would be generated and excess amount of

power would be injected into the distribution network. In such case, power voltage of

many load points in the distribution system should increase. Therefore, simulation results

of the prototype system should show voltage violation areas and time slots, and

monitoring operators can find and recognize that some part of the network shows higher

voltage than limit value (106(V)).

Control of the Distribution System by Adjusting the Substation Bus Voltage(2)

Because supplied power voltage for each node would be higher as a whole, the

substation bus voltage would be adjusted in order to reduce power voltage totally. The

center diagrams of Figure 5-8 show the screenshot and the substation bus voltage

transition of the prototype system after the substation bus voltage adjustment. In most

areas, power voltage would become within the regulated scope. However, there are still a

few areas which have RED colored icons.
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Disconnection of PV systems(3)

As the final measure, the PV disconnection function was provided in this prototype

system. PV disconnection means not only PV system disconnection physically from the

distribution system, but also power injection suspension temporally. Because the least

number of PV systems should be disconnected, the PV disconnection function need to

disconnect PV systems individually. The right hand side diagrams of Figure 5-8 show the

screenshot and the substation bus voltage transition of the prototype system after some

PV systems disconnection. In all areas, power voltage would become within regulated

scope.
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Outage Management System and Metering Data Utilization5.3.

As the second measure for optimal supply and demand, outage management which

is one of expected area to improve by Smart Grid realization is discussed in this section.

Power companies use various control and information systems such as supervisory

control and data acquisition (SCADA) and distribution automation (DA) for distribution

systems control and distribution management system (DMS) and outage management

systems (OMS) for effective information provision for efficient distribution systems

management including prevention of power outage and rapid power restoration in case of

outages etc. In this research, the utilization of metering data for OMS is focused as the

consideration of information utilization for outage management and an approach of

outage location prediction utilizing smart metering data is proposed and its practicability

is discussed.

5.3.1. Definition of Outage Management and Procedures

OMS is specified for rapid outage prediction and restoration and [5-11] defines

outage management as follows.

A system of computer-based tools and utility procedures to efficiently & effectively -

become aware of,

diagnose & locate, a

provide feedback to affected customers

dispatch trouble/repair crews,

restore

maintain historical records of

compute statistical indices on

electrical outages

Figure 5-9 shows procedures of outage management using OMS with AMI data

introduced in 0 and it illustrates major tasks from an outage occurrence to its restoration.
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Figure 5-9 Procedures for Outage Management 0

5.3.2. Utilization of Metering Data for Outage Management

With the recent smart meter installation, the movement using meter data has

appeared.

Previous Studies for Outage Management Utilizing Metering Data(1)

Some studies which utilize data from automated meter reading (AMR) and AMI for

outage management have been conducted in addition to existing SCADA data utilization. In

[5-13], outage location was predicted by no responses for the polling operation with the

communication network using power line communication (PLC). In [5-14], data filters

based on probabilistic and fuzzy theory were developed because of low data quality in

AMR, and OMS with high quality data was provided. In addition, 0 describes the

sent from smart meters in case of outage, and the paper said that it was possible for power

companies to predict outage location by the utilization of last gasp messages without

enough outage notification from customers. Also, many studies proposed alive monitoring

function, which confirmed devices on-off status by pinging operations, and most of studies

utilizing meter data were related to outage detection or outage location prediction. This

research also considers rapid outage location prediction by the utilization of metering

data.
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Outage Prediction Approach Using Metering Data(2)

There are major two approaches to predict outage occurrence utilizing meter data.

The first approach is last gasp messages utilization 0, [5-15]. Generally, the last gasp

messages would be sent from smart meters using electricity stored in smart meters. While

this approach can send outage occurrence information rapidly and accurately, it requires a

last gasp message generating mechanism in each meter. Because it means cost up for

smart meters, it is necessary to compare the cost for the outage occurrence consequence

with the last gasp messages generation mechanism for all meters.

As the second approach, data collection fault information might be used to predict

outage occurrence because metering data collection (transfer) cannot be executed if

electric power would not be supplied to smart meters due to an outage. However, data

collection fault is not directly linked to outage occurrences because data transfer faults

would also occur in failures of network devices and communication errors etc. Therefore,

other additional information such as data collection status of neighbor meters and status

information of shared communication devices such as data concentrators or gateways

should be required to predict outage occurrences using metering data.

This research discusses the possibility of the second approach as one of additional

metering data utilization methods considering cost effectiveness of AMI and Smart Grid.

5.3.3. Consideration of New Approaches for Outage Management Utilizing Metering

Data

In this subsection, basic ideas and approaches for supporting outage management

tasks for power companies are described.

Basic Idea of Utilization of Metering Data for Outage Management(1)

When a smart meter could not transfer its metering data due to a communication

error or single service outage, its neighbor meters should be able to transfer their

metering data. However, all these meters cannot transfer their metering data in case that

an outage would occur in these meters located area. Because metering data collection

would be conducted frequently, data collection status monitoring for smart meters in a

target area might support to judge whether a single meter disconnection or an area outage

occurrence.
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Major Challenges of Metering Data Utilization(2)

The followings are major challenges and their solutions of metering data utilization

for outage management.

a. Judgment on Whether Outage Occurs or Not

When a data collection fault would be detected, it should be necessary to judge

whether it is due to an outage or other reasons such as communication errors etc. The

followings are confirmation measures.

Neighbor Meters

In case that a data collection fault was due to an outage, data collection from meters

located on downstream of the failure point should be all failed. Therefore, neighbor meters

which use common devices with the faulted meter should be checked for recent data

collection status.

Communication Devices

Generally, metering data would be transferred to center systems via data collection

devices such as concentrators or gateways in AMI. For the reliable communication in AMI,

major communication devices and networks should be monitored regularly by some

management systems and errors would be logged. By using such information, only high

priority fault information can be selected.

Other Communication Information

For one data collection, many data exchanges between communication devices are

conducted frequently in communication network, and major records are logged including

errors. Therefore, some error detections in communication level might be faster than the

data collection fault of power consumption and these might be used for outage occurrence

judgment. In addition, network routing information can be used for outage prediction. For

example, wireless communication such as radio-frequency mesh or 3G, 4G (the third and

fourth generation) mobile phone network are major communication technologies for AMI,

and network status are changed and sometimes network route would be changed in case

that some network devices would be failed.

b. Rapid Outage Location Prediction:

At present, the standard metering interval using smart meters in Japan is 30

minutes. Therefore, metering data collection fault would be detected 30 minutes later from
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an outage occurrence at the latest, and 30 minutes should be too long as outage detection

time. However, each metering data collection (transfer) does not need to meet its metering

timing but should be distributed in the aspect of data traffic leveling. For example, in the

area where 30 smart meters are located and all these meters are connected to the same

distribution system, one minute interval metering data collection would be optimal

considering data traffic leveling in the system. If an outage would occur in this area, one

data collection fault meter would increase every one minute. Therefore, it is necessary to

consider how to collect metering data and how to display collection fault meters in order

to support rapid detection and prediction of the outage occurrence.

Required Functions(3)

From the above discussion, major required functions to utilize metering data for

outage management are described as follows.

a. Metering Data Collection Status Monitoring

Firstly, it should be necessary to monitor the status of regularly collected

(transferred) metering data. Using several collection fault data, outage occurrence and

location might be predicted.

b. Alive Monitoring Mechanism

When a smart meter could not transfer its metering data, it should be necessary to

check whether neighbor meters could transfer their metering data or not. Therefore, it is

necessary to conduct communication tests for the data collection fault meter and its

neigh

the network connection test would be required.

c. Communication Error Monitoring:

To understand the reason of a data collection fault, it should be effective to use

communication error information for smart meters and other communication devices such

as concentrators or gateways etc.

5.3.4. Simulations for Effective Outage Management Utilizing Metering Data

In this subsection, required information for simulations including distribution

system model, presumptions, outage scenarios and visualization approach are discussed

for effective outage management utilizing metering data.
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Distribution System Model Creation(1)

Figure 5-10 shows the radial distribution system model created to conduct

simulations.

Figure 5-10 Distribution System Model

The double circles icon in the left hand side means a distribution substation and HV

distribution line starts from the substation to customer areas. The HV line has three load

buses and each load bus has pole transformers which supply electric power for households.

The number of connected pole transformers to each load bus and households to each pole

transformers were defined referring to the distribution system model for residence in

[5-16]. Topologies for cabling from a pole transformer to each household are not defined in

this research because more frequent metering data collection should be required in order

to recognize this level of failures. Parameters for the model are showed in Table 5-3.

Table 5-3 Parameters for the Distribution System Model

Item Value Description
Area 1 km2 1km 1km

Population 900 Population Density: 900/km2

Households 360 Average people per household: 2.5/household
Pole Transformers 60 Households per Transformer: 6

Overview of Simulations and Data Preparation(2)

Assuming that smart meters were fully installed in the area, how data collection fault

information would be recognized was simulated. In the simulation, a center system
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conducts metering operations regularly for virtual smart meters defined in the system

model, and data collection faults would be detected if meters had fault flag in their data.

Each meter has its location and connected pole transformer information, and each pole

transformer has its connected load bus information. In addition, the following assumptions

were defined for the metering simulations.

Metering interval in each meter: 30 minutes

Data collection (transfer) method from each meter:

Data collections (transfers) from meters are distributed with multiple metering

groups in consideration of data traffic leveling.

The number of metering group: 60 (Data collection interval: 30 seconds)

Metering group for each meter defined randomly

All data collection (transfer) faults in the simulation are due to outage occurrences.

(Faults due to communication errors do not consider in this simulation.)

Table 5-4 shows the part of meter property data.4

Table 5-4 Partial Meter Property Data

Meter
Number

Metering
Group

Location Connected
Pole Trans.

Connected
Load Busx coord. y coord.

1 12 10 10 1 B1

2 20 10 15 1 B1

3 25 10 20 5 B1

4 10 10 25 5 B1

5 38 10 30 9 B1

6 6 10 35 9 B1

7 13 10 40 13 B1

8 42 10 45 13 B1

9 31 10 50 17 B1

10 11 10 55 17 B1

11 60 10 60 41 B3

12 29 10 65 41 B3

13 1 10 70 45 B3

14 26 10 75 45 B3

15 18 10 80 49 B3

16 46 10 85 49 B3

17 54 10 90 53 B3

18 50 10 95 53 B3

19 11 10 100 57 B3

20 7 10 105 57 B3

4 Complete data are provided in Appendices D
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Outage Patterns(3)

The followings are outage occurrence patterns discussed in this research in

consideration of failure locations.

a. Failures in Low Voltage Distribution Line, Service Line and Consumer-side

Because network structures from pole transformers to consumers are not

considered in this system model, detailed failure location predictions using topology

information for these areas are not conducted. However, about 70 75(%) of trouble calls

are single service outages, and over a third of them are customer problems 0, therefore the

cause confirmation method for single service outage need to be considered.

b. Failures from Load Buses to Pole Transformers

In this pattern, data collection fault would occur only for smart meters connected to

a certain pole transformer. Through simulations, it should be discussed how this type of

outage would be recognized by metering fault information.

c. Failures in HV Distribution Line

In failures at HV distribution line, data collection from all smart meters which are

located on downstream of the failure point would be failed.

Proposed Visualization Approach(4)

In order to support the prediction of outage occurrence locations, some

visualization approaches are proposed.

a. Visualized Icons for Smart Meters, Pole Transformers and Load Buses

Figure 5-11 shows icons for distribution assets and devices used to visualize the

status of them on the distribution system model.

Figure 5-11 Smart Meters, Pole Transformers and Load Buses

Small green boxes show smart meters and double circles show pole transformers.

Smart meters in a same color and line type box are connected to the same pole
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transformer located in the center of the box. In order to identify data collection fault

meters, the color for the smart meter icons would be changed from green to red. Wide

lines on HV distribution line mean load buses and each line has the bus name and the same

color as connected pole transformers.

b. Visualization of Data Collection Status

If data collections for multiple meters connected to a same pole transformer would

be failed, the probability of outage occurrence in the area under the transformer would

increase corresponding to the number of data collection fault meters. Therefore, if the

number of data collection fault meters connected to the same transformer could be

showed on the area map visually, high probability areas of outage occurrence should be

apparent and the

Figure 5-12 Visualization Method of Data Collection Status for Smart Meters Connected to
the Same Transformer

Figure 5-13 Visualized Distribution System Model
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Figure 5-12 shows a visualization image of data collection status for smart meters

grouping by each same connected transformer. The color of the box also would be changed

from white to red corresponding to the number of data collection fault meters. With this

visualization approach, an outage under a pole transformer should be recognized easily

and the accuracy of outage prediction might increase. The distribution system model using

these icons is showed in Figure 5-13.

5.3.5. Simulation of Visualization Support Approaches and Discussions

In this subsection, some basic and detailed simulations would be conducted for

defined outage occurrence patterns and proposed visualization approaches are evaluated

to support outage occurrence predictions.

Outage Location Prediction Using Metering Data Collection Fault Information(1)

Here, visualization images of using the proposed approach are described for outage

patterns defined in 5.3.4(3).

a. Failures in Service Line and Consumer-side

If single service outage would occur, data collections after the outage would be

failed and the icon of the data collection fault smart meter changed to red as showed in

Figure 5-12. In case of customer problems, data collection should be successful and the

alive monitoring function might be used for the judgment on whether outage occurs or

not in the actual operation.

b. Failures from Load Buses to Pole Transformers

Outage occurrences due to failures from load buses to pole transformers are

considered. In order to confirm how metering data collection faults are recognized in case

that pole transformers would be in failure, the number of data collections detecting data

collection faults would be counted through metering simulations. Because each pole

transformer has 6 smart meters in the distribution system model, 6 data collection faults

for smart meters connected to the failure pole transformer should be detected if all

metering data collections would be conducted.

Table 5-5 shows the number of data collections for 1 to 6 data collection fault smart

meters. From the simulation result, the 1st metering data collection fault would be

detected with the 9 data collections (4.5 minutes later from the outage occurrence) on

average.
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Table 5-5 Basic Simulation Data

No. of data
collection fault

meters

No. of Min. data
collection

No. of Max. data
collection

No. of Ave. data
collection

1 1 35 9.0
2 3 40 18.5
3 6 48 25.7
4 13 53 32.7
5 20 58 42.2
6 24 60 50.2

The probability of outage occurrence would increase, if several data collections

would be failed, and the number of minimum, maximum and average data collection for

the detection of several data collection faults are 3, 40 and 18.5 respectively. This means

that an outage should be detected 1.5 ~ 20 (average 10) minutes later from the outage

occurrence and it should be an issue that it might take 20 minutes to detect the outage.

Therefore, this approach should not be a method for the first outage detection however it

should be an effective method for the status confirmation when a customer would notify

an outage occurrence, because data collection for meters which connected to the same

failure in transformer level

or higher would occur. In addition, because the color of the box in which smart meters are

connected to the failed pole transformer would be changed to red corresponding to the

number of data collection fault meters, operators can easily find the high probability of

outage occurrence area by the monitoring of the box color transition.

c. Failure on HV Distribution Line

The failures on HV distribution line would be simulated and how outage would be

recognized over time would be discussed. Figure 5-14 shows data collection status

transition in an outage for the distribution system model at 1, 3, 5 and 10 minutes later

from the outage occurrence and the area covered by the blue colored line shows outage

occurrence. 1 minute later from the outage occurrence, data collections for 2 smart meters

were failed. In this stage, a power company s operator can recognize the possibility of

outage occurrence in the area for load bus B2. 3 minutes later, the operator can recognize

that data collections for all smart meters in the area for load bus B2 were failed and for

other smart meters were completed normally. If there is no communication error in this

area, the operator can judge that outage in the area for load bus B2 must occur.

Using metering data, area outages can be predicted in a few minutes later from the
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outage occurrence only with every 30 minutes metering data, if data collection (transfer)

interval would be reduced considering data traffic leveling. The approach was established

only with data visualization ideas. All data should be collected with normal metering

Figure 5-14 Data Collection Status Transition in an Outage

Utilization of Data Collection Success Information(2)

In addition to metering data collection fault information, utilization of data

collection success data is discussed.

a. Outline of This Method

In an area outage, data collection for all meters located in the area should be all

failed. Therefore, if data collection for one meter in an outage assumed area would be
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successful, assumed outage would not occur. Using this information, it is possible to focus

outage range with alive monitoring to other smart meters in case that data collection for

a certain smart meter would be failed. In the system model, data collection failure for one

meter has several possibilities of failure events and these events have conditions in

metering data collection described in Table 5-6.

Table 5-6 Possibilities of Outage Range for One Metering Data Collection Fault

Failure
Point

Conditions in Data Collection Example for the Measuring in
the system model*Collection Fault

(Outage)
Collection Success
(No Outage)

Smart
Meter,
Service Line

Collection fault smart
meter

Other 5 smart meters
connected to the same pole
transformer of the collection
fault smart meter

Fault Smart meter 3 (M3)
Success: M4, M23-24, M43-44

Pole
Transformer
Low Voltage
Line

6 Smart meters connected
to the same pole
transformer.

Smart meters connected to
all pole transformers except
for the transformer
connecting to the data
collection fault smart meter.

Fault: M3-4, M23-24, M43-44
Success: All meters except for
above.

High Voltage
line

All smart meters
connected to pole
transformers on the
failure segment

All smart meters connected
to pole transformers on HV
distribution lines except for
the failure segment.

Success: M229-234,
M241-252, M259-360
(B2 connected meters)
Fault:
All meters except for above.
(B1 and B3 connected meters)

*It is assumed that data collection fault in smart meter 3. In the system model, Smart meter 3,4,23,24,43 and 44 are

connected to transformer 5 connecting to B1

In case that data collection for smart meter 3 (M3) would be failed, it is possible to

judge whether it is M3 single service outage or an area outage under the pole transformer

by alive monitoring executions for other 5 smart meters connected to the same

transformer of M3 (M4, M23-24, M43-44). If there is no response from these 5 smart

meters, it should be necessary to assume a larger size outage occurrence. In case that

single transformer trouble would occur, the alive monitoring information for smart

meters connected to other pole transformers would be effective. Because data collection

for some other smart meters should be conducted at the same time of the data collection

for M3, it is possible to confirm alive monitoring information for other meters without

additional actions. If data collection for other smart meters connected to a pole

transformer on the same load bus of M3 was successful, it should be specified that the pole

transformer connecting to M3 or same layer problem would occur. On the other hand, all

meter data collection would be failed, assumed outage range would be enlarged. Figure
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5-15 shows procedures for outage prediction and it is possible to track outage range as

this way. Although data traffic including alert messages, recovery requests and their data

would increase in outages, this approach mostly use metering data and does not send data

packets to communication network except for the first alive monitoring .

Figure 5-15 Procedures for Outage Prediction

b. Challenges and Effectiveness

As challenges of this approach, it is possible that necessary data for outage

prediction might not be collected by previous data collections. In the previous case, when

data collections for 5 other smart meters connected to the same transformer of smart

meter 5 would be failed, operator should look for the data collection status for smart

meters connected to other 19 pole transformers. However no data collection might be

conducted to these smart meters. In this system model, it is the case that the number of

candidate meters is 19 6 = 114 and data collection for these candidate smart meters

were not conducted in the same metering timing as smart meter 5. Because it is assumed

that data collection timing would be leveled and there are 60 groups in this research, at

least one smart meter which is in the same data collection group as smart meter 5 would
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exist. However, it is realistic that all smart meters might not be leveled completely

considering meter installation and removal corresponding to customer contracts.

Therefore, multiple times of data collection status data should be utilized for data

collection certainty.

Failure occurrence on more upper layer, candidate smart meters which can be

utilized for the confirmation of outage prediction would increase than previous case.

Therefore, in the system model, outage range should be predicted by the utilization of 30

second later data from a data collection fault. However, the major challenge of this

approach should be the time from outage occurrence to data collection fault. With every 30

minutes metering, it might take 30 minutes for single outage occurrence recognition. Also,

it takes 5 minutes on average and around 20 minutes at a maximum to recognize an outage

under a pole transformer.

It is difficult to solve the problem for initial recognition because it depends on the

metering interval in each smart meter, however this approach should be effective to reduce

time to recover from the first customer call because such customer call would be one of

data collection fault information.

Summary5.4.

In this chapter, the distribution system monitoring measure and the rapid outage

area predicting measure were proposed as technologies and measures for optimal power

supply and demand and various simulation results were discussed to evaluate these

measures.

With respect to the distribution system monitoring measure, this research

proposed a new method of distribution system stabilization considering the voltage

change problem by many PV systems installation utilizing measured data from smart

meters, and some validation works were executed considering future implementations to

actual distribution systems through the development of the prototype system. By the

validation works, core functions for the future voltage change problem were confirmed

and also some important future challenges were clarified. As a technological aspect of

information systems, data preparation and I/O time reduction should be focused, in

addition to considering speed-up techniques of calculation algorithms such as power flow

calculation and active system models calculation. Also as consumer service provision
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violation are needed to consider. It should be necessary to consider compensation

measures for these consumers and support functions should be implemented. Also as

future works, it is necessary to think about some more constraints required for actual

implementation including above mentioned challenges. In addition, optimal distribution

network configuration, loss reduction by DGs and PVs should be added to this prototype

system to support optimal distribution systems operation.

With respect to the measure for the rapid outage area prediction, this research

explored the AMI data utilization for outage management and the approach utilizing smart

metering data was proposed with some simulation results. The proposed approach might

be useful under some outage occurrence conditions and become the one of support

methods for effective outage management. In simulations, by the utilization of metering

data, area outages can be predicted in a few minutes later from the outage occurrence only

with every 30 minutes metering data, if data collection (transfer) interval would be

reduced considering data traffic leveling. The approach was established only with data

visualization ideas and most data should be collected with normal metering works and no

Therefore, new service installation

cost should be small compared with other new system development. Since the installation

of AMI requires huge time and investment, it is very difficult to recover the investment

only with business efficiency improvement from the manual metering to remote metering.

Therefore, AMI data utilization for outage management might be one of effective new

services if outage risks would be reduced. In order to improve this approach, actual outage

prediction activities in smart meter already installed countries should be researched and

practicability of the proposed approach should be discussed with the comparison of

outage detection time from the first customer call and the famous outage management

indexes such as SAIDI (system average interruption duration index) and SAIFI (system

average interruption frequency index) etc.

As mentioned in the opening paragraph in this chapter, beneficiaries of these two

measures might be network operators in a direct way. However, future challenges in the

network operators should reflect to network utilization cost, solutions or mitigation

measures for these challenges gain profitability of competitive power companies, PPS,

service providers and service consumers.
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Chapter 6 Evaluation Methods of Smart Grid

Components Considering Business Profitability

In this chapter, evaluation methods for the installation effect of technologies and

measures which were considered from chapter three to chapter five are proposed.

Firstly, value converting methods for periodical amount are considered because

periodical quantification is necessary to evaluate business profitability of Smart Grid

critical technologies and measures. Then evaluation methods for the effective installation

of critical Smart Grid measures are considered.

Quantification Method for Periodical Benefits of Smart Grid6.1.

Realization Activities

In this section, value converting methods for periodical amount and equivalent

monetary value are proposed because business profitability should be evaluated on

periodical basis such as month, quarter, half year and year with same comparable units.

6.1.1. Quantification of Annual Power Loss Reduction Benefit by Demand Reduction

In this subsection, a quantification approach of the effect of critical technology or

measure to realize Smart Grid realization for certain periods is considered. As the example,

the power loss reduction effects by demand reduction for the simple distribution system

model, which was considered in chapter three, for various periods are considered. This

approach is necessary for the evaluation of demand reduction effect by dispersed

generation (DG) installation and demand response (DR) program execution etc.

Calculation of Power Loss Reduction Effect in a Day(1)

Let active power loss in branch i ( Mi m}) be iPloss . Then accumulated

power loss of the system for time period T would be the following.

dtPloss
T

Mi i
0

(6-1)

If one hour average power consumption data could be collected hourly, one day

total power loss would be calculated by the sum of 24 sets of hourly data for one day. Let

active power loss for time slot k (k be kiPloss , then, one day power loss would
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be the following.

24

1 ,k Mi kiPloss (6-2)

This means that it is possible to calculate one day power loss reduction effect with

hourly power consumption data, and then one month and one year power loss reduction

effect can be calculated based on a similar way. In order to calculate one day power loss

using (6-2), it is necessary to prepare hourly 24 power demand results for one hour time

slot. Then, power loss reduction for each time slot would be calculated by power flow

calculation and the 24 power loss reduction data for one day would be accumulated. Let

active power loss with x % demand reduction be P(x)lossi,k, then one day power loss

reduction effect for x % demand reduction would be the following.

24

1 ,, ))((
k Mi kiMi ki lossxPPloss (6-3)

Table 6-1 Simulation Result of One Day Power Loss Reduction Effect by Demand Reduction

TIME
Reduced Effect (p.u.)

(30% Demand Reduction)
Reduced Effect (p.u.)

(50% Demand Reduction)
Reduced Effect (p.u.)

(100% Demand Reduction)
0:00 0.0031 0.0046 0.0060
1:00 0.0027 0.0039 0.0052
2:00 0.0024 0.0035 0.0047
3:00 0.0023 0.0034 0.0045
4:00 0.0023 0.0033 0.0044
5:00 0.0023 0.0034 0.0045
6:00 0.0027 0.0039 0.0052
7:00 0.0035 0.0052 0.0068
8:00 0.0049 0.0071 0.0094
9:00 0.0063 0.0092 0.0122

10:00 0.0070 0.0102 0.0134
11:00 0.0074 0.0108 0.0142
12:00 0.0071 0.0104 0.0137
13:00 0.0075 0.0110 0.0145
14:00 0.0076 0.0111 0.0147
15:00 0.0074 0.0108 0.0142
16:00 0.0072 0.0105 0.0139
17:00 0.0066 0.0097 0.0128
18:00 0.0068 0.0099 0.0130
19:00 0.0064 0.0094 0.0124
20:00 0.0058 0.0084 0.0111
21:00 0.0051 0.0075 0.0099
22:00 0.0047 0.0069 0.0091
23:00 0.0040 0.0059 0.0078
Total 0.1232 0.1800 0.2377

Table 6-1 shows power loss for each time slot and total power loss for demand

reduction rates 30%, 50% and 100%. Because the unit of calculated power loss reduction

effects is p.u. and this calculation was executed with electricity peak demand (Wh) as
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-0.1p.u., let peak demand of a target area be Dpeak(Wh), then data converting parameter

Crate would be the following and it can be used for data convert between p.u. and Wh.

Crate=Dpeak/0.1 (6-4)

In addition, let electricity unit price for time slot k be Rk(/Wh), then one day power

loss reduction effect Bdate would be the following.

kratek Mi kiMi kidate RClossxPPlossB
24

1 ,, ))(( (6-5)

Calculation of Power Loss Reduction Effects in a Year(2)

Next, monthly and annual power loss reduction effects are considered.

Figure 6-1 Power Demand Curve for Each Month using Data of [6-1]

Figure 6-1 shows average demand curve for each month which was created using

data for 2012 at in Tokyo Electric Power Cooperation [6-1].

Because each month has different characters in quantities and shaping, it should be

necessary to consider these patterns of demand curve to calculate monthly power loss

effect. Therefore, monthly total demand loss reduction would be calculated using a

demand curve pattern of the target month by multiplying the total amount of one day

average power loss reduction (Wh basis) by the number of days in the target month. With

regard to annual power loss reduction effect, it can be calculated by the sum of monthly

power loss for all 12 months in a target year. Therefore, monthly power loss reduction

benefit Bmonth (month ) and annual power loss reduction benefit Byear would be

the following equations respectively. In (6-6), date is any date in the target month.
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dated datemonth BB (6-6)

12

1month monthyear BB (6-7)

Various annual power loss reduction effects were simulated with various setting for

demand reductions. As a sample result, Table 6-2 shows the simulation result of power

loss reduction effect by 30% and 50% of load reductions.

Table 6-2 Simulation Result of Accumulated Power Loss Reduction Effect by Demand
Reduction

Month
Num.

of
Dates

Loss Reduction Effect
Demand Reduction Rate

30%

Loss Reduction Effect
Demand Reduction Rate

50%
One Day
Average

(p.u.)

One Month
Total
(p.u.)

One Month
Total

(GWh)

One Day
Average

(p.u.)

One Month
Total
(p.u.)

One Month
Total

(GWh)
Jan 31 0.13526 4.19314 1,831.75 0.19752 6.12305 2,674.82
Feb 29 0.13673 3.96525 1,755.64 0.19966 5.79010 2,563.59
Mar 31 0.13788 4.27413 1,715.15 0.20132 6.24100 2,504.43
Apr 30 0.13847 4.15422 1,463.06 0.20220 6.06590 2,136.33
May 31 0.14139 4.38321 1,448.55 0.20643 6.39948 2,114.88
Jun 30 0.14408 4.32226 1,481.58 0.21033 6.30992 2,162.91
Jul 31 0.13419 4.15974 1,686.80 0.19593 6.07370 2,462.92

Aug 31 0.12945 4.01281 1,782.84 0.18902 5.85963 2,603.36
Sep 30 0.13528 4.05829 1,622.69 0.19752 5.92546 2,369.28
Oct 31 0.13325 4.13074 1,433.73 0.19459 6.03214 2,093.68
Nov 30 0.13254 3.97618 1,471.94 0.19356 5.80670 2,149.58
Dec 31 0.13545 4.19906 1,736.26 0.19780 6.13173 2,535.39

Total 49.82903 19,430.00 72.75881 28,371.19

Utilization of This Approach to Calculate Power Loss Reduction Effects in(3)

Various Situations

The simulation result in 0 is the annual total power loss reduction effect by demand

reduction in all consumers uniformly and continuously. This approach can be used for the

calculation of power loss reduction effect in various situations by changing its variables

and parameters.

By changing the peak demand Dpeak in (6-4) into the peak demand value for the

targeted area, the power loss reduction effect for the targeted area can be calculated. Also,

in the area where many Photovoltaic (PV) systems are installed and grid power would be

reduced during daytime, power loss reduction effect can be calculated by reducing

demand for only a certain time period of a day. In addition, this approach can be used for

power loss reduction effect by demand reduction from DR programs which would be only

implemented in peak time slots especially in summer or winter seasons, by defining DR
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implemented timings, period and the number of dates appropriately.

6.1.2. Benefit Quantification of PV Installations

This approach can be used for the calculation of maximum, minimum, average and

fluctuation range for the benefit of PV system installation.

PV Capacity and Injected Power at the Slack Bus(1)

Let PV power generation at bus i and injected power at the slack bus at time slot of

a day s (s be PPVi,s and PSL s respectively, one day total PV power generation PPV

date and total injected power at the slack bus PSL date would be the following formulas

respectively.

24

1
,PVPV

s
Ki sidate

PP (6-8)

24

1
SLSL

s
sdate

PP (6-9)

In the same way, monthly total PV power generation capacity PPVmonth (month = 1,

), annual power PV generation capacity PPVyear, monthly injected power at the slack

bus PSLmonth (month ) and annual injected power at the slack bus PSLyear would

be the following equations respectively. (date: any date in the target month)

PVPV dated datemonth
PP (6-10)

12

1
PVPV

month
monthyear

PP (6-11)

SLSL dated datemonth
PP (6-12)

,
12

1
SLSL

month
monthyear

PP (6-13)

If electricity price unit would be defined, the revenue of power selling for a day,

month and year etc., can be calculated. Also, electricity purchase cost from power

companies can be estimated using amount of injected power at the slack bus.

Table 6-3 shows calculation results for average, minimum and maximum PV

capacity by the number of PV systems and by the PV penetration levels for the target year.

In the same PV penetration level, capacity per PV system would be larger in accordance

with the decreased number of PV systems and the fluctuating range also would be large.
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Therefore, total fluctuation range also would be large.

Table 6-3 Summary of PV Capacity Deviation

Penetration Level
5%

Penetration Level
10%

Penetration Level
15%

Penetration Level
20%

Number of
PVs = 10

Ave 1,554.92 3,110.11 4,664.75 6,219.94
Min 1,349.57 -13.21% 2,702.54 -13.10% 4,056.75 -13.03% 5,404.64 -13.11%
Max 1,757.45 13.02% 3,514.76 13.01% 5,277.80 13.14% 7,031.36 13.05%

Number of
PVs = 20

Ave 1,554.91 3,109.90 4,664.97 6,219.98
Min 1,404.10 -9.70% 2,812.58 -9.56% 4,216.52 -9.61% 5,620.60 -9.64%
Max 1,704.27 9.61% 3,411.15 9.69% 5,114.03 9.63% 6,814.32 9.56%

Number of
PVs = 30

Ave 1,554.93 3,109.91 4,664.66 6,219.78
Min 1,431.55 -7.93% 2,860.53 -8.02% 4,293.90 -7.95% 5,724.57 -7.96%
Max 1,678.50 7.95% 3,356.73 7.94% 5,034.94 7.94% 6,710.17 7.88%

Number of
PVs = 40

Ave 1,554.97 3,109.84 4,664.95 6,219.80
Min 1,445.48 -7.04% 2,895.28 -6.90% 4,338.45 -7.00% 5,786.26 -6.97%
Max 1,662.31 6.90% 3,327.25 6.99% 4,985.97 6.88% 6,656.62 7.02%

Number of
PVs =50

Ave 1,554.95 3,109.95 4,664.88 6,219.86
Min 1,456.81 -6.31% 2,918.03 -6.17% 4,374.45 -6.23% 5,836.49 -6.16%
Max 1,651.05 6.18% 3,304.40 6.25% 4,954.21 6.20% 6,604.67 6.19%

Table 6-4 shows calculation results for average, minimum and maximum injected

active power at the slack bus by the number of PV systems and by the PV penetration

levels for the target year. Average values by the different number of PV systems in the same

penetration level shows little difference as same as the PV generation capacity. However,

the range between minimum and maximum values for penetration level 0% is larger in

accordance with the increased number of PV systems, while the range for other

penetration level is smaller in accordance with the increased number of PV systems.

Table 6-4 Summary of Slack Power Deviation

Penetration Level
0%

Penetration Level
10%

Penetration Level
20%

Number of
PVs = 10

Ave 32,069.77 28,782.51 25,565.82
Min 29,899.12 -6.77% 26,520.97 -7.86% 23,072.29 -9.75%
Max 34,247.82 6.79% 31,078.76 7.98% 28,067.56 9.79%

Number of
PVs = 20

Ave 32,070.11 28,788.33 25,569.25
Min 29,893.99 -6.79% 26,562.67 -7.73% 23,218.82 -9.19%
Max 34,254.97 6.81% 31,011.45 7.72% 27,948.71 9.31%

Number of
PVs = 30

Ave 32,069.60 28,790.40 25,571.71
Min 29,890.69 -6.79% 26,604.74 -7.59% 23,305.56 -8.86%
Max 34,276.87 6.88% 31,011.90 7.72% 27,865.19 8.97%

Number of
PVs = 40

Ave 32,069.82 28,790.38 25,571.09
Min 29,890.44 -6.80% 26,600.49 -7.61% 23,311.13 -8.84%
Max 34,249.65 6.80% 31,001.27 7.68% 27,827.09 8.82%

Number of
PVs = 50

Ave 32,069.40 28,796.84 25,578.24
Min 29,862.78 -6.88% 26,589.00 -7.67% 23,338.62 -8.76%
Max 34,258.34 6.83% 30,989.87 7.62% 27,808.86 8.72%
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While average values of PV power generation by the different number of PV

systems in the same penetration level shows little difference, the range between minimum

and maximum values is smaller in accordance with the increased number of PV systems.

Active Power Loss(2)

With respect to power loss, the same approach as PV generation capacity can be

applied. Let power loss reduction at time slot of a day s (s be Plosss, one day

total power loss Plossdate, monthly power loss Plossmonth (month , and annual

power loss Plossyear would be the following equations respectively.

24

1
slossloss

s
date PP (6-14)

lossloss
dated datemonth PP (6-15)

12

1

lossloss
month

monthyear PP (6-16)

The loss reduction effects can be calculated by the accumulated loss reduction

multiplied by electricity unit price.

Table 6-5 Summary of Active Power Loss Deviation

Penetration Level
0%

Penetration Level
10%

Penetration Level
20%

PV
Num.

10

Ave 1,010.92 833.33 727.16
Min 870.88 -13.85% 706.30 -15.24% 613.27 -15.66%
Max 1,161.12 14.86% 973.79 16.86% 853.25 17.34%

PV
Num.

20

Ave 1,010.96 839.44 730.08
Min 871.27 -13.82% 712.24 -15.15% 617.49 -15.42%
Max 1,161.65 14.91% 976.90 16.38% 855.75 17.21%

PV
Num.

30

Ave 1,010.92 841.56 732.40
Min 870.31 -13.91% 716.11 -14.91% 620.79 -15.24%
Max 1,163.51 15.09% 978.65 16.29% 856.65 16.97%

PV
Num.

40

Ave 1,010.94 841.34 731.99
Min 870.85 -13.86% 715.32 -14.98% 619.03 -15.43%
Max 1,161.93 14.94% 978.47 16.30% 854.26 16.70%

PV
Num.

50

Ave 1,010.91 847.68 739.12
Min 870.25 -13.91% 720.40 -15.01% 626.23 -15.27%
Max 1,162.94 15.04% 984.97 16.20% 862.69 16.72%

Table 6-5 shows calculation results for average, minimum and maximum active

power loss by the number of PV systems and by the PV penetration levels for the target

year. Power loss would be reduced with the increase of PV penetration level. With the

same PV penetration level, power loss would be reduced slightly with the increased
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number of PV systems.

Optimization Method Focusing on Profitability6.2.

As the first method for the evaluation of installation effect for Smart Grid critical

technologies and measures, profitability priority approach is provided in this section. As a

sample approach, the installation effect of consumer-side energy management systems

(EMS), discussed in chapter four, is evaluated considering relation between energy

management and business profitability using simulations.

6.2.1. Studies for the Relation between Energy Consumption and Productivity

Some statistic researches have been conducted with regard to relation between

work environment and work productivity or performance. The literature relating work

performance with temperature was analyzed in [6-2], and it found a general decrement in

work performance. Also [6-3] explained the importance and needs of the concept of

productivity in building environment, and a conceptual diagram was proposed for the

evaluation of the effect of indoor environmental quality on productivity.

6.2.2. Formulation of Earning Structure

In 4.2.6, the formulation of earning structure by the implementation of

consumer-side EMS was considered. In the consideration, the profitability change would

be considered with 1 unit reduction of power consumption such as 1 ( ) air-conditioner

temperature turn up or 10% light turn off etc. Then, let work performance variability of

employee i in temperature t ( ) environment be Li(t), then total production amount PALL in

temperature t environment would be as follows.

n

i
iAVEALL tLPP

1

))(1( (6-17)

where n is the number of employees in the enterprise.

Also as mentioned in 4.2.6, optimal temperature for employee i can be defined as

random variable. Therefore, these kinds of variables are treated as stochastic variables and

profitability by EMS installation would be analyzed by the Monte Carlo method.

6.2.3. Simulation Approach

In this subsection, the simulation of an optimization approach focusing on the
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profitability is discussed for the effect of consumer-side EMS and actual simulations are

conducted. In addition, results are evaluated for some model cases based on the concept

described in 4.2.

Definition of Model Case(1)

The model case described in the previous subsection, which is the first model in

4.2.6 is used for the simulation. A business which outputs would be almost the same in

same conditions should be selected, and the productivity difference would be considered

by changing air-conditioner settings. The simulation will be executed with some different

setting parameters, and then monthly and annual revenue of the business would be

calculated. In this research, productivity change would be calculated from June to

September for the consideration of cooling demand and from December to March for the

consideration of the heating demand based on the normal seasonal requirements in Japan.

Formulation for Productivity Change Simulation(2)

Here, the formulas of benefit quantification of EMS for the simulation model case

considered in 4.2.6 are used. The annual revenue Ryear would be the sum of summer season

(June, July, August and September) revenues R6-9, winter season (December, January,

February and March) revenues R12-3 and middle season (April, May, October and

November) revenues R4,5,10,11, and would be formulated as follows.

4,5,10,113-129-6 RRRRyear (6-18)

And let average monthly revenue be RAVE, month, work performance change rate for

employee i in temperature t be Li(t), and the number of employees be n then, season

revenue R6-9, R12-3 and R4,5,10,11 would be as follows.

month

n

i
imonthAVE tLRR

1
,96 ))(1( (6-19)

month

n

i
imonthAVE tLRR

1
,312 ))(1( (6-20)

month

n

i
imonthAVE tLRR

1
,11,10,5,4 ))(1( (6-21)

Because the annual revenue RALL in this case would be the sum of annual revenue

Ryear and reduction cost Creduction,year and is formulated as follows.

yearreduction,yearALL CRR (6-22)
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The reduction cost Creduction,year is formulated as follows.

12

1
,

month
monthmonthAVEyearreduction, eCC (6-23)

Where CAVE,month is average monthly energy cost, and emonth is electricity reduction

rate for each month.

In order to clarify EMS installation effect, it is necessary to consider EMS

installation and operation cost and payout period in (4-13) as follows,

TTCC mamamI )( (4-13)

where Rma is the difference between RALL and the revenue in the previous year.

Setting parameters and Simulation Scenarios(3)

Here, parameter values are defined for simulations.

a. Setting Parameters

Assuming a general small and medium enterprise (SME), some parameters were

defined and showed in Table 6-6. Energy reduction rate per 1( ) was defined referring to

Japan [6-4]. Energy cost would be reduced with higher temperature settings of

air-conditioner in summer season and with lower temperature settings in winter season.

Table 6-6 Setting Parameters for Simulations

The Number of
Employees

Average Annual Revenue
(United States Dollar (USD))

Electricity Cost Reduction Rate per +1 ( )

Summer Winter

50 1,000,000 10(%) -10(%)

b. Stochastic Variables and Base Populations

was defined as a stochastic variable. 50 employees were retrieved from the base

population in which each employee had individual preferred work environment

temperature which maximized

temperatures conformed to normal distribution.

Figure 6-2 shows normal distribution curves for variance 1.0 and 0.5, and most

members are included in the scope of ±3( ) area with variance: 1.0, and ±2( ) area with

variance: 0.5. In this research the variance is set at 1.0 as the base variance.
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Figure 6-2 Distribution of Employees for the Optimal Work Performance Temperature
Difference from Average

In the simulation, 50 employees were selected randomly and the production

amount in a certain work temperature environment would be calculated considering

performance change for all 50 employees by the work temperature environment. In order

to reduce the variability of the simulation, 10,000 times of simulation for each simulation

scenario were executed. Table 6-7 shows stochastic variables and base distributions.

Table 6-7 Stochastic Variables and Base Distributions

Stochastic Variables
Work environment temperature which

Distribution of
employees for the

optimal work
performance

temperature: Average

Type Normal Distribution

Average
(tAVE_S: Summer,

tAVE_W: Winter)

26 22
27 21

Variance 1.0, 0.5
The number of simulation 10,000 times per scenario

c. Simulation Scenarios

In this research, simulations were executed for several scenarios including 4

patterns of electricity cost for total sales revenue, 4 patterns of work performance

reduction rate per 1 ( ) change, 2 combinations of average temperature which maximized

of energy reduction settings and 2 combinations

of setting improved temperature. Work performance reduction rates were defined
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referring to existing researches [6-2][6-3] related to productivity and temperature. Table

6-8 shows setting parameters for simulation scenarios.

Table 6-8 Simulation Scenarios Setting Parameters

Parameter Values

Rate of Electricity Cost per Revenue
0%, 1%, 5%, 10%

(0% model is just used for comparison)
Work 0%, 1%, 2%, 3%

Temperature Settings in
Work Environment

(tSET_S: Summer, tSET_W: Winter)

26 22
27 21
28 20

Setting Improved Temp. for Energy Saving
(tIMP_S: Summer, tIMP_W: Winter)

+1 , -1
+2 , -2

6.2.4. Simulation Execution and Results Evaluation

Based on simulation scenarios, expected revenues were calculated and results were

evaluated.

Revenue Simulation Case for General Enterprise Model in Japan(1)

As the first simulation, the following settings were selected as the base model

considering general situation in Japan.

Average temperature which maximize employees performance:

26( ) (Summer) 22( ) (Winter)

Changed Temperature Settings in Work Environment:

27( ) (Summer) 21( ) (Winter)

Setting improved temperature for Energy Saving:

(C)(Summer), -1 ( )(Winter)

(Current settings: 26 ( ) (Summer) 22( ) (Winter))

Table 6-9 shows simulation result for the base model. The rate of electricity cost for

total revenue is 0(%) means no electricity cost, and therefore expected revenues show the

minimum values compared with other same performance decrease rate scenarios. Here, by

the reduction of electricity cost, how expected sales revenue would change should be

discussed.

The result shows most of expected revenues for the enterprises which rate of

electricity cost for total sales 1~5(%) are smaller than the base revenues. Although it

depends on the unit price of electricity, if rate of electricity cost was 1~5(%) of total
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revenue, it would be found that additional benefit by the electricity cost reduction would

be small, so cost reduction benefit would be canceled easily if productivity would decrease

by the energy reduction. On the other hand, in enterprises which energy cost is 10(%) of

total revenue, expected revenue would be increased even if 1(%) of performance would be

decreased.

Table 6-9 Simulation Results

(TAVE_S =26 TAVE_W = 22 V 2=1.0 TSET_S =27 TSET_W = 21 TIMP_S =+1 TIMP_W =-1

Rate of Electricity
Cost for Total
Revenue (%)

Performance
Decrease

Rate for 1 (%)

Maximum
Expected
Revenue

(USD)

Minimum
Expected
Revenue

(USD)

Average
Expected
Revenue

(USD)
0% 0% 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000
0% 1% 996,148 990,836 993,337
0% 2% 991,922 981,676 986,673
0% 3% 987,244 971,346 980,014
1% 0% 1,001,000 1,001,000 1,001,000
1% 1% 996,635 991,734 994,333
1% 2% 992,579 982,117 987,667
1% 3% 988,450 973,559 981,023
5% 0% 1,005,000 1,005,000 1,005,000
5% 1% 1,000,804 995,644 998,335
5% 2% 996,745 986,963 991,651
5% 3% 991,889 977,753 984,969

10% 0% 1,010,000 1,010,000 1,010,000
10% 1% 1,005,871 1,000,926 1,003,334
10% 2% 1,002,569 991,672 996,657
10% 3% 997,532 982,453 989,996

Gray colored cells mean calculated revenue is more than the base revenue

Revenue Simulation Case for Excess Energy Consumption Enterprise Model(2)

It is expected that EMS benefit should be large for enterprises which energy saving

activities have not been addressed so far. For this type of simulation, the model which

air-conditioners had excess settings was used.

Table 6-10 shows the simulation result for the model which has excess energy

utilization settings. In this case, current work environment temperature settings were

25( ) in summer season and 23( ) in winter season and both were changed to 26( )

and 22( ) respectively. Because work environment temperature would be the average

would increase and EMS installation and operation cost should be able to be covered.

Generally expected revenues would be reduced with performance decrease rate, however

the result showed revenues with high performance decrease rate had large values in this
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case. This is because the current setting generates bad impact largely compared with low

work performance decrease rate and these bad impacts would be improved by the new

optimal setting.

Table 6-10 Simulation Results

(tAVE_S tAVE_W
2=1.0 tSET_S =26 tSET_W = tIMP_S =+1 tIMP_W =-1

Rate of Electricity
Cost for Total
Revenue (%)

Performance
Decrease

Rate for 1 (%)

Maximum
Expected

Revenue (USD)

Minimum
Expected

Revenue (USD)

Average
Expected

Revenue (USD)
0% 0% 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000
0% 1% 1,002,489 997,553 1,000,011
0% 2% 1,005,053 994,875 999,969
0% 3% 1,007,980 992,660 999,992
1% 0% 1,001,000 1,001,000 1,001,000
1% 1% 1,003,261 998,691 1,001,004
1% 2% 1,006,269 996,213 1,001,014
1% 3% 1,008,565 993,309 1,001,024
5% 0% 1,005,000 1,005,000 1,005,000
5% 1% 1,007,581 1,002,713 1,005,008
5% 2% 1,010,245 999,952 1,005,003
5% 3% 1,013,359 997,343 1,005,020

10% 0% 1,010,000 1,010,000 1,010,000
10% 1% 1,012,384 1,007,483 1,010,007
10% 2% 1,016,651 1,005,153 1,010,013
10% 3% 1,017,143 1,002,022 1,010,009

Gray colored cells mean calculated revenue is more than the base revenue

a. Revenue Simulation Case for Excess Energy Saving Enterprise Model

For this type of simulation, the model which air-conditioners have excess settings

for energy saving was used.

Table 6-11 shows the simulation result for the model which has excess energy

saving settings. In this case, current work environment temperature settings were 27( )

in summer seasons and 21( ) in winter seasons and both were changed to 28( ) and

20( ) respectively, although optimal work environment temperatures were 26( ) and

22( ) respectively. The result shows that expected revenues would decrease except for

the scenario which had the rate of electricity cost for total revenue was 10(%) and

performance decrease rate for 1( ) was 1(%). This means excess energy saving has high

utilization considering both environmental and business sustainability is essential.
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Table 6-11 Simulation Results

(tAVE_S tAVE_W
2=1.0 tSET_S =28 tSET_W = tIMP_S =+1 tIMP_W =-1

Rate of
Electricity Cost

for Total
Revenue (%)

Performance
Decrease

Rate for 1 (%)

Maximum
Expected
Revenue

(USD)

Minimum
Expected
Revenue

(USD)

Average
Expected
Revenue

(USD)
0% 0% 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000
0% 1% 989,097 984,058 986,664
0% 2% 978,757 968,476 973,331
0% 3% 967,240 951,800 959,954
1% 0% 1,002,000 1,002,000 1,002,000
1% 1% 991,136 985,820 988,665
1% 2% 980,534 969,940 975,302
1% 3% 969,581 953,401 961,967
5% 0% 1,010,000 1,010,000 1,010,000
5% 1% 999,076 994,396 996,667
5% 2% 988,077 978,177 983,365
5% 3% 977,431 962,659 969,972

10% 0% 1,020,000 1,020,000 1,020,000
10% 1% 1,009,023 1,004,108 1,006,672
10% 2% 998,999 988,746 993,352
10% 3% 987,711 971,920 979,964

Gray colored cells mean calculated revenue is more than the base revenue

Holistic Evaluation of the Simulation Approach(3)

In above simulations, EMS installation and operation costs were not considered.

Except for the second model, the benefit should not be enough for covering EMS related

cost even in the most effective case, and therefore it should be difficult to get additional

benefit for most companies if business productivity would decrease. 1(%) of performance

reduction is the same as 0.08 hour (4.8 minutes) work time reduction for 8 hours work per

day enterprises, and it means about 5 minutes additional no work time occurrence by the

energy reduction leads to bad impact to total profitability for most companies. While

detailed researches for the relation between work environment and performance, and

EMS should be used for a waste energy reduction and optimal settings decision measures.

From the simulation result for the second model, which was excess energy

consumption enterprise model, EMS has high possibility to provide various benefits for

companies which have conducted insufficient energy saving activities. Because current

power utilization amount would be larger than optimal amount in these companies,

benefits from energy saving must be generated. Therefore, it should be very important to

find optimal settings considering employees and machines performance in consumer-side
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energy management.

revenue was discussed and evaluated using the simulation approach. Also, similar

approach can be used for the impact quantifi

change described as the second sample model in 6.3.2. In addition, the proposed approach

can be used for the decision of work environment parameters such as optimal temperature

settings. By the continuous collection of temperature and performance data, optimal work

environment settings can be decided more effectively and accurately.
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Multi-objective Optimization Methods Considering6.3.

Optimization Problems in Power Distribution Systems

As the second method for the evaluation of installation effect for Smart Grid critical

technologies and measures, an effective multi-objective optimization method is considered

in this section because most of optimization problems in power systems are constrained

multi-objective optimization problems and these objectives have trade-off relationship.

6.3.1. Optimization Problems in Power Systems

In all areas for power systems such as generation, transmission, distribution and

consumption of electric power, it is necessary to have appropriate plans and thus it

requires optimization tasks under given constraints. In addition, while optimization

researches dealt with effective methods for various objectives are important, it should be

necessary to clarify the profitability evaluation of the new technology implementation

considering the shutdown of existing systems and the re-installation of the new system.

Generally, installation benefit and cost have a trade-off relationship. It means that in the

effectiveness evaluation of future power system it would be important not only the

optimization of installation single objective but also multi-objectives, especially

profitability optimization. Therefore, in this research effective multi-objective optimization

method not only for a single technological objective but also for cost optimization is

considered and proposed.

6.3.2. Single Objective Optimization Problems and Their Studies

Optimization problem is to minimize or maximize objective functions under

constraints. Problem resolution by optimization methods is one of important measures in

real world. General optimization problem has constrains of inequality, equality and upper

and lower limit and is defined as follows.

min y = f(x) (6-25)

subject to gj(x j q

hj(x) = 0, j = q m

li xi ui 0, i n

where x = (x1, x2 xn) is an n dimensional vector, f(x) is an objective function, gj(x)

is q inequality constraints and hj(x) = 0 is m - q equality constraints. Functions f, gj and
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hj are linear or nonlinear real-valued functions. Values ui and li are the upper and the lower

bound of xi, respectively. Recently, population-based descent method has received many

attentions, and differential evolution (DE) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) are

major representative examples. In these methods, information of populations composed of

solutions is utilized for the creation of new candidates to be compared with current

solutions [6-5]. The outline of these two major algorithms is described as follows.

Particle swarm optimization (PSO)(1)

PSO is an evolutional computation technique which is inspired by a bird flocking,

fish schooling and swarming theory, and utilizes particle swarms flying in problem space,

called the hyperspace [6-6]. In the iteration process, each particle evolves into optimal or

optimal approximation solution adjusting its velocity by the information of its best

location and best neighbor location on its historical data.

If agents included in a population would optimize a certain objective function f,

then each agent i memorize its location t
ix and moving velocity t

iv at t, the best value of

the objective functions
ipbest and its location *

ix from past experience [6-5].

)(min
,...,1,0

i
t

i xfpbest (6-26)

)(minarg
,...,1,0

*
i

t
i xfx (6-27)

Also, each agent share the information of the best value of the objective function for

agents in the population gbest and its location *
Gx .

)(min
,...,1,0

i
t

xfgbest (6-28)

)(minarg
,...,1,0

*
i

t
G xfx (6-29)

Here, moving velocity of the agent in the time t + 1 would be as follows.

)(

)(

*
2

*
1

1

t
ijGj

t
ijij

t
ij

t
ij

xxrandc

xxrandcwvv
(6-30)

Where w is inertia weight, rand is uniform random numbers in an interval [0,1], c1

and c2 are parameters called cognitive and social respectively, and represent weight for

location search of individual and group best values. Therefore, the approach of the original

PSO is called inertia weight approach (IWA) [6-7].
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From (6-30), the location of the agent at time t + 1 would be as follows.

11 t
i

t
i

t
i vxx (6-31)

PSO is a one of computational intelligence based techniques, which is not largely

impacted by problem size and non-linear characters, and it can provide convergence into

optimal solutions even if many analytical methods cannot provide convergence. Therefore,

PSO can be used for various optimization problems in power systems.

With respect to PSO, various improved algorithms are proposed. Constriction

Factor PSO, M. Clerc and J. Kennedy [6-8] is one of PSO subspecies which utilize

constriction factor approach (CFA) controlling the convergence property in PSO and it is

reported that the algorithm provides superior results compared with PSO using IWA

[6-7][6-9].

Differential Evolution (DE)[6-10][6-11](2)

DE, proposed by Storn and Price, is one of evolution strategies which is a stochastic

direct search method and conducts multi-points search using solution group. Although the

control of mutation step size is required in evolution strategy algorithms, DE does not

need to control the step size because it adopts a mathematical operation as its mutation

using weighted sum of the base vector and the difference vectors. can

be described as follows.

Mutation

For each target vector xi,G, i a mutant vector is generated according to the
following equation.

)( ,3,2,11, GrGrGrGi xxFxx (6-32)

where F is a scaling parameter and three individuals xr1,G, xr2,G, xr3,G are selected at

random for xi,G so as not to duplicate each other.

Crossover

Crossover operation is conducted between target vector xi,G and mutant vector vji,G+1,

and generates trial vector ui,G+1.

ui,G+1=(u1i,G+1,u2i,G+1 uDi,G+1) (6-33)

vji,G+1 if (randb(j CR) or j=rnbr(i)
uji,G+1= xji,G if (randb(j) > CR) and j rnbr(i) (6-34)

j=1,2, ,D

randb(j) is the jth evaluation of a uniform random number generator, CR is the
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crossover constant determined by the user. rnbr(i) is a randomly chosen index which

ensures that ui,G+1 gets at least one parameter from vi,G+1.

Selection

The trial vector ui,G+1 is compared with the target vector xi,G to decide if it should

become a member of generation G+1.

As same as PSO, various improved algorithms have been proposed in DE. Adaptive

DE (ADE) is the collective term which shows subspecies of the standard DE algorithm

targeting for convergence improvement, and various kinds of ADE algorithms have been

proposed. JADE is one of these algorithms and implements a mutation strategy called

-to- over rate

in an adaptive manner [6-12] ADE [6-13] is proposed to improve the

level comparison, is applied.

6.3.3. Multi-objective Optimization Problems and Their Studies

An optimization problem for multiple objectives is called multi-objective

optimization problem. In the real world, most optimization problems need to be

considered multiple objectives. Generally, multi-objective problems are formulated as

follows.

0})(.,..0,)(0,)(

|{=)(s.t.

)(=.,..),(=),(=min

21

nn2211

xgxgxg

xxCx

xfyxfyxfy

m

k
(6-35)

where min fi(x) is an objective function and C(x) is constraint conditions. In a single

objective optimization problem, the best value is apparent because it is possible to

compare between two real numbers in size. However there are trade-off relations among

objectives in multi-objective optimization problems generally and thus optimal solution

would not be single solution but multiple solutions or infinite population. Therefore,

optimal solutions which cannot be improved the value of a certain objective function

without degrading some values of the other objective functions would need to be searched

and these are called Pareto optimal solutions. If Pareto optimal solutions could be

searched, the relation of objective functions would be clarified and better decision making
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could be made. Pareto optimal solutions can be defined as follows.

If there would be no solution for any x C(x)) to meet the following conditions,

feasible solutions x ( C(x)) would be called Pareto optimal solutions.

njxfxf
nixfxf

jj

ii

,...,2,1)()'(
,...,2,1)()'(

(6-36)

Figure 6-3 Pareto Optimal Solutions

Figure 6-3 shows examples of Pareto optimal solutions for two objectives

optimization problem. Filled circles and open circles show Pareto optimal solutions and

inferior solutions respectively. The surface formed by Pareto optimal solutions is called the

Pareto front and generally three aspects need to be considered to evaluate Pareto front

[6-14]. The first one is the , minimizing the distance from search results to

the Pareto frontier. The second is u , maintaining uniform solution distribution.

And the last one is e , maximizing the extent of solutions following the Pareto

frontier.

Recently, the multi-objective evolutional algorithm (MOEA) becomes the active area

of research and recent researches focused on the methodology for fast and effective Pareto

front provision. Major MOEA methods includes multi-objective particle swarm

optimization[6-15][6-16][6-17][6-18], Pareto Envelope based Selection (PESA [6-19] and

PESA-II [6-20]) based on Pareto Archived Evolution Strategy (PAES) [6-21], and improved

PESA-II (IPESA-II [6-14]). These methods are briefly described below.

PAES(1)

The algorithm of PAES starts from initialization of a current solution. Firstly, the
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current solution is copied and the mutation is executed, and then the generated candidate

solution is compared with the current solution. If neither solution dominates, the

candidate solution is compared with the population of non-dominant solutions previously

archived. Then, one solution which does not dominate others in the least crowded area of

the archive is disconnected.

Multi-objective PSO(2)

The superior performance of PSO has been utilized not only for the single objective

optimization but also for multiple objectives optimization in various researches. Reference

[6-15] proposed a multi-objective optimization PSO (MOPSO) algorithm which allows the

PSO algorithm to deal with multi-objective optimization problems using an external

memory, called the repository and [6-16] introduced a clustering technique which

divides particle swarm population, and comparison results with other multi-objective PSO

algorithms for some test functions were reported. Also, as application examples for power

systems, both [6-17] and [6-18] proposed improved approaches of the multi-objective

optimization methods for the optimization in energy management system for factories,

and voltage and reactive power control, respectively.

PESA, PESA-II and IPESA-II(3)

PESA [6-19] is the multi-objective optimization algorithm integrating the ideas of

strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm (SPEA) [6-22] and PAES [6-21] are two major

multi-objective optimization methods. PESA uses a population (archive) which stores an

approximation to the Pareto front and an internal population which has candidate

solutions same as SPEA, and also maintains hypergrid division which can trace the

crowded factor of different areas in the archive as same as PAES. PESA-II [6-20] is the

improved version of PESA and mating-selection processes were implemented not in

individual based but in region based. Firstly, a hyperbox is selected and then an individual

which is the result of evolutional operations is randomly selected from the hyperbox.

IPESA-II [6-14], is an improved version of PESA-II with three improvements: the

maintenance method of the archive, individual maintenance around boundary and the

selection of the hyperbox by the crowded factor.
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6.3.4. Effective Optimization Method in Power Distribution Systems

Some preparation tasks for exploring effective optimization method in power

distribution systems are conducted, including problem definition, procedure clarification

and data preparation.

Definition of a Problem(1)

Many researches have been conducted to solve optimization problems in power

system area. Major areas include power system planning and operation, environmentally

constrained economic dispatch, state estimation and optimized power flow [6-23]. For the

versatile and essential point of view, benefits or effects maximization of approaches for

low-carbon power systems and cost minimization for these approaches should be

fundamental trade-off relation objectives. In order to enhance existing power systems into

new advanced systems, it must be necessary to achieve both new additional benefit

provision to consumers and cost recovery of the investment at the same time. Therefore,

this kind of problems is defined as the multi-objective problem in this research.

Author s group has researched power loss minimization problems in order to

evaluate optimized installation of DGs for low-carbon society. In these researches, it is

found that inadequate DG installation would cause power loss increase while effective DG

installation would contribute to the realization of very low power loss distribution systems

[6-24]. Therefore, an optimal DG installation is one of critical problems for advanced low-

carbon power systems considering most of renewable energy source (RES) generations,

however the correct evaluation of these DGs installation should be the balance of various

impacts including cost. In the view of above consideration, this paper dealt with optimal

DG installation problem considering power loss and cost minimizations. In particular,

simulations of power loss and cost reduction by DG location and capacity for a distribution

system model are executed and then are evaluated to find the optimal solutions.

Procedure Clarification(2)

Multi-objective optimization would be important in future power systems, because

the enhancement of power systems would not be realized only by technical advantages,

such as improvement of power supply stability with a large number of RES installations,

but their cost effectiveness considering added-values would be essential. In most countries

and regions, power systems are already one of social infrastructures and provide values to

consumers with reasonable price. Therefore, consumers would not pay additional costs
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without significant additional values and then multi-objective optimization methods for

evaluating the cost effectiveness of enhanced technologies should be critical.

The procedure to find effective solution method for multi-objective optimization

problems in power systems is described below. The bi-objective optimization problem of

DG allocation with optimal power loss and cost mentioned in above is considered as the

base problem in this paper.

a. Distribution Model

Considering optimal DG allocation problems, it is necessary to define a target

system model firstly. Because many DGs are planned to install into distribution systems in

Japan, a model distribution system composed of buses and branches should be defined. In

order to calculate power loss in the distribution system model, power flow calculation is

necessary, thus active and reactive loads, complex voltage and current at each bus, and

branch parameters such as reactance and susceptance are also needed to be prepared. In

addition, preconditions and constraints are also necessary to be defined. Constraints can

influence the results in optimization problems, thus it is necessary to define specific

constraints in power systems especially. These specific constraints include power flow

laws, voltage upper and lower limits, and apparent current upper limit, etc.

b. Effective Single-objective Optimization Method in Power Systems

For the target distribution system with allocated DGs, major single objective

optimization algorithms should be used to understand their effectiveness for optimization

problems in power systems. As mentioned in above, recently, the population-based

descent method has received many attention, thus DE and PSO are selected as base single

optimization algorithms in this research.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness, the number of iterations required for the

convergence to the optimal value in an Optimal Power Flow (OPF) problem can be utilized.

With respect to the optimal value compared by some candidate algorithms, the

pre-calculated exact solution is used. As candidate algorithms, not only original DE and

PSO algorithms, but also subspecies of these algorithms are considered. Then, the best

algorithm in these simulations will be selected as the best single objective optimization

algorithms for optimization problems in power systems.
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c. Enhancement of the Effective Single-objective Optimization Method for

Multi-objective Optimization Problems in Power Systems

Multi-objective optimization algorithm is considered on the enhancement of the

effective single -objective optimization algorithm selected in the previous step.

Considering the enhancement of the effective single objective optimization method,

various hybrid approaches using proven major multi-objective algorithms should be

multi-objective optimization method had

specific ranges in which high quality Pareto front is provided by pre-conducted basic

researches and simulations. Therefore, it is expected that the hybrid approach of proven

multi-objective algorithms can provide an effective Pareto front for the multi-objective

optimization problems in future power systems. Then, the algorithm which finds the best

as the best multi-objective optimization algorithm.

Data Preparation(3)

Some predefined data for simulations are provided. The data include target

distribution system model and defined data, constraints, and cost related data.

a. Distribution System Model

As a distribution system model for simulations, the wiring diagram of grid in [6-25],

which is the same 126 buses radial distribution system model as used in chapter three and

showed in Figure 3-6.

The bus number 126 is the slack bus and it is found that the slack bus provides

active power of P=4.4239(p.u.) and reactive power Q=3.1053(p.u.) for the total load of

P=4.2300(p.u.) and Q=2.8870(p.u.). Therefore, total power loss is calculated as

Ploss=0.1939(p.u.) and Qloss=0.2183(p.u.) and power loss rate for injected power at slack

bus are P: 4.383(%), Q: 7.030(%), respectively. Parameters for the system model such as

branch attributes, load at bases were also referred to [6-25].

b. Constraint Definition for Optimization Problem

With respect to the installation of DGs, the following constraints are defined.

a. The number of installation DGs is 2, 3 and 4.

b. DG would be installed at one of the buses.
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c. One DG would be installed per one part where the load would be installed in the

same range.

Table 6-12 shows capacity constraints for each DG and slack bus.

Table 6-12 Capacity Constraint for Each DG and Slack Bus

Max. P
(p.u.)

Min. P
(p.u.)

Max. Q
(p.u.)

Min. Q
(p.u.)

DG 4.0 0.0 2.0 0.0

Slack Bus 6.0 1.0 6.0 1.0

c. Cost Related Data

multi-objective optimization. Table 2 shows installed DGs and cost parameters used in the

(p.u.) r DG capacity

1 (p.u.) is 0.5 (p.u.)

Table 6-13 Installed DGs and Cost Parameters

The Number of DGs 2 3 4

DG-1

DG location 7 5 5

Fixed/Variable cost for P p.u. 0.0/0.5 0.0/0.5 0.0/0.5

Fixed/Variable cost for Q p.u. 0.0/0.4 0.0/0.4 0.0/0.4

DG-2

DG location 16 13 13

Fixed/Variable cost for P p.u. 0.0/0.5 0.0/0.5 0.0/0.5

Fixed/Variable cost for Q p.u. 0.0/0.4 0.0/0.4 0.0/0.4

DG-3

DG location 18 18

Fixed/Variable cost for P p.u. 0.0/0.5 0.0/0.5

Fixed/Variable cost for Q p.u. 0.0/0.4 0.0/0.4

DG-4

DG location 55

Fixed/Variable cost for P p.u. 0.0/0.5

Fixed/Variable cost for Q p.u. 0.0/0.4
Slack

Power
Fixed/Variable cost for P p.u. 0.0/0.3 0.0/0.3 0.0/0.3

Fixed/Variable cost for Q p.u. 0.0/0.0 0.0/0.0 0.0/0.0

d. Calculation Result of Power Flow by Interior Point Method

Before the discussion using simulations, OPF calculation for the defined problem is

executed using an interior point method to know exact optimal solutions. Table 6-14

shows calculation results of the OPF. The leftmost column shows the name of installed DG

and DG location, active and reactive power capacities are provided by the number of total

DG in the distribution model. For example, when the number of installed DGs is 2, the

location of the DG-1 is Bus7 and active and reactive powers are 1.983168(p.u.) and
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1.022116 (p.u.), respectively.

Table 6-14 Results of OPF by PSO

No. of DGs 2 3 4
DG1 Location 7 5 5

Capacity (P) 1.983168 1.157973 0.854512
Capacity (Q) 1.022116 0.447595 0.244404

DG2 Location 16 13 13
Capacity (P) 1.261669 1.393307 1.295070
Capacity (Q) 0.882551 0.976911 0.910799

DG3 Location 18 18
Capacity (P) 0.688242 0.688242
Capacity (Q) 0.473893 0.473893

DG4 Location 55
Capacity (P) 0.400341
Capacity (Q) 0.267712

Slack
Power

Capacity (P) 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000
Capacity (Q) 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000

Minimum Power Loss(P) 0.01484 0.00952 0.00817

6.3.5. Simulation of Single-objective Optimization

For the exploring effective methods for optimization problems in power systems,

the effective single-objective optimization problem is considered.

Application of Proven Optimization Algorithms(1)

The following major algorithms are prepared to conduct simulations and each

algorithm is named after considering its characteristics, base algorithms and objective

function for clear identification.

Original PSO [6-8] -PSO-

Constriction factor PSO [6-9] -PSO-

Original DE [6-10] -

Adaptive DE [6-13] -

Simulation Results of Single-objective Algorithms(2)

Simulation results of the convergence status for single -objective optimization

algorithms are provided. Utilized algorithms are assumed to be effective for the power

system problems. In each simulation process, if the new solution would be predominant

compared with the current solution, the optimal solution is replaced and the

non-dominant process is discarded. The number of iterations is 100 and the number of

populations (swarms or archives) is 20 in each simulation result.
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a. PSO

-PSO- was executed. Figure 6-4 shows the

-PSO-

Predominant values are converged with around 60 iterations for 2 and 3 DGs and around

90 iterations for 4 DGs.

Figure 6-4 Simulation Results for the Convergence Status of Optimal Value by
-PSO-

Figure 6-5 Simulation Results for the Convergence Status of Optimal Value by
-PSO-
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-PSO- was executed. Figure 6-5 shows the

-PSO-

Predominant values are converged with around 20 iterations for 2 DGs and around 80

iterations for 3 and 4 DGs. However, convergence rates to optimal values for all 3 patterns

-PSO-

could be retrieved with small number of iterations.

b. DE

Next, the simulation using - was executed. Figure 6-6 shows the

-

Figure 6-6 Simulation Results for the Convergence Status of Optimal Value by
-

Predominant values are converged with around 30 iterations for 2 DGs, around 60

iterations for 3 DGs and around 90 iterations for 4 DGs. The perform - is

-PSO- -PSO-

Finally, the simulation using - was executed. Figure 6-7 shows simulation

results for the convergence status -
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Figure 6-7 Simulation Results for the Convergence Status of Optimal Value by
-

Predominant values are converged with around 20 iterations for 2 DGs, around 40

iterations for 3 DGs and around 50 iterations for 4 DGs. In addition, convergence rates to

optimal values for all 3 patterns are fast compared with other three algorithms, and

- s the best performance among 4 algorithms in our simulation results.

Discussion of Simulation Results(3)

Single-objective optimization simulations were executed with PSO and DE

algorithms which were assumed to be effective for power system related problems and the

adequacy of these algorithms were discussed for power systems. The simulations were

presented as follows.

All 4 utilized algorithms provided good performance for the convergence of

predominant solutions and it was confirmed that CFA-PSO-OPF and ADE-OPF ,

which were subspecies of original OPF and DE algorithms respectively, provided

better performance compared with original algorithms.

ADE-OPF which is one of Adaptive DE algorithms showed the highest

performance.

Because the objective function Power loss minimization by DGs was a constrained

optimization problem, it was confirmed that these four algorithms were able to be

used for constrained optimization problems.
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6.3.6. Multi-objective Optimization Problems in Power Systems

By the enhancement of the effective single objective optimization method, an

effective multi-objective optimization method is considered for the evaluation of future

advanced power system.

Enhancement for the Application of Single-objective Optimization Problem(1)

The enhancement of - has confirmed its effectiveness for

single-objective optimization problem in power systems is considered to be applied for

multi-objective problems.

In the consideration, a methodology which manages multi-objective space

efficiently and finds a good approximation set of the Pareto front should be required.

Therefore, the utilization of the archive method in the PAES [6-21], which is called the

- , is used for the effective management of solutions

generated in multi- -

- -objective optimization

- -

were conducted by changing parameters, such as the number of generations and

individuals. Figure 6-8 shows a reference example which is one of the simulation results of

this approach, with the number of DGs: 3, generations: 40 and individuals: 80.

Figure 6-8 - -Archive
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In this chart, no solution exists in some ranges and solutions are not provided

uniformly. Like this chart, it was difficult to obtain a better Pareto front which had enough

simulations with these simulations. Although a brief trend of the Pareto front in the

optimization problem can be found from this sample chart, in some simulation results,

only a few solutions were able to be selected thus Pareto front was not able to be drawn.

4.2 Challenges in Hybrid Approach of Optimization Methods(2)

In order to solve the challenge in the -

- -objective optimization

methods was considered.

a. Utilization of the Adaptive Grid in IPESA-II

Grid division of an objective space was proposed in PESA-II [6-20] to maintain

diversity of solutions, and this method has changed the existing individual-based selection

process to the area-based selection process. IPESA-II [6-14], which is the enhanced version

of PESA-II improved results by changing the adjusting method in the grid environment.

Therefore, utilization of the adaptive grid method in the IPESA-II, which is called

- research, is considered for the effective management of

solutions generated in multi- -

b. - daptive Grid

-

some basic simulations were executed by changing some parameters. As the result, the

following issue was clarified in our numeral simulations.

The mating-selecting method utilized in IPESA-II to create solutions in

multi-objective space was not able to find Pareto front solutions effectively if enough

solutions would not exist in the space.

Therefore, the following conditions were added to the hybrid approach.

If solutions in adaptive grid in the multi-objective space would be smaller than 2,

-

mating-selection would be utilized.
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Since the method was - SA-II, the method is

called the hybrid ADE-IPESA-II (H-ADE-IPESA-II) in this research.

c. Optimization Testing using H-ADE-IPESA-II Method

Using H-ADE-IPESA-II, Pareto front for the multi-objective optimization problem

was able to be found effectively.

Figure 6-9 shows the Pareto front of the multi-objective optimization problem

which has two objectives of loss minimization and cost minimization with effective DG

installation (3 DGs) using H-ADE-IPESA-II. A good set of the Pareto front was provided

with respect to

for Figure 6-9 is 3, other cases (DGs=2, 4) also provided similar good results.

From the result, H-ADE-IPESA-II which is hybrid approach of Adaptive DE and

IPESA-II is one of effective methods for constrained multi-objective optimization problems

in power systems.

Figure 6-9 Pareto Front of the Multi-objective Optimization Problem Considering
Variable Cost Only

Discussion of Multi-objective Optimization Results(3)

Using H-ADE-IPESA-II, various simulation scenarios for the multi-objective

optimization problem were executed. Three simulation parameters for the minimization of

power loss are considered by the installation of DGs: a. Variable cost; b. Fixed and variable

cost; c. Discrete DG capacity.
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a. Optimization of power loss and cost by the installation of 3 DGs considering

variable cost

Figure 6-9 shows the Pareto front of both loss and cost optimization problem and

only variable cost is considered using the proposed H-ADE-IPESA-II.

b. Optimization of power loss and cost by the installation of 3 DGs considering

both fixed and variable cost

With respect to objective function for cost, both fixed and variable costs are

considered and the Pareto front is created.

Figure 6-10 shows the Pareto front of the multi-objective optimization problem

considering both fixed and variable costs. Under the influence of the fixed cost, the set of

Pareto front does not converge to a single curve, but shows divided lines.

Figure 6-10 Pareto Front of the Multi-objective Optimization Problem Considering
Both Fixed and Variable Cost

c. Optimization of power loss and cost by the installation of 3 DGs considering

discrete DG capacity

With respect to objective function for loss minimization, discrete DG capacity

settings are considerable. Therefore, the Pareto front using discrete DG capacity settings

are also considered.
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Figure 6-11 Pareto Front of the Multi-objective Optimization Problem Considering Variable
Cost Only

Figure 6-11 shows the Pareto front of the multi-objective optimization problem for

discrete DG capacity settings with variable cost only. Figure 6-12 shows the Pareto front of

the multi-objective optimization problem for discrete DG capacity settings over

non-discrete DG capacity setting with both fixed and variable cost. Basically, the Pareto

front for the problem with discrete DG capacity settings does not show a clear difference

from that with non-discrete DG capacity setting.

Figure 6-12 Pareto Front of the Multi-objective Optimization Problem Considering Both
Fixed and Variable Cost
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Summary6.4.

The purpose of this chapter is to provide effective tools for evaluation of Smart Grid

critical technologies and measures installation. In the chapter, two types evaluation

method are proposed in order to correspond to actual project situations after the

provision of value circulation model in Smart Grid and the periodical data preparation

methods for business profitability evaluation.

The first one is a method of profitability priority approach and this is appropriate

approach for general competitive companies in power market. In this method, an approach

been considered enough were considered, while many researches for energy reduction

effect have been studied. As the result of simulations, it was clarified that energy reduction

in a company and power

consumers should understand that excess energy saving results in revenue or productivity

reduction. Generally impact to energy cost by energy reduction is much smaller than that

of profit of the company, so balanced energy utilization considering both environmental

and business sustainability.

Another on is a method of both installation effect and money optimization

approach which are suitable for regulated area in power market but it can be effective for

competitive organizations. Because most of multi-objective optimization tools were

prepared for non-constrained problems, it was difficult to have enough results for

constrained problems using most of these methods in convergence, uniformity and

extensity. Therefore some simulations using various optimization approaches and enough

results were able to be provided by the hybrid approach between adaptive DE method and

IPESA-II. Although this study deals with only two objectives optimization problems, it is

assumed that the approach can be applied to more than three objectives optimization

problems and these problems should be conducted in future works. In addition, test data

were used in all simulations in this study, but real multi-objective optimization problems

should have additional constraints related to electrical and economical aspects.

Comparison works between the results of the Pareto frontier provided by the proposed

approach and actual decision making and its results in some actual project in the future.
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Chapter 7 Conclusions

This dissertation has presented critical technologies and measures to realize Smart

Grid and the quantification and formulation approaches of their effects and values were

considered and proposed. In conclusion, achievements of this study and expectations for

future research are described in this chapter.

Achievements of This Study7.1.

In this dissertation, effective Smart Grid business models for three major areas,

optimal power supply , optimal power utilization and optimal supply and demand

were proposed with critical composed technologies and measures and their evaluation

methods. In the study, technologies and measures which should be improved by the

effective utilization of information communication technology (ICT) were focused on

especially, and various considerations in the aspect of business profitability were

conducted. To show achievements of this study, firstly topics covered in this dissertation

are summarized for the evaluation of the completeness of this study and then the Smart

Grid value circulation model is provided because all measures composed of Smart Grid

should be collaborated each other providing added-values and these collaborations should

be critical to realize Smart Grid. After that, achievements and contributions in this study

are summarized.

7.1.1. Topics Covered in This Dissertation

Table 7-1 shows actions for critical components in actual Smart Grid projects and

their objectives which were provided in chapter two. In the table, topics covered in this

dissertation have been changed to Italic bold fonts with underline and topics which are not

covered but proposed concepts, techniques or methods in this study can be used for have

been changed to Italic bold fonts.

It is found that many critical components in Smart Grid were covered by the topics

in this study and thus research topics should be reasonable in the aspect of completeness.

Uncovered topics include electric assets and their automation and control, and asset

maintenance related topics. These topics are also important to realize Smart Grid and ICT

contribution should be expected areas, therefore, these topics should be dealt with in

future works.
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Table 7-1 Actions for Critical Components in Smart Grid Projects and Their Objectives

Critical Components
Technological Countermeasures

Actions in Smart Grid Projects Objectives

(1) Optimal Power Supply
- Dispersed generation (DG)

- Optimal Volt-Ampere Reactive
(VAR) control

(Step Voltage Regulator (SVR),
Static Var Compensator (SVC)
Installation)

- Network reconfiguration
- Autonomous control

- Optimal DG installation
- Optimal SVR, SVC installation
- Optimal distribution network

reconfiguration
- Generator operation and

maintenance optimization
(Asset management Asset life

cycle cost management)

- Peak power cut/shift
- Power loss reduction
- Total generation cost reduction
- Renewable Energy Sources (RES)

capacity expansion
- Stable voltage/current
- Ancillary service cost reduction
- Operation and maintenance Cost

reduction
- Life time cost reduction

(2) Optimal Power Utilization
- Demand-side efficient energy

management
(Visualization, device control,
demand forecast,)

- Various electricity price
program including demand
response (DR)

- Smart equipment and Smart
appliance (Autonomous control)

- Energy Management System
(EMS) (Building-EMS (BEMS),
Home-EMS (HEMS),
Mansion-EMS (MEMS) and
Factory-EMS (FEMS))

- DR and Various electricity
price system

- Smart equipment and
appliance Autonomous control

-

- Electricity saving
- Electricity peak cut
- Electricity cost saving
- CO2 emission amount reduction
- Optimal electricity price

program
-

(3) Optimal power supply and
demand

- Wide area energy management
- Wide area system, asset and

device status management
- Outage area specification
- Distribution automation

(Automatic and remote control)
- Supply and demand forecasting

and adjusting
(DG, Battery, Power storage
including electric vehicle (EV),
Stationary Power storages,
Uninterruptible Power Supply
(UPS), DR)

- EMS (Community-EMS
(CEMS), Wide Area EMS)

- Outage management
- Asset condition monitoring
- Distribution automation
- EV integration
- System control
- Aggregator services (BEMS,

DR, MEMS etc.)

- Real-time supply and demand
balancing

- Outage indexes minimization
- Operation and maintenance cost

reduction
- Deferred asset investment
- Deferred inspection interval
- Efficient management for Small

and many loads and power
supply asset such as dispersed
generators and power storages

7.1.2. Smart Grid Added-value Circulation Model and Their Optimal Evaluation

Method

Through various researches in this study, it was assumed that all measures

composed of Smart Grid should be collaborated each other providing added-values

because Smart Grid critical technologies and measures contribute not only to the first and

major objective but also to other various objectives. For example, it was showed that

effective DG installation could reduce power loss and that also contributes to CO2

reduction by the reduced power in chapter three. DR, which was considered in chapter

four, provides incentives such as electricity price down or rebate provision etc., for

power demand reduction, while power companies can defer their installation
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schedule of power system assets and system operators can maintain system stability by

the accumulation of such demand reductions. In addition, as described in chapter five,

while ,

solutions or mitigation measures for these challenges gain the profitability of power

supply network users. In these ways, added-values of Smart Grid technologies and

measures are related each other and these contributions should reflect to various benefits

such as incentives for market participants.

Figure 7-1 Added-value Circulation Model in Smart Grid

Figure 7-1 shows added-value circulation model in Smart Grid and three Smart Grid

critical categories, services researched in chapter three to five and some related benefits

and defects are described. All values and challenges are related each other and optimized

by collaborative operations between regulated service providers and competitive service

providers. In the consideration of the profitability of competitive service providers, it is

necessary to consider not only the benefit of service providers but also defects of the

service for regulated service providers. Solutions or mitigations for these defects would

convert to benefits of regulated service providers and these benefits should contribute to

mitigated conditions of market participations and would be paid-back to solution

providers as the reduction of the market entry fee etc., because regulated service providers

are non-profitable organizations.
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In electric power business which is one of mature businesses in Japan, it is almost

impossible to provide enormous values or benefits only with single technology or solution

provision. Therefore combinations of various added-values should be important in the

installation of Smart Grid technologies and measures.

7.1.3. Summary of Achievements and Contributions

In this subsection, achievements in this study are summarized per chapter and then

major contributions of this dissertation are described.

In chapter two, critical components of Smart Grid were decided from activities in

Smart Grid demonstration projects in the United States. In the consideration, candidates of

Smart Grid critical component technologies and measures were extracted focusing on their

benefit in order to consider their profitability. In addition, selected candidates were

evaluated whether ICT utilization could contribute effectively.

From chapter three to chapter five, detailed considerations for Smart Grid critical

components defined in chapter two were conducted such as reorganization of the

components, effect quantification of Smart Grid technologies and measures, and proposal

of effective business models.

In chapter three, optimal power generation technologies and measures in

demand-side were considered and the installation effect of DG were simulated and

evaluated. In the chapter, an approach to decide optimal location and size of DGs for the

power loss minimization and also an evaluation method of installation effect of

Photovoltaic (PV) generation systems which are expected as future main RES generation

systems were proposed.

In chapter four, optimal power utilization technologies and measures in

demand-side were explored and EMS and DR which are receiving big attention in Japan

recently were evaluated. In the chapter, effect formulation and evaluation were conducted

and general business models for both solutions might be difficult to be effective in

consideration of Japanese environment. Therefore, it is also discussed effective business

models and their effect quantification.

In chapter five, technologies and measures for the optimal power supply and

demand were considered, and effective information utilization models for power

distribution area were proposed. As the first model, a distribution system monitoring

system for a large number of PV installed environment was proposed. In the proposed
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system, voltage fluctuation at each node of distribution systems was estimated by the

power flow calculation using smart meter data. In case that voltage violation would be

assumed, the system also provides estimation and simulation functions to evaluate

effectiveness of countermeasures to avoid these problems. As the second model, outage

detection system using smart meter data was also proposed because data sensing devices

in low voltage (LV) distribution systems are not installed sufficiently at present and thus it

is difficult to detect outages in LV distribution systems. As the result, the proposed

approach would not be a method for the first outage detection for a single outage however

it should be an effective method to detect area outages and be a support tools for the

status confirmation when a customer would notify an outage occurrence.

In chapter six, evaluation methods for installation effects of technologies and

measures from chapter three to chapter five were considered and proposed. Firstly, value

converting methods for periodical amount and equivalent monetary value were proposed

because business profitability should be evaluated on periodical basis such as month,

quarter, half year and year with same comparable units. Then, two evaluation methods for

the installation effect of Smart Grid critical technologies and measures were proposed. The

first one is a method of profitability priority approach and this is appropriate for general

competitive companies consuming a lot of electric power. The other is a method of both

installation effect and cost optimization approach, because most of installation

technologies and measures in power systems consider multi-objectives which has

trade-off relationships such as installation.

Major contributions of this dissertation are as follows.

The major benefit of information utilization in future power system is to realize

optimization of whole power systems by optimal operation and control of power

system components by analysis and utilization of various status information

collected accurately and rapidly as numeral data. This study considered holistic

optimization of power systems in demand-side and proposed evaluation methods

not only for individual and static installation effects but also holistic and periodical

installation effects of Smart Grid component technologies and measures to solve

current limitations in power systems and to improve performance of these

technologies and measures.
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In order to be provided Smart Grid component measures continuously, business

profitability of these component measures without dependency of subsidies or

preference treatments should be necessary. This dissertation not only provided

quantification methods of generation values but also proposed the value

circulation model between supply and demand sides. In addition, it is showed that

value exchanges between them were possible virtually with ICT and environmental

conditions activating values were also provided.

In order to reform existing power systems, which is one or important social

infrastructure into advanced power systems, Smart Grid , the collaboration of

electric engineering with technologies and knowledge in various areas should be

essential. Therefore, this study has adopted integration approaches among various

academic and business areas. As mentioned in above, ICT and business profitability

are major integration and collaboration areas in this dissertation. All approaches

and methods in this study were focused on the ICT utilization and business

profitability, the expansion of ICT application areas should contribute to

improvement of electric power business efficiency and effectiveness and

consideration of business profitability using various concepts and theories in

economics, business administration and social science etc., should be contribute to

realistic and practicable approaches in real business.

Avenues of Future Research7.2.

In this study, benefit formulation and quantification of Smart Grid measures and

benefit expansion models were considered based on the hypothesis that continuous

business profitability by the Smart Grid realization measures should be required because

continuous technical innovations and investments to both supply and demand sides

should be necessary. Japanese power market, which is the main target of various Smart

Grid measures proposed in this study, is on the start stage of smart meter installation, and

utilized models and data should be clarified step-by-step and stored gradually. Therefore,

it is necessary to improve various methods and models considered in this study

continuously with new enhanced data and models.
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Expansion of Actual Data Utilization in Benefit Calculation of Smart Grid(1)

Measures

In Japan, presently it might be difficult to get most of actual data required for

benefit calculation methods proposed in this study. Also standard power supply system

models with adequate information for reasonable calculation used in proposed methods

should not be clear because it is the first stage for the Smart Grid implementation.

Therefore, it is necessary for benefit calculation models proposed in this study to

conduct simulations using actual data as many as possible to improve the accuracy of the

models. In addition, by the cause consideration of gaps between simulation and actual

results, proposed models also should be improved considering additional constraints and

assumptions which should be contributed to improving the accuracy of the simulation

results. In the consideration, it is important to define reasonable data amount and

accuracy because these should influence to the cost for the measures although these are

contribute to accuracy of the simulation results Again, business sustainability should be

the most important to realize Smart Grid.

Data Assumption in Introductory Process(2)

For the realization of Smart Grid, many and various technical measures should be

implemented collaborate each other taking long time. Even smart meter installation, this is

the first step of Smart Grid realization, it is expected it takes more than ten years in Japan.

Most of proposed models and measures in this study assume that smart meters and

sensors are fully installed in the simulation target areas and data using these models and

measures are available. Therefore, it should be necessary to use various assuming or

estimating data during the implementation stage of Smart Grid and reasonable data

preparation methods should be discussed. In addition, it should be necessary to consider

evaluation methods and measures during the implementing stage of Smart Grid.

Information Utilization of Power System for the Other New Service Businesses(3)

In order to reform the current power system which is already one of the important

social infrastructures, into Smart Grid, long term and huge investment should be required

and also new added values which surpass the investment largely would be essential. As

one of effective ideas, new services which utilize information used for basic power supply

services, such as metering data, should be considered more. In this study, new services

using metering data were proposed such that optimal DG allocation, impact evaluation of
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many PV systems installation environment, the distribution system monitoring method in

a large number of PV systems installed environment and the outage area detection support

method utilizing metering collection status information. These new services using already

collected data do not require additional data collection mechanisms and thus the service

preparation cost can be reduced. Considering the encouragement of lower energy pricing,

it should be critical for energy supplier to provide new services using existing data as well

as efficiency improvement of existing services.

Recently, various industries such as healthcare, finance and transportation etc.,

have succeeded to generate huge benefit by the expansion of ICT utilization. However in

electric power supply systems, which large scale and concentrated power generation

plants have provided electricity to consumers in one way through also large scale

transmission and distribution systems, it looks the information utilization level is limited,

especially in the power systems control area. This is because current high performance

power systems in Japan have been developed with asset (hardware) based autonomous

control technologies. Therefore, it opens up a lot of possibilities for generating a large scale

of benefit in electric power industry by the expansion of ICT utilization areas. In the near

future, available status information should increase dramatically by the smart meter

penetration and other sensor technologies, these high frequent, rapid exchanging and

many area covered metering information should be the first Big Data in Japan. To

transform these Big Data into new values is one of critical challenges and this is the next

key factor to realize Smart Grid.
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APPENDIX B Smart Grid Definition by METI (in Japanese)

IT

APPENDIX C Distribution System Model Parameters in [3-12]

Branches parameter

F T R X F T R X F T R X F T R X

126 1 0.00125 0.0018 32 33 0.00304 0.00278 62 65 0.00087 0.00103 96 97 0.00067 0.00061

1 2 0.00031 0.0005 4 34 0.0047 0.0043 63 66 0.00043 0.00041 96 98 0.00088 0.00081

2 3 0.00285 0.00261 4 35 0.00153 0.00181 64 67 0.00056 0.00052 14 99 0.00134 0.00158

3 4 0.00143 0.0013 35 36 0.00076 0.0007 9 68 0.00234 0.00277 99 100 0.00053 0.00049

4 5 0.00078 0.00092 35 37 0.0012 0.00142 68 69 0.00035 0.00034 99 101 0.00086 0.00102

5 6 0.00063 0.00074 37 38 0.00056 0.00051 10 70 0.00113 0.00133 101 102 0.00094 0.00086

6 7 0.0012 0.00137 37 39 0.00086 0.00079 70 71 0.00056 0.00052 102 103 0.0013 0.00119

7 8 0.00089 0.00105 37 40 0.00105 0.00124 70 72 0.00078 0.00092 102 104 0.00059 0.00054

8 9 0.00123 0.00145 40 41 0.00075 0.00068 72 73 0.00065 0.0006 103 105 0.00088 0.00081

9 10 0.00087 0.00103 40 42 0.00063 0.00058 72 74 0.00089 0.00082 101 106 0.00153 0.00181

10 11 0.00112 0.00132 5 43 0.00124 0.00114 72 75 0.00056 0.00052 106 107 0.00069 0.00063

11 12 0.00093 0.0011 5 44 0.00089 0.00082 72 76 0.00089 0.00092 106 108 0.00075 0.00069

12 13 0.00065 0.00078 5 45 0.00034 0.00031 11 77 0.00135 0.00124 15 109 0.00109 0.001

13 14 0.00086 0.00102 6 46 0.00106 0.00097 12 78 0.00096 0.00088 16 110 0.0021 0.00192

14 15 0.0025 0.00296 7 47 0.00096 0.00113 78 79 0.00068 0.00062 17 111 0.0013 0.00119

15 16 0.00342 0.00405 47 48 0.00075 0.00069 13 80 0.0012 0.0011 111 112 0.00056 0.00052

16 17 0.00068 0.0008 47 49 0.00103 0.00122 80 81 0.00056 0.00052 18 113 0.00148 0.00136

17 18 0.00083 0.00098 49 50 0.00087 0.0008 14 82 0.00087 0.00103 18 114 0.00087 0.00103

18 19 0.0012 0.00142 49 51 0.00097 0.00115 82 83 0.00142 0.0013 114 115 0.00171 0.00157

19 20 0.0014 0.00166 51 52 0.00113 0.00103 82 84 0.00086 0.00102 115 116 0.00092 0.00084

1 21 0.0021 0.00249 51 53 0.00078 0.00092 84 85 0.00076 0.0007 115 117 0.00121 0.00111

21 22 0.00086 0.00078 53 54 0.00065 0.0006 85 86 0.00045 0.00042 116 118 0.00062 0.00057

21 23 0.00124 0.00147 53 55 0.00121 0.00143 85 87 0.00069 0.00063 114 119 0.00135 0.0016

23 24 0.00056 0.00051 55 56 0.00132 0.00121 84 88 0.00105 0.00096 119 120 0.0012 0.0011

23 25 0.0014 0.00166 56 57 0.00069 0.00063 84 89 0.00088 0.00105 119 121 0.00221 0.00262

25 26 0.00071 0.00065 57 58 0.00079 0.00072 89 90 0.00065 0.0006 121 122 0.00067 0.00062

25 27 0.00135 0.0016 56 59 0.00023 0.00021 90 91 0.00105 0.00096 121 123 0.00083 0.00076

27 28 0.00065 0.00059 57 60 0.00065 0.00061 90 92 0.00037 0.00034 19 124 0.00056 0.00052

27 29 0.00078 0.00072 58 61 0.00057 0.00052 91 93 0.00057 0.00052 8 125 0.00462 0.00423

27 30 0.00053 0.00048 55 62 0.0011 0.0013 89 94 0.00078 0.00092

2 31 0.0023 0.0021 62 63 0.00096 0.00088 94 95 0.00093 0.00086

3 32 0.0021 0.00249 63 64 0.00211 0.00193 94 96 0.00113 0.00134
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Buses parameter

No P Q No. P Q No. P Q No. P Q No. P Q
1 0 0 26 0.078 0.045 51 0 0 76 0.049 0.042 101 0 0
2 0.12 0.085 27 0.042 0.025 52 0.009 0.006 77 0.035 0.026 102 0 0
3 0 0 28 0.056 0.042 53 0 0 78 0 0 103 0 0
4 0 0 29 0.023 0.012 54 0.034 0.026 79 0.034 0.024 104 0.035 0.025
5 0 0 30 0.063 0.047 55 0 0 80 0 0 105 0.055 0.042
6 0.35 0.19 31 0.105 0.068 56 0 0 81 0.056 0.044 106 0 0
7 0 0 32 0 0 57 0 0 82 0 0 107 0.078 0.059
8 0 0 33 0.204 0.176 58 0 0 83 0.034 0.021 108 0.032 0.021
9 0.25 0.16 34 0.135 0.098 59 0.053 0.038 84 0 0 109 0.043 0.024

10 0 0 35 0 0 60 0.035 0.02 85 0 0 110 0.013 0.008
11 0 0 36 0.012 0.008 61 0.024 0.015 86 0.022 0.015 111 0 0
12 0.326 0.233 37 0 0 62 0 0 87 0.034 0.021 112 0.047 0.03
13 0 0 38 0.045 0.031 63 0 0 88 0.042 0.031 113 0.076 0.056
14 0 0 39 0.03 0.018 64 0 0 89 0 0 114 0 0
15 0 0 40 0 0 65 0.078 0.054 90 0 0 115 0 0
16 0.103 0.078 41 0.085 0.053 66 0.023 0.015 91 0 0 116 0 0
17 0 0 42 0.026 0.015 67 0.013 0.008 92 0.044 0.035 117 0.039 0.024
18 0 0 43 0.033 0.021 68 0 0 93 0.036 0.022 118 0.056 0.037
19 0.067 0.045 44 0.052 0.034 69 0.035 0.021 94 0 0 119 0 0
20 0.045 0.027 45 0.036 0.025 70 0 0 95 0.065 0.047 120 0.043 0.031
21 0 0 46 0.024 0.016 71 0.024 0.017 96 0 0 121 0 0
22 0.112 0.078 47 0 0 72 0 0 97 0.023 0.015 122 0.035 0.024
23 0 0 48 0.036 0.022 73 0.045 0.032 98 0.071 0.052 123 0.068 0.049
24 0.03 0.018 49 0 0 74 0.032 0.02 99 0 0 124 0.042 0.029
25 0 0 50 0.045 0.034 75 0.025 0.017 100 0.025 0.017 125 0.035 0.023

Buses voltage

No. A Angle No. A Angle No. A Angle No. A Angle No. A Angle

1 1.0394 -0.21426 27 1.0363 -0.26533 53 0.99656 -0.69277 79 0.9801 -0.93705 105 0.97524 -1.0092

2 1.0369 -0.27424 28 1.0362 -0.26563 54 0.99652 -0.69297 80 0.97844 -0.96274 106 0.97528 -1.0119
3 1.02 -0.39965 29 1.0363 -0.26571 55 0.99607 -0.70095 81 0.97839 -0.96301 107 0.97518 -1.0124

4 1.012 -0.46142 30 1.0362 -0.26561 56 0.99583 -0.70321 82 0.9759 -1.0039 108 0.97524 -1.0123
5 1.0076 -0.52919 31 1.0365 -0.27765 57 0.99577 -0.70396 83 0.97582 -1.0047 109 0.97327 -1.0466

6 1.0042 -0.58159 32 1.0191 -0.40729 58 0.99574 -0.70428 84 0.97535 -1.0122 110 0.96922 -1.1111
7 0.9986 -0.66039 33 1.018 -0.40906 59 0.99581 -0.70335 85 0.97528 -1.013 111 0.96851 -1.1223

8 0.99491 -0.71551 34 1.011 -0.46813 60 0.99573 -0.70445 86 0.97527 -1.0131 112 0.96847 -1.1228
9 0.9899 -0.7909 35 1.0115 -0.47077 61 0.99572 -0.7045 87 0.97525 -1.0134 113 0.96769 -1.1344

10 0.98678 -0.83725 36 1.0115 -0.4709 62 0.99584 -0.70462 88 0.97528 -1.0127 114 0.96749 -1.1396

11 0.98315 -0.89147 37 1.0111 -0.4777 63 0.99579 -0.70517 89 0.97495 -1.0183 115 0.96722 -1.1423
12 0.9802 -0.93636 38 1.0111 -0.47802 64 0.99575 -0.70565 90 0.97486 -1.019 116 0.96714 -1.1431

13 0.97856 -0.96222 39 1.0111 -0.47816 65 0.99572 -0.70654 91 0.9748 -1.0196 117 0.96714 -1.1432
14 0.9765 -0.99444 40 1.0109 -0.48142 66 0.99577 -0.70534 92 0.97484 -1.0191 118 0.96708 -1.1436

15 0.97334 -1.0456 41 1.0108 -0.48243 67 0.99573 -0.70578 93 0.97477 -1.02 119 0.96711 -1.1453
16 0.96927 -1.1106 42 1.0109 -0.48173 68 0.98975 -0.79369 94 0.97472 -1.0217 120 0.96702 -1.1459

17 0.96861 -1.1213 43 1.0076 -0.52984 69 0.98973 -0.79396 95 0.97461 -1.0225 121 0.96668 -1.1519
18 0.96788 -1.1331 44 1.0076 -0.52989 70 0.98641 -0.84244 96 0.97452 -1.0248 122 0.96664 -1.1523

19 0.96754 -1.1391 45 1.0076 -0.52934 71 0.98639 -0.84261 97 0.97449 -1.025 123 0.96658 -1.1526

20 0.96743 -1.1414 46 1.0042 -0.58195 72 0.98619 -0.84552 98 0.97441 -1.0255 124 0.9675 -1.1395
21 1.038 -0.23791 47 0.99799 -0.66999 73 0.98614 -0.84588 99 0.97593 -1.0026 125 0.99465 -0.71793

22 1.0378 -0.23899 48 0.99795 -0.67047 74 0.98614 -0.84602 100 0.97591 -1.0028 126 1.05 0
23 1.0373 -0.24828 49 0.9974 -0.67924 75 0.98616 -0.84572 101 0.9756 -1.0073

24 1.0373 -0.24856 50 0.99733 -0.67961 76 0.9861 -0.84597 102 0.97545 -1.0081
25 1.0367 -0.2587 51 0.99693 -0.68689 77 0.98307 -0.89197 103 0.97533 -1.0088

26 1.0366 -0.2597 52 0.99691 -0.68704 78 0.98014 -0.93677 104 0.97542 -1.0084
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APPENDIX D Meter Property Data Used in the Simulation in 5.3

Meter
No.

Grp.
Location Pole

Trans.
Bus

Meter
No.

Grp.
Location Pole

Trans.
Bus

Meter
No.

Grp.
Location Pole

Trans.
Bus

x y x y x y

1 12 10 10 1 B1 121 26 40 45 15 B1 241 59 75 10 21 B2
2 20 10 15 1 B1 122 33 40 50 15 B1 242 18 75 15 21 B2
3 25 10 20 5 B1 123 34 40 55 19 B1 243 38 75 20 21 B2
4 10 10 25 5 B1 124 47 40 60 19 B1 244 19 75 25 22 B2
5 38 10 30 9 B1 125 3 40 65 43 B3 245 52 75 30 22 B2
6 6 10 35 9 B1 126 25 40 70 43 B3 246 20 75 35 22 B2
7 13 10 40 13 B1 127 4 40 75 47 B3 247 48 75 40 23 B2
8 42 10 45 13 B1 128 19 40 80 47 B3 248 11 75 45 23 B2
9 31 10 50 17 B1 129 37 40 85 51 B3 249 19 75 50 23 B2

10 11 10 55 17 B1 130 32 40 90 51 B3 250 5 75 55 24 B2
11 60 10 60 41 B3 131 36 40 95 55 B3 251 30 75 60 24 B2
12 29 10 65 41 B3 132 20 40 100 55 B3 252 28 75 65 24 B2
13 1 10 70 45 B3 133 55 45 15 3 B1 253 36 75 80 59 B3
14 26 10 75 45 B3 134 47 45 20 3 B1 254 2 75 85 59 B3
15 18 10 80 49 B3 135 35 45 25 7 B1 255 20 75 90 59 B3
16 46 10 85 49 B3 136 26 45 30 7 B1 256 9 75 95 60 B3
17 54 10 90 53 B3 137 44 45 35 11 B1 257 20 75 100 60 B3
18 50 10 95 53 B3 138 10 45 40 11 B1 258 46 75 105 60 B3
19 11 10 100 57 B3 139 4 45 45 15 B1 259 38 80 10 25 B2
20 7 10 105 57 B3 140 15 45 50 15 B1 260 58 80 15 25 B2
21 1 15 10 1 B1 141 46 45 55 19 B1 261 50 80 20 25 B2
22 10 15 15 1 B1 142 58 45 60 19 B1 262 34 80 25 22 B2
23 23 15 20 5 B1 143 21 45 65 43 B3 263 37 80 30 22 B2
24 12 15 25 5 B1 144 42 45 70 43 B3 264 12 80 35 22 B2
25 59 15 30 9 B1 145 48 45 75 47 B3 265 55 80 40 23 B2
26 53 15 35 9 B1 146 3 45 80 47 B3 266 20 80 45 23 B2
27 35 15 40 13 B1 147 48 45 85 51 B3 267 37 80 50 23 B2
28 44 15 45 13 B1 148 30 45 90 51 B3 268 36 80 55 28 B2
29 9 15 50 17 B1 149 13 45 95 55 B3 269 47 80 60 28 B2
30 16 15 55 17 B1 150 37 45 100 55 B3 270 43 80 65 28 B2
31 2 15 60 41 B3 151 55 50 15 3 B1 271 42 80 70 35 B2
32 50 15 65 41 B3 152 57 50 20 3 B1 272 46 80 75 35 B2
33 48 15 70 45 B3 153 40 50 25 7 B1 273 16 80 80 37 B2
34 48 15 75 45 B3 154 1 50 30 7 B1 274 33 80 85 37 B2
35 20 15 80 49 B3 155 40 50 35 11 B1 275 31 80 90 39 B2
36 28 15 85 49 B3 156 58 50 40 11 B1 276 34 80 95 39 B2
37 34 15 90 53 B3 157 1 50 45 15 B1 277 17 85 10 25 B2
38 49 15 95 53 B3 158 58 50 50 15 B1 278 25 85 15 25 B2
39 34 15 100 57 B3 159 5 50 55 19 B1 279 22 85 20 25 B2
40 13 15 105 57 B3 160 18 50 60 19 B1 280 59 85 25 26 B2
41 13 20 10 1 B1 161 35 50 65 43 B3 281 32 85 30 26 B2
42 22 20 15 1 B1 162 49 50 70 43 B3 282 35 85 35 26 B2
43 35 20 20 5 B1 163 3 50 75 47 B3 283 28 85 40 27 B2
44 21 20 25 5 B1 164 4 50 80 47 B3 284 2 85 45 27 B2
45 32 20 30 9 B1 165 34 50 85 51 B3 285 23 85 50 27 B2
46 26 20 35 9 B1 166 19 50 90 51 B3 286 9 85 55 28 B2
47 35 20 40 13 B1 167 25 50 95 55 B3 287 40 85 60 28 B2
48 4 20 45 13 B1 168 31 50 100 55 B3 288 10 85 65 28 B2
49 33 20 50 17 B1 169 45 55 10 4 B1 289 12 85 70 35 B2
50 13 20 55 17 B1 170 28 55 15 4 B1 290 23 85 75 35 B2
51 58 20 60 41 B3 171 20 55 20 8 B1 291 6 85 80 37 B2
52 56 20 65 41 B3 172 5 55 25 8 B1 292 37 85 85 37 B2
53 60 20 70 45 B3 173 25 55 30 12 B1 293 43 85 90 39 B2
54 51 20 75 45 B3 174 35 55 35 12 B1 294 27 85 95 39 B2
55 25 20 80 49 B3 175 46 55 40 16 B1 295 26 90 10 29 B2
56 49 20 85 49 B3 176 35 55 45 16 B1 296 21 90 15 29 B2
57 60 20 90 53 B3 177 40 55 50 20 B1 297 43 90 20 29 B2
58 16 20 95 53 B3 178 49 55 55 20 B1 298 13 90 25 26 B2
59 11 20 100 57 B3 179 26 55 60 44 B3 299 3 90 30 26 B2
60 42 20 105 57 B3 180 48 55 65 44 B3 300 54 90 35 26 B2
61 2 25 15 2 B1 181 44 55 70 48 B3 301 3 90 40 27 B2
62 21 25 20 2 B1 182 42 55 75 48 B3 302 28 90 45 27 B2
63 42 25 25 6 B1 183 44 55 80 52 B3 303 45 90 50 27 B2
64 7 25 30 6 B1 184 12 55 85 52 B3 304 46 90 55 32 B2
65 7 25 35 10 B1 185 47 55 90 56 B3 305 50 90 60 32 B2
66 18 25 40 10 B1 186 5 55 95 56 B3 306 13 90 65 32 B2
67 24 25 45 14 B1 187 15 55 100 58 B3 307 29 90 70 35 B2
68 34 25 50 14 B1 188 58 55 105 58 B3 308 53 90 75 35 B2
69 19 25 55 18 B1 189 50 60 10 4 B1 309 50 90 80 37 B2
70 18 25 60 18 B1 190 14 60 15 4 B1 310 25 90 85 37 B2
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Meter
No.

Grp.
Location Pole

Trans.
Bus

Meter
No.

Grp.
Location Pole

Trans.
Bus

Meter
No.

Grp.
Location Pole

Trans.
Bus

x y x y x y

71 49 25 65 42 B3 191 12 60 20 8 B1 311 28 90 90 39 B2
72 19 25 70 42 B3 192 15 60 25 8 B1 312 21 90 95 39 B2
73 23 25 75 46 B3 193 56 60 30 12 B1 313 15 95 10 29 B2
74 25 25 80 46 B3 194 16 60 35 12 B1 314 49 95 15 29 B2
75 51 25 85 50 B3 195 16 60 40 16 B1 315 33 95 20 29 B2
76 25 25 90 50 B3 196 43 60 45 16 B1 316 33 95 25 30 B2
77 44 25 95 54 B3 197 40 60 50 20 B1 317 38 95 30 30 B2
78 40 25 100 54 B3 198 47 60 55 20 B1 318 6 95 35 30 B2
79 25 30 15 2 B1 199 46 60 60 44 B3 319 43 95 40 31 B2
80 58 30 20 2 B1 200 19 60 65 44 B3 320 16 95 45 31 B2
81 39 30 25 6 B1 201 50 60 70 48 B3 321 4 95 50 31 B2
82 31 30 30 6 B1 202 44 60 75 48 B3 322 17 95 55 32 B2
83 14 30 35 10 B1 203 54 60 80 52 B3 323 58 95 60 32 B2
84 35 30 40 10 B1 204 14 60 85 52 B3 324 20 95 65 32 B2
85 45 30 45 14 B1 205 22 60 90 56 B3 325 39 95 70 36 B2
86 28 30 50 14 B1 206 34 60 95 56 B3 326 22 95 75 36 B2
87 55 30 55 18 B1 207 22 60 100 58 B3 327 23 95 80 38 B2
88 17 30 60 18 B1 208 13 60 105 58 B3 328 20 95 85 38 B2
89 41 30 65 42 B3 209 35 65 10 4 B1 329 13 95 90 40 B2
90 54 30 70 42 B3 210 38 65 15 4 B1 330 13 95 95 40 B2
91 17 30 75 46 B3 211 9 65 20 8 B1 331 26 100 10 33 B2
92 23 30 80 46 B3 212 4 65 25 8 B1 332 38 100 15 33 B2
93 1 30 85 50 B3 213 39 65 30 12 B1 333 15 100 20 33 B2
94 18 30 90 50 B3 214 51 65 35 12 B1 334 42 100 25 30 B2
95 60 30 95 54 B3 215 39 65 40 16 B1 335 36 100 30 30 B2
96 46 30 100 54 B3 216 26 65 45 16 B1 336 37 100 35 30 B2
97 35 35 15 2 B1 217 12 65 50 20 B1 337 5 100 40 31 B2
98 37 35 20 2 B1 218 30 65 55 20 B1 338 3 100 45 31 B2
99 17 35 25 6 B1 219 59 65 60 44 B3 339 10 100 50 31 B2

100 31 35 30 6 B1 220 47 65 65 44 B3 340 15 100 55 34 B2
101 48 35 35 10 B1 221 23 65 70 48 B3 341 24 100 60 34 B2
102 52 35 40 10 B1 222 30 65 75 48 B3 342 36 100 65 34 B2
103 6 35 45 14 B1 223 33 65 80 52 B3 343 18 100 70 36 B2
104 33 35 50 14 B1 224 41 65 85 52 B3 344 51 100 75 36 B2
105 25 35 55 18 B1 225 3 65 90 56 B3 345 54 100 80 38 B2
106 5 35 60 18 B1 226 39 65 95 56 B3 346 32 100 85 38 B2
107 28 35 65 42 B3 227 54 65 100 58 B3 347 24 100 90 40 B2
108 42 35 70 42 B3 228 21 65 105 58 B3 348 1 100 95 40 B2
109 30 35 75 46 B3 229 8 70 10 21 B2 349 16 105 10 33 B2
110 25 35 80 46 B3 230 26 70 15 21 B2 350 10 105 15 33 B2
111 57 35 85 50 B3 231 47 70 20 21 B2 351 39 105 20 33 B2
112 60 35 90 50 B3 232 22 70 55 24 B2 352 59 105 55 34 B2
113 36 35 95 54 B3 233 25 70 60 24 B2 353 19 105 60 34 B2
114 32 35 100 54 B3 234 45 70 65 24 B2 354 15 105 65 34 B2
115 37 40 15 3 B1 235 27 70 80 59 B3 355 53 105 70 36 B2
116 6 40 20 3 B1 236 44 70 85 59 B3 356 8 105 75 36 B2
117 12 40 25 7 B1 237 31 70 90 59 B3 357 35 105 80 38 B2
118 18 40 30 7 B1 238 11 70 95 60 B3 358 37 105 85 38 B2
119 2 40 35 11 B1 239 17 70 100 60 B3 359 37 105 90 40 B2
120 10 40 40 11 B1 240 6 70 105 60 B3 360 42 105 95 40 B2


